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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

The way to progress in thi s fi el dis not through the 
application of emotionally based opinions. The way is 
through thorough and painstaking research; the develop
ment of planned operations based on research; and the 
careful measurement of the effect of such plans to 
determine whether they do or do not serve the purpose 
for which they were designed. and why.1 

A. PLANNING RESEARCH AND CRIME ANALYSIS UNITS -- A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROGRAM 
FUNDING IN ILLINOIS 

Realizing the need to improve police planning and crime analysis on the lo
cal level, the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission created a special funding 
category in its 1974 plan. The program category is succinctly described in 

. . d t 2 a commlSSlon ocumen: 
Police Planning Research and Crime Analysis units were 
initially established in ILEC's 1974 plan to encourage 
police departments to develop administrative and opera
tional planning, with a focus towards improving the 
utilization of departmental resources (personnel and 
equipment) in a cost-effective and offense-directed 
manner. 

While both of these units concentrated on various methods 
for improving police operations and developing a general 
patrol allocation and deployment system (based on the in
cidence of criminal offenses, calls for service, response 
times and traffic enforcement, etc.), Crime Analysis Units 
were additionally charged with developing and analyzing 
specific crime-offender-target information. 

1Gourley, G. Douglas and the faculty of the Department of Police Science 
and Administration of California State College at Los Angeles, Effective 
Police Organization and Management, Volume IV, as submitted to the Presi
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967. 

2The Illinois Law Enforcement Commission Request for Proposal, "Evaluation 
of the Process and Impact of the Police Planning Research and Analysis 
Units, Crime Analysis Units and Offense Directed Resource Utilization Units 
in Illinois", June 27,1977. 
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In 1977, a third type of police planning program, the 
Offense Directed Resource Utilization Unit, was developed 
and included in ILEC's plan. This program was designed to 
choose a specific crime-offender-target and develop a crime 
specific analysis and tactical response to it. 

To date, ILEC has funded nine such programs: Five 
Police Planning Research and Analysis Units, Two Crime 
Analysis Units, and Two Offense Directed Resource 
Utilization Units. 

The nine projects funded were in Cahokia, Champaign, Danville/Vermilion 
County, Deerfield, Downers Grove, Elgin, Lake Forest, Kane County, and 
Zion. The purpose of this publication is to provide an assessment of the 
accomplishments of the crime analysis and planning units funded by ILEC. 
As a result of the assessment, recommendations pertaining to statewide 
category area funding and the implementation of the planning/analysis 
function on the local level have been ,developed. 

The following section gives the background of the evaluation effort in 
order to provide the reader with a complete introduction to the scope of 
effort contained within this volume. 

B. BACKGROUND OF THE EVALUATION REPORT 

On June 27,1977, the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission (ILEC) issued a 
Request for Proposal (RFP) entitled "Evaluation of the Process and Impact 
of the Police Planning, Research and Analysis Units, Crime Analysis Units 
and Offense Directed Resource Utilization Units in Illinois". Planning 
Research Corporation/Public Management Services, Inc. (PMS) submitted a 
written proposal in response to the RFP in August 1977 and was ultimately 
selected to perform the evaluation for ILEC. 

The evaluation began during the first week of ~anuary 1978 when PMS staff 
met with ILEC representatives. After several informal meetings between ILEC 
and PMS staff, a thorough review of the grant files was conducted by PMS and 
pertinent information on each project was copied for use as the basis of 
discussion during on-site visits. 
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During the remainder of January and February, on-site visits were made to 
each of the nine units selected for evaluation. A working paper was pre
pared on each unit which covered the individual goals and objectives and 
proposed unit activities as contained in grant applications; the activities 
as described in progress reports to ILEC; and finally, the activities as 
observed by the evaluation staff during the on-site visit. The working pa
pers represented the comprehensive set of descriptive information described 
in the proposal. 

The working papers were not designed to be evaluation reports per se, but 
were constructed in an effort to document all project activities of the 
units. They also contained critical observations of project activities 
pointing out the shortcomings of the projects. 

The working papers were submitted to project personnel and the respective 
Chiefs of Police for their review. The working papers were then submitted 
to ILEC as part of the interim report dated April 1978. The interim report 
provided a preliminary analysis and review of each unit. The analysis was 
based on the working papers together with the responses of project personnel. 
Each working paper (as corrected by comment from project staff) was submitted 
as separate but companion volumes to the interim report. The interim report 
identified four projects that were worthy of further evaluative review. This 
is not to say that the other five projects were not meritorious, but because 
of the funding cycle or nature of the local program, it was jointly decided 
by ILEC and PMS that further review beyond the initial analysis of the work
ing paper would not be parti~ularly productive. 

This final report provides a summary of all nine projects as contained in 
the interim report. It also documents our efforts to construct program area 
recommendations and guidelines for planning and crime analysis programs. 

Chapter II gives a summary for each of the nine projects while Chapter III 
provides an overall assessment. Chapter IV gives recommendations for ILEC's 
consideration for future funding of similar projects. Chapter V is a state 
of the art of police planning and crime analysis which is intended for poten
tial grantees. Finally, Chapter VI provides a framework for a management 
information system for planning projects. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER II 
A DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL ILEC FUNDED 

PLANNING AND CRIME ANALYSIS PROJECTS 

As discussed in Chapter I, one of the first activities of the evaluation 
effort was to make site visits to each of the nine projects under review. 
A working paper was prepared on each unit's activities as contained in 
the grant applications; the progress reports to ILEC; and finally, the 
activities as observed by the evaluation staff during the on-site visits. 
The working papers were then submitted to project personnel and the respec
tive Chiefs of Police for their review and comment. 

After review and comment by project p~rsonnel, the working papers were sub
mitted to ILEC as part of the interim report. As a result of the interim 
report, the decision was made to conduct a more extensive evaluation of four 
of the projects: Danville, Lake Forest, Deerfield, and Elgin. Of the other 
five, three were dropped from consideration because they had been completed 
for some time, one wa~ dropped because it was just getting started, and one 
was dropped because no further evaluation was considered necessary. 

To facilitate the individual summaries, a matrix of project activities has 
been developed. The matrix consists ~f eight major column headings as des
cribed below. See Table 1 on Page 9 for an example. 

• Project Activities. This column lists the activities 
undertaken within each project. 

• Planned Activities. This column is divided into two 
subcol umns •.. The fi rst i ndi cates whether the activi ty 
was mentioned in the grant application. The second 
indicates whether the activity was initiated and later 
reported to ILEC in quarterly reports. The two columns 
provide a review of the planned versus the actual ac
tivities undertaken by a project. 

• Degree of Implementation. Often component activities 
are planned but must be subsequently abandoned or can 
only be partially implemented. In ;f~he "Degree of Im
plementation" column, each project is assigned to one 
of the following categories: 

-5-
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Completed. The activity has been completed. 
Results may have been implemented and the pro
ject personnel will usually have been involved 
in the implementation. For examp~~~ a monthly 
crime report may have been developed. Project 
personnel may then be given the responsibility 
to produce and di stribute the report. 

Partially Completed. This category describes 
an activity which is well on the way toward 
completion, but has not yet reached the stage 
where it is of significant benefit to the 
agency. 

Discontinued. The activity results were imple
mented but subsequently discontinued. 

Abandoned. The activity was discussed in either 
the grant application or reports to ILEC, but no 
attempt at implementation was made and the activ
ity was ultimately abandoned. 

Common Objectives. Through a review of the activities 
of all nine projects, PMS developed a set of common 
objectives. This column relates each activity to one 
or more of the common objectives defined by PMS. 
Objective 1: Improve the Generation of Information 
Objective 2: Improve the Department's Analysis Capabilities 
Objective 3: Improve the Deployment of Personnel 
Objective 4: 
Objective 5: 

Facil ities 

Improve the Budget Preparation Procedures 
Improve the Utilization of Equipment an~ 

Objective 6: Improve Standard Operating Procedures 
Objective 7: Develop Officer Performance System 
Objective 8: Contribute to Increased Community Security 

Through the Application of Crime Prevention and Loss 
Prevention Measures 

Tenure of Activity. The tenure of activity describes the 
concentration of effort needed to implement and maintain a 
given program. Some activities, such as preparing a pro
cedures manual or writing a comprehensive general order are 
essentially one-time efforts. Other activities such as 
crime analysis are on-going and require continual attention. 
The descriptive categories for "Tenure of Activity" are 
fUrther defined below: 
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One-Time. An activity that is the primary respon
sibility of the Planner/Analyst and receives con
centrated attention for a period of time but does 
not require the on-going attention of the Planner/ 
Analyst after completion. 

Limited Activity. An activity of a planning nature 
in which the Planner/Analyst only has a peripheral 
interest, not the primary responsibility. 

On-Going Activity. An activity which requires 
a given amount of attention for maintenance or 
continued update of information after the initial 
implementation effort. 

Scope of Effort. Many of the activities of the various 
projects were minor, requiring little expenditure of time. 
Other activities required a large percentage of a planner's 
time either on a short-term or long-term basis. The cate
gories defining scope of effort are as follows: 

Minol" Effort. A repor.ted activity requiring less than 
40 hours to complete and implement. 

~ignificant Effort. An activity requiring several 
~eeks to complete and implement. 

Major Activity. An activity requiring two or more 
months to develop and implement. 

The next five sections discuss the projects in Downers Grove, Zion, Cahokia, 
Champaign, and Kane County. Then the four projects that received more in
tensive evaluations are discussed: Danville/Vermilion County, Lake Forest, 
Deerfield, and Elgin. 

B. DOWNERS GROVE 

Introduction 

Grant number 1981 was awarded to the Downers Grove Police Department to 
develop a planning and research unit out of project area 10h, 1975 funds. 
The total cost of the grant was $28,192. The funding period was from 
April 1, 1976 through March 31, 1977 with an extension through June 30, 1977. 

-7-
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The Downers Grove Police Department is comprised of 50 sworn officers pro
viding service to a population of approximately 40,600. The grant provided 
funding for a full time Director of Planning, a position which was ultimately 
assigned to a Lieutenant within the Department. 

Project Activities 

Table 1 provides a summary of the activities either planned or engaged in 
by the Downers Grove Police Department. Downers Grove is one of two pro
grams funded for a one-year period only. A review of Table 1 reveals that 
in terms of total grant activity, the planner was extremely busy during 
the project. As we review the table, we can see that project activities 
one through thirteen were mentioned in the grant application. Of these 
thirteen activities, only three can be called completed. Seven were par
tially completed and three were abandoned, at least in terms of the plan
ner's participation. 

It should be explained that many of the activities listed in the grant 
application were related to the Department's planned process for records 
automation, which was part of a coordinated city-wide effort. The planner 
was to coordinate the automation effort for the Department. Initially, the 
grant funding was to begin in September 1976, but funding did not actually 
start until April 1976. The delay caused problems in that the records auto
mation continued within the city. A result was that the programmer was 
unable to define and prioritize the Department's immediate data processing 
needs. Consequently, five of the first thirteen activities are listed under 
the liS cope of Effort" column as being of a minor effort and in two other 
activities no grant resources were expended. Three of the first thirteen 
projects constituted a "significant effort" while three others constituted 
a "major effort." 

From the "Planned Activity" column, we can see that activities numbered 14 
through 25 were developed after the grant was funded. Ten of these can be 
considered to be completely implemented and two are classified as partially 
completed. Three of the last twelve were of "major" proportion; three re
quired a "signficant" level of effort; while the remaining six required 
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Tabl e 1 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DOWNERS GROVE 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated RELATED TO Detailed After DEGREE OF C(XolMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION. OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT C(Jo\MEN1S 
Application Started 

.' 
1. Develop a manpower allocation and Partially Objectives Signifi- Accompl i shed "fi rs t steps" in geocodi ng (-gri d 

deployment system ., Yes No Completed 1. 3. 4. and One-Time cant m~pping). Little change in operations on 
7 pre-post grant basis. 

~' 

2. Evaluate all personnel - Develop Partially Objecti ves Signifi- Intent of this effort never materialized. 
"best use" profile Yes No Completed 3 and 7 One-Time cant Department conducted 3 'or 4 minor studies of 

.. peripheral relationships • 

3. Provide cost analysis on all motorized Partially Signifi- Planner did a feasibility st.udy on motorcycle 
equipment Yes No Completed Objective 5 One-Time cant usage for traffic enforcement and a squad 

ca r usage ,s tudy. 

4. Provide cost analysis of EDP for use Partially Objectives Conversion to ADP was well underway by the 
by Planning and Records Un'its Yes No Compl eted 1-3 L imi ted Major time grant was finally awarded. 

5. Institute a general review of all office Partia lly Completed outside of the general purview of 

- equipment in relation to projected Ye,s No Completed Objective 1 L imi ted Minor the planning officer. 
I changes in data collection storage and 

\D use 
I 

6. Develop statistical analysis on each Objectives As a result of records automation. Department 
unit of the Department, Yes No Completed 1-5 On-Going Major now has four monthly reports in support of 

administration and operational planning. 

7. Develop and implement a series of opera- Objectives Crime analysis data provided to opera ti ona 1 
tional plans itltending to a.ttacka Yes No Completed 1-3. 5.,& 7 On-Going Major supervisors - Referred to as "Target Incident 
specifi c crimina lactlVity ,Program" • 

8. Review of Administrative or noncriminal Most budgetary and other administrative plan-
planning needs Yes No Completed Objective 4 Limited Minor ning accomplished outside of the general 

purview of assigned planner. 

9. Evaluate present facilities and develop Partially What was accomplished was generally outside 
an interim plan for improving the flow Yes No Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor of the main grant activities. 
of informatlon ' --- ----

10. Provide a suggested design for' an EDP Planner prepared a document on police center in a, proposed new police Yes No Abanqoned Objective 1 limited Minor facilities. however. it was prepal'ed prior 
fad 1 i ty to grant. 

ll. Review methods of budget preparation -- Partially Planner was not directly involved in planning 
develop criteria & methods of control Yes No Completed Objective 4 Limited Minor process (see below). 

12. Develop weighted cost evaluation for Special projects officer has primary fiscal 
funding of existing programs and Yes No Abandoned --- --- --- responsibility -- little coordination with 
operations planning officer. 



Table 1 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DOWNERS GROVE 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated 
Detail ed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE OF Cex.1MON TENURE OF SCOPE OF CC»1MENTS 
Appl ication Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

13. Investigate alternate budget methods 
such as systems or program budgeting Yes No Abandoned. --- --- --- See above. 

14. Target Incidence and Selective Objectives Involves the continued data input on crime 
Enforcement Project No Yes Completed 1-5 and 7 On-Going Major analysis to operational supervisors. 

15. Modifications of. Juvenile Report No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor Designed new report provided to Juvenile Court 
System. 

~6. Updating operating procedureS and No Yes Completed Objecti ve 6 One-Time Major Updated procedures manual was a major project 
0 procedures of grant activities. 
I 

17. Produce data to devel~p STEP Unit Objecti ves Signifi- Formal STEP Unit never materialized~ 
No Yes Discontinued 3. 5. & ? ' One-Time cant 

18. Supply operational data for new STEP Objectives Although formal STEP Unit was never developed. 
Unit No Yes Completed 1 and 3 On-Going Major planner provided traffic analysis to operation-

a1 supervisors for selective enforcement 
purposes. 

19. Develop seciJrity ordinance Partially Signifi- Ordinance written by planner -- being reviewed 
No Yes Comoleted Objective 8 One-Time cant bv City -- not yet imolemented. 

20. Feasibility study on use of motor-
Objective 5 

Signifi- See Project Activity 3 
cycles No Yes Comple~ed One-Time cant 

21. Job inventory for parking enforcement No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time 'Minor See Project Activity 2 
personnel 

22. Study squad car needs No Yes Completed Jbjective 5 One-Time Minor See Projer,t Activity 3 

23. Crossing Guard study No Yes Completed :Jbjective 3 One-Time Minor See Project Activity 2 

24. Community service officer evaluation No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time Hi nor See Project Activity 2 

25. Study utilization of public service 
employees No Y'es Completed Objective 3 One-Time Minor See Project Activity 2 

-
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only a minor effort to implement. It is interesting to note that only one 
of the 'last twelve can be classified as an lIon-goingli activity. All the 
rest were one-time efforts to attack a current issue or problem confront
ing the administration or operation of the Department. 

The nature of the activities and the problems encountered can be illustrated 
by discussing two specific activities from Table 1. These are (1) Target 
Incidence and Selective Enforcement Project and (2) Modification of the 
Juvenile Report. 

The objective of the Target Incidence and Selective Enforcement Project was 
to lIinitiate a selective enforcement program on target crime which consti
tute a high proportion of total crime. 1I Vandalism and burglary were the 
target crimes selected. The specific activities were to: 

• Subdivide the city into grids to ascertain patterns 
of crime by type and location. 

• Collect and analyze crime data by grid to isolate 
high crime areas. 

• Distribute the results to patrol commanders. 

One of the first problems was that a change in the dispatch system was 
needed in order to computerize the records. Program errors were also slow

. ing the transition. These problems were not completely resolved at the 
time of the evaluation. As an alternative, data was manually collected and 
analyzed. 

A second problem area was the inability to accurately pinpoint the time of 
occurrence of the target crimes. This problem is a standard one when analy
zing property crimes. However, the planning officer was able to prepare a 
report on the two target crimes using data from May 1976. 

Redesigning the juvenile report was a minor but important activity for the 
planning officer. The report had not been changed in many years even though 
there were frequent complaints on the time required to complete the report. 
The planning officer recognized the problem and devoted some time to modify 
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the report format. The new form was eventually implemented and has substan
tially reduced the filing times for juvenile cases. Had the grant project 
not been in existence, it is doubtful that this improvement would have been 
made. 

Summary Comments 

If we were to diagram police planning relationships, one of the easiest ways 
is to construct a simple pie diagram as shown below: 

POLICY 
PLAN PROGRAM PLANNING 

The various pieces of the pie can be labeled by one of several definitions 
ascribed to police planning, e.g •• operational, organizational, or proce
dural. Regardless of what we call the pieces of the planning pie, there 
should be some integrating force behind the total p1anning effort. This 
last aspect or phase of planning is usually referred to as program planning 
or a IIpl an for planning. 1I The plan spells out what the department expects 
to accomplish. 

In summary s the Downers Grove project operated as a series of short term 
operational plans with no overall IIpl an for planning. 1I After more than a 
year of operation, no long term planning program had evolved. 

A related problem was that there were other planning efforts within the 
Department of Which the planning officer had only limited knowledge. These 
included a Management by Objectives effort, some planned personnel programs 
and some budgetary efforts. The fact that the planning officer had limited 
knowledge of the activities is another reflection of fragmented planning. 
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These comments were contained in the working paper on Downers Grove which 
was reviewed by the Chief and planning Lieutenant. Chief Hess responded 
as follows: 

The context of the report suggests that a Police Department 
of our size should orient its Planning Unit toward centralized 
and long range efforts. I disagree with that position in our 
case and I believe my reasoning would be valid for most medium 
sized departments within a metropolitan region. A number of 
federal, state, and regional agencies provide a host of statis
tical information and projects. Our own Village government 
provides very accurate finanical planning and projection which 
is available to use. It simply appears redundant to duplicate 
those efforts and is far more productive for us to build upon 
that data and concentrate primarily upon operational planning. 
I do, however, agree with the report that our internal bud
geting and planning should be combined because of the close 
relationship and we plan to make that change in the future •. 

Chief Hess' argument certainly has validity in that i't is useless to dupli
cate efforts. However, there may have been a misunderstanding on what is 
meant by central i zed or long range effort~,. What we are addressi ng, as 
stated before, is the need for a planned program to carry out the various 
functions of planning. 

Reg~rdless of whether there really is a program for planning in the Downers 
Grove Police Department, a review of the number of projects carried to com
pletion by the planner attests to the amount of effort applied to the plan
ning fUnction. Many of the activities could be considered routine or minor; 
many, on the other hand, were significant undertakings which have favorably 
impacted major functions of the department. As will be discussed in a later . 
chapter of this report, the change process in the criminal justice sector is 
not a rapid one. Downers Grove has accomplished effective productive change, 
some of which has been completed with great speed in a one year. grant period. 

As a result of the planning activities and newly instituted information sys
tem, we believe that Downers Grove has significantly improved its capability 
to address problem areas. ILEC can, therefore, consider this to have been a 
successfully funded project. 

-13-



c. ZION 

Introduction 

Grant number 1982 was awarded to the Zion Police Department to establish an 
IIAdministrative/Operational Planning and Research Unit. 1I Funding was pro
vided from the 1975, 10h funding category. The total cost of the grant was 
$32,823. The funding period was for one year initially, April 1976 through 
March 1977, but was extended through April, 1977. The grant provided fund
ing for one Lieutenant, who was assigned as the Planner/Analyst, and one 
secretary. 

Project Activities 

Table 2 provides an overview of the various activities of the Zion Planning 
Unit. In actuality, the twelve project activities listed in the table are 
all sub-components of the following three main projects: 

1. Develop and implement a team policing concept 
A. Conduct a workload study. 
B. Redefine beat patrol areas. 
c. Study and implement a five/four scheduling concept. 
D. Evaluate and reorganize the table of organization. 
E. Reassign investigators as patrol supervisors to 

facilitate the five/four schedule. 
F. Increase the generalist police officer concept 

through increased follow-up investigations by 
patrol officers. 

G. Develop target hardening crime reduction programs. 
2. Establish crime analysis activities 
3. Develop a traffic accident analysis capability to 

determine needs for traffic patrol. 

As can be seen from this list, the bulk of activities undertaken by the 
planner had to do with implementing the "Basic Squad Team Policing Pro
gram. 1I r~any of the other project activities listed in Table 2 are related 
to the team policing activity. 
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Table 2 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR ZION 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated RELATED TO Detailed After DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT C(}IMENTS 
Appl i cati on Started 

1. Collection and analysis of current Objectives Signifi- First step in the "Basic Squad Team Policing" 
crime data Yes Yes Completed 1-3 One-Time cant concept. Resulted in beat boundary redefini-

tions. 

2. Develop new procedures to improve data Objectives Zion utilizes the State-sponsorep processing 
collection, storage, and use Yes Yes Completed 1-3 One-Time Minor capabilities through LEADS. Thi s acti vi ty 

essentially entailed redesign of the dispatch 
card for data capture. 

3. Implementation and integration of sys- Objectives Si gnifi- Relates to change in dispatch card and coor-
terns recommendations Yes Yes Completed 1-3 One-Time cant dinating data collection. with State. -

4. Evaluation of implemented plans, Objectives Evaluation of basic squad team policies 
designs, and systems Yes Yes Completed 1-7 One-Time Major concept. - I • 
Completion of all Department statistics Objectives There was never any documentation of formal ...... 5. 

U'1 including cost analysis, surveys on Yes No Abandoned 3 and 5 --- --- cost analysis or even estimates of anticipated 
I equipment use savings under team policing concept. --6. Develop and implement new operational First prod\.lct of planning for the bilSic squad , 

schedules No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time Major approach was a new schedule based on rotating t • 

~ six squads on a 5 day on - 4 day off schedule. 

7. Redefine beat assignments Objectives Signifi- Officers assigned to beats on a permanent basis 
Yes Yes Completed 3 and 6 One-Time cant to increase knowledge of area. - 8. Reassign investigative personnel to Investigative staff reduced to prov'ide patrol 

patrol supervisory assignments No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time Minor squad supervisors. Selected patrolmen rotate 
through major investigations to augment inves-
tigations staff. 

9. Increase the responsibility.of the Signifi- With the advent of the new beat configurations 
patrol officer in follow-up investiga- No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time cant and basic squad program, the patrol officer was 
tions given the follow-up investigation responsibility 

10. Conduct a comprehensive workload Objectives The beat study and crime analysiS comprised study Yes Yes Completed 3 and 5-7 One-Time Major part of this effort. 

ll. Traffic accident analysis to determine Objectives Routine analysis. needs for traffic patrol No . Yes Completed 1 and 3 Limited Minor 

12. Develop target hardening crime reduc- Partially No specific countermeasures planned or coor-
tlon program Yes Yes Completed Objective 8 Limited Minor dinated other than team policing concept. 



An interesting observation from Table 2 is that under the ~tenure of activ

ity column, II ,activities were evaluated as being either a "one-time ll effort 
or a IIlimited ll planning involvement. Many of the one-time efforts contri
buted to the team policing program. What this means is that the Department 
used the grant to institute a major program change in the Department, but 
that the formal planning process was not institutionalized. 

Description of Team Policing Activities and Problems 

With the Zion project we have an example of a planning grant being devoted 
to one major project. The activities and problems within that project are 
interesting to study from the planning perspective. The initial step was 
the collection and analysis of crime data in order to redefine beat boun
daries. This activity was a one-time effort. Our criticism of it is that 
no machinery was established whereby c.rime analysis could occur on a routine 
basi s. ' 

A related activity was the redesign of the dispatch card. The dispatch card 
for police captures all pertinent data needed for complete analysis including 
unit assigned, time dispatched, time completed, type of call and beat. Im
provement in the dispatch card facilitated the data capturing process. Once 
again, however, the analysis capability was not established on a routine basis. 

A key reason the analysis capability was never developed was the other 
responsibilities of the planning officer. The planner was actually the 
Operations Lieutenant and the department's organization chart never showed 
a planning position. After the initial planning effort, there was never 
time for routine analysis because of the other responsibilitles of the 
Operations Lieutenant. 

One of the first products of the planning effort was a new operational sched
ule based on rotating six squads on a five day on/four day off schedule. 
While there were some drawbacks to the schedule, it was a definite improve
ment for the department. One interesting feature of the schedule was that 
all squads reported for duty every tenth day. Training programs were sched
uled for this day to take advantage of the overlap. 
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Another interesting scheduling feature was implemented under the Team Po
licing Project. Four of the six investigators were transfered to become 
squad supervisors. To fill the void thus created for major case investi
gation, two patrol officers rotated through the Detective Unit every eight 
months. The officers were selected based on their performance in both 
patrol and follow-up investigations in their respective beats. The overall 
effect was to provide increased investigative hours for major cases while 
also providing a career development opportunity for officers. 

Finally, a major operational change was that officers were assigned to beats 
on a permanent basis. While the new beats represented a certain confinement 
for the officers over what they had been used to previously, the intended 
purpose was to increase the officers knowledge of activities within the beat 
while at the same time developing a broader responsibility for' the patrol 
officers in follow-up investigations. Some of these concepts were docu
mented by Departmental Directive No.2, "Standard'Operating Procedures." 
Some key SOPs of Directivle No.2 are provided below for information purposes: 

2.2 Preferably eating time and breaks will be taken 
within the beat area ••• 

2.7 Officers are to 'develop information and perform 
. follow-up investigations within their beat areas, 
particul arly on cases they i niti ated. Cases and 
working copies will be provided. 

2.8 Officers are to talk to citizens, including parking 
their car and taking a radio with them, to develop 
better community relations if activities, 'investi
gation, and the Officer in Charge of their shift 
permi ts. 

4.3 Cars will remain in their beat areas unless requested 
to cover as outlined above, or permission is granted 
by the Officer in Charge of the shift to leave their 
beat area. 

5.11 Communication personnel are to assign calls to vehicles 
by their beats and will stack "not in progress" calls, 
informing the caller as to the approximate waiting time 
if possible to allow beat cars to do a complete and pro
per report which they can follow-up on in their beat 
area. The Officer in Charge of the shift is to be ad
vised of a significant amount of calls stacking up so 
he may take appropriate action. 
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Summary Comments 

The overall assessment of the Zion project is as follows: 
• The grant was successful in its main activities. 

To say, however, that the planning process has 
become institutionalized within the Department 
would be inaccurate. 

• The grant provided the Department with an oppor
tunity to concentrate on activities that otherwise 
would have stretched over a long period of time. 

• The grant itself has had little impact in improving 
the overall planning capabilities of the Depart
ment. For example, the Lieutenant who acted as the 
planner during the course of the grant is now listed 
in the organizational chart as the Operations Lieu
tenant. The responsibilities of the Lieutenant at 
present appear to be what they were before the 
grant. 

• Based on our observations of the present responsi
bilities of the planner, it appears that a full-time 
planner is not warranted. 

There is no doubt that what has been accomplished as the result of the 
planning grant would have eventually been accomplished without grant assis
tance. The grant acted as a catalyst and allowed the team policing concept 
to be implemented sooner than it otherwise would have been. 

In summary, then, it can be stated that this project has been successful in 
that the team policing project has been successful. The team policing pro
gram is a creditable oper'ation and has increased the efficiency of the 
department in a directly measurable way through the reduction in crime, and 
indirectly through increased police/citizen cooperation. Again, however, 
there is little evidence to indicate that the process or procedure for plan
ning has improved. 
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D. CAHOKIA 

Introduction 

The grant application to implement crime analysis capabilities in the 
Cahokia Police Department was submitted to the Southwestern Illinois Law En
forcement Commission on March 9, 1977. The Commission reviewed and approved 
the application on March 16, 1977. The original application was for a total 
grant amount of $17,931. The app"lication was reviewed by ILEC's Grants 
Committee at its June 17, 1977, meeting at which time the application was 
approved but with reduced funding. The final total grant amounted to 
$16,732 with ILEC's share being $15,896. The grant was funded under project 
area C4M, Offense-Directed Resource Planning and Utilization. 

At the time of the on-site review by t~e evaluation team, the project had 
been operational for only six months. The evaluation therefore concentrated 
on the organization of the unit and the seven activities that were underway. 

Project Activities 

The grant funds one civilian crime analyst. He was previously the depart
ment's crime scene technician so he had prior experience with department 
operations. The analyst attended some seminars when the grant started to 
become acquainted with crime analysis techniques. 

As Table 3 shows, there were seven activities at the time of the evaluation. 
Six were completed and one was partially completed. One major effort was the 
McBee system, a keysort card system using small holes drilled around the out
side edge of the card. It is listed as partially completed because it had 
been in operation for only six weeks. Several more months will be required 
before sufficient data has been collected for the system to be of major benefit. 

On-going crime analysis was the other major activity of the analyst. This 
activity covers all special requests and routine duties of the analyst, 
some of which are listed separately in Table 3. For example, the tavern 
call study was precipitated by the many calls for service to the city's 
taverns between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. -- a problem caused by late arrivers from 
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Table 3 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR CAHOKIA 
, 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated RELATED TO Detail ed After DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT C()o1MENTS 
Application Star:ted 

l. Reformat printouts to facilitate Original state report formats were cumbersome 
analysis No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor to work with. Redesigned to facilitate 

analysis. 
-'I 

~ 2. Monthly re-cap of calls for service Objectives Signi- Monthly re-cap summarizes calls for service 
I No Yes Completed 1-3 On-Going ficant by beat and time. . 

Objecti ves Signi- Contains information on offenses, date and 
3. Weekly crime re-cap No Yes Completed 1-3 On-Going ficant time, suspect information, MO, and descrip-

tion of property lost. 

Objectives This activity covers all special requests 
4. On-goi ng cr'ime ana lysi s Yes Yes Completed 1-3 On-Going Major and routine duties of analyst. 

Signi- Workload analysis identified inequalities in 
5. Workload analysis No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time ficant workload resulting in schedule adjustment. -
6. Tavern call $_tudy No Yes Completed 

Special study on a major local problem. 
Objective 3 One-Time Minor Recommendation of analyst resulted in 

increased liquor license fee. 

Parttally Recently implemented three files: Fiel d 
7. McBee keysort system No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Major Contact, Stolen Property, and MO file. 
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surrounding areas where the taverns close at 2 a.m. The analyst documented 
the problem and made recommendations to increase liquor license fees for 
establishments staying open until 4 a.m. He further documented that the 
increased fees would provide the salary for one additional officer. 

In the opinion of the evaluation team, the main problem in Cahokia is that 
once the present analytical procedures become routinized, the analyst will 
not be very busy. In the long range, it is doubtful the department will be 
able to justify a full-time analyst unless other responsibilities are found. 
The Cahokia Police Department consists of 21 sworn officers servicing a 
population of approximately 20,700. It appears to be too small a depart
ment to justify a full-time crime analyst. 

In the interim report, the evaluation team expressed its concern on the 
crime analyst not being busy. Chief Justus replied as follows: 

It is my belief that this statement is in error. My 
reasoning is that as projects are routinized as stated, 
they will flow at a much faster rate, and give the anal
yst more time to review implemented projects and make 
adjustments to fit the department's needs. Further, as 
the Crime Analyst is accepted, his spare time will be 
consumed by constantly analyzing new techniques to be 
disseminated, refined, and expanded to become more of 
an operational tool for the police department. 

The evaluation team still maintains that additional responsibilities will 
be needed. One way of accomplishing .this aim is to develop a program plan. 
The first step would be to formalize, in a very basic outline form, the 
basic goals for the future growth and development of the department. In
cluded should be the prioritization of these goals. As the growth and 
development needs become defined, the analyst could be assigned research 
responsibilities in accordance with the established goals. 

Summary Comments 

The evaluation in Cahokia has been limited because the project was only 
six months in existence. We believe that it is a straightforward crime 
analysis project which is functioning as intended. The analyst provides 
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the department with very reliable information on the nature of crime in 
the community. 

Our concerns on the future of the analyst were expressed in the previous 
paragraphs. It is a probl em faced not only by Cahoki a but al so other pro
jects that were evaluated. 

E. PROJECT LOCATE 

Introduction 

Grant number 2004 was awarded to the city of Champaign to develop a crime 
analysis unit to serve the three jurisdictions of Champaign, Urbana and 
the University of Illinois. The first grant award was from category 10h 
utilizing 1975 monies. The term of the award was for a 14 month period 
(May 1976 through June 1977). The award was ultimately extended through 
December 31, 1977. The total award was $86,004, and funded a crime 
analyst, a planning specialist and a secretary. 

Grant number 2400 was awarded to continue Project LOCATE out of 1976 monies 
(project area 3d). The term of this award was only six months. For the 
second award, the positions of crime analyst and planner were combined to 
one position. The secretary was again funded. 

The jurisdictions served by Project LOCATE were as follows: 

• City of Champaign 
Full-Time Sworn Officers: 87 
Population: 63,400 

• Urbana Police Department 
Full-Time Sworn Officers: 44 
Population: 38,300 

• University of Illinois 
Full-Time Sworn Officers: 61 
Residence Dormitories: 11,100 

Total Sworn Officers - Three Jurisdictions: 194 
Total Population of the Three Jurisdictions: 112,800 
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Project Organization 

According to the grant application, Project LOCATE was to have four spe
cific functions: 

• General Crime Analysis 
• Specific Crime Analysis 
• Special Research Projects 
• Law Enforcement Planning. 

Project LOCATE was viewed as a resource for all three jurisdictions involved. 
It was not considered as a stand-alone effort but rather as part of a series 
of projects to upgrade law enforcement in the area. Already in existence, 
for example, were the METCAD (Metropolitan Crime Analysis Division) and the 
Police Diversion Project. Other area-wide projects had been proposed. With 
regard to METCAD, Operation LOCATE was to operate as a liaison between METCAD 
and various users such as police departments, city administrators, courts, 
and the criminal justice planning commission. 

To oversee projects such as METCAD, Operation LOCATE and the Police Diver
sion Program, a Police Policy Board was established comprised of (1) the 
Chief of Police of each department or designated alternate, (2) the mayor, 
city manager, or other administrative authority from each city, and (3) a 
non-voting staff member of the ~ast Central Illinois Criminal Justice Com
mission. There were problems with the management of Operation LOCATE which 
we will return to later. 

It was believed that the Director of Operation LOCATE should be a Crime 
Analyst with a strong computer background and experience in law enforcement. 
The Assistant Director was also to have experience in law enforcement plan
ning and research. It was further intended that each of the three involved 
police departments should designate officers to maintain liaison with Opera
tion LOCATE. These officers were to be the main link between the depart
ments and the project. They were also to be responsible for input to 
Operation LOCATE analyses. 
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Project Activities 

Table 4 shows the planned and actual activities of Operation LOCATE. It can 
be seen that the grant application mentioned eighteen different activities, 
most of which were to be major in scope. Of this group, twelve never re
ceived any attention from LOCATE staff. There were a vari.ety of reasons 
for abandoning these twelve projects including: 

• Lack of use of the information by the other departments 
• Decision not to establish the crime prevention unit 
• Lack of interaction between LOCATE and other groups 
• Decision by LOCATE personnel not to devote time to the 

activity. 

Of the planned activities, one of the most successful was the development 
of week'jy and monthly crime reports to the three agencies. The weekly 
crime re-cap report, for example, provides information on four major crimes 
as well as data from field contact cards. A different report is distri
buted each day according to the following schedule: 

Monday -- Assault Report 
Tuesday -- Burgl ary Repoy't 
Wednesday -- Theft Report 
Thursday -- Field Contact Report 
Fri day -- Vandal ism Report. 

Each report provides a summary by beat, location, time, and date for all 
three agencies. A description of all suspects is also provided. 

Each month a report is prepared on a specific target crime. The report is 
distributed to the three agencies and part of it ;s issued as a press re
lease. The three Chiefs view this report as a significant tool in public 
education since it discusses tips for crime prevention. 

Finally, Operation LOCATE produces special reports based on data from all 
three jurisdictions. Special reports have been issued on rape,. robbery, 
prowlers, and runaways. 
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Table 4 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR PROJECT LOCATE 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initi ated 
Detailed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF CCJ1MENTS 
Application Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIYITY EFFORT 

1. Daily information sheet/hot list Daily information sheet instigated by original 
wanted offenders Yes No Di sconti nued Objective 1 On-Going Primary project manager - later replaced by weekly 

re-cap report. 

2. MO files to, be developed and ultimately Objectives Signi- MO cards developed but returned to respective 
programmed into METCAD Yes No Discontinued 1 and 3 One-Time ficant Departments upon departure of original project 

manager - cards not being utilized. 

3. Beat realignment based on information Objectives Monthly reports have crime breakdown by geo-
provided by LOCATE Yes No Abandoned 3 and 7 None None code, but not beat - a complaint by one Depart-

ment. A formal beat analysis never conducted. 

4. Manpower needs and budget allocation Yes No Abandoned Objective 4 None None No such data has been provided. 

5. Work with crime prevention unit to Regional Crime Prevention Unit was never 
I provide input for building codes and Yes No Abandoned Objective B None None established as planned. 

N other crime prevention measures CJ1 
. I 

6. Data from LOCATE to identify areas for LOCATE provided target area analysis for Urban 
target hardenirig Yes No Abandoned Objective B None None High Crime project. Recommendations ignored -

no further significant contact. 

7. Periodic reports to State's Attorney & Partially No formal liaison ever established. Monthly 
the court system on citizen programs Yes No Completed Objective 1 Limited Minor press release may be of benefit to these groups. 

8. Input into the development of a five Objectives A formal planning effort never developed from 
year plan for police services Yes No Abandoned 1, 3-5 None None the standpoint of LOCATE. 

9. Coordination of mu1tijurisdictiona1 Activity never developed. 
task forces Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None 

10. Conduct feasibility of mu1tijurisdic- Dead issue with jurlsdictions - No input from 
tiona1 team policing program Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None LOCATE. 

1l. Multijurisdictional manpower utiliza- -tion study Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None No input from LOCATE. 

12. Development of multijurisdictional Planned regional approach to crime prevention 
crime prevention project' Yes No Abandoned Objective 8 None None never materialized. 

13. Development of internal planning Objectives No input from LOCATE. 
capabilities for each Department Yes No Abandoned 2-6 None None 

14. Evaluation, of METCAD implementation Partially Signi- LOCATE provided geo-coding support and a cost 
Yes No Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant study only. 

15. Increased coordination with other Partially Rantoul and Champaign County have received 
agencies within Champaign County and Yes No Completed Objective 1 Limi ted Minor telecopiers - little coordination beyond that. 
Vermilion County 



Tab1', 4 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR PROJECT LOCATE 

PLAlmED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Ini ti ated 
Detail ed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF CCJ>IMENTS 
Application Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

16. MEG Unit feasibility study Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None No input from LOCATE. 

LOCATE reviewed DIME for possible basis of 
17. Evaluation of GBF/DIME file Yes No Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor METCAD geocode system. Determined that DIME 

contained too many errors. 

18. Development of vertical planning Objectives Use of LOCATE as a planning resource has been 
system Yes No Abandoned 3-5' .None None non-existent. 

19. Special information bulletin Signi- LOCATE distributes pertinent information on 
reports No Yes, Completed Objective 1 On-Going ficant certain crimes to all three Departments from 

offense reports of any of the three. 

'20. Research in bike thefts No Yes Completed Objectives 
1 and 3 On-Going 5igni-

ficant 
.~ 

0"1 This McBee Keysort file is one of the major 
I 21. Establish Field Contact card files No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Primary products of LOCATE. 

22. Study reporting system of the three LOCATE studied all elements of report forms 
Departments No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Major from the three agencies - reduced all to one 

report. Achievement lauded by Chiefs. 

23. Weekly crim~ re-cap reports No Yes Completed OtJjective 1 On-Going S1gni- Replaced daily re-cap reports. ficant 

24. Te1ecopier service installed and Machine installed. Do not appear to affect 
fun¢tioning in three Departments No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor communication in a positive manner. 

Conducted under auspices of Urban High Crime in 
. 25. Research study on calls for service No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time Minor coordination with University of Illinois . 

LOCATE not directly involved. 

LOCATE developed geocode system. Hired college 
26. Geocoding and coordination with METCAD Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going r~iJjor students to perform actual coding. 

A McBee Keysort system. A major achievement 
27. Stolen property file developed No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Go.jng Major of LOCATE in the eyes of the police. 

,--
28. Develop crime prevention cards for Objectives I' . McBee cards were developed but never utilized 

Urban High Crime program No Yes Discontinued 1 and 8 One-Tlme Minor to any significant extent by Urban High Crime. 

29. Coordination with and evaluation of LOCATE conducted target area analysis for 
Urban High Crime program Yes No Discontinued Objective 8 Limited Ml.11or Urban High Crime. Results were not used - no 

further coordination. 
·-
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One problem in some of the pl anned activi ties was that the analysi s was 
developed in map fonn by geocode without beat summaries. The departments 
were forced to devote their own resources to develop the beat analysis. 

As stated above, the Crime Prevention Bureau was never fonnally established. 
Operation LOCATE did supply information on a target area analysis for the 
Urban High Crime Project (Activity Number 6), but the recommendations re
sUlting from the analysis were ignored. Operation LOCATE had no further 
interaction wi th the project. 

Finally, it was planned that Operation LOCATE was to have input into the 
development of a five year plan for police service. The fact is that the 
planning within the respective departments is presently being conducted in 
the same manner as prior to Operation LOCATE. The only contribution of 
Operation LOCATE has been to promote inter-agency meetings and cooperation. 

In Table 4, activities nineteen through twenty-nine were developed during 
the project. In this group, nine were completed and two were discontinued. 
On0 of the most successful activities was the development of the stolen 
property file. The file is a McBee keysort system which was implemented in 
early 1977. At the time of the evaluation, it contained 4,000 to 5,000 

cards. These cards were developed by the Operation LOCATE staff on all 
burglary and theft reports. Six to eight requests for property checks 
were being received each week and the hit rate was approximately five per
cent. The police administrators interviewed indicated that the file was 
one of the major achievements of the project. 

Another main achievement was the study of the reporting systems in the 
three agenices. The study initially reduced the number of offense reports 
to only two -- one for crimes against persons and one for property crimes. 
These two fonns were later reviewed again by Operation LOCATE and it was 
detennined that they could also be combined. Each department now uses the 
same single offense report forms which makes analysis and communications 
between departments much easier. 
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Summary Comments 

The initial grant application for LOCATE presented a well planned organiza
tional schematic of a planning/analysis unit. The planned organization had 
several built-in factors to insure adequate input, output, and use of both 
information and resources. Unfortunately, the planned organization was never 
fully implemented, a factor which may have contributed to some of the super
visory problems experienced by the project. 

The first project manager was se1ected through response to a national adver
tisement for the position. Durir~ his one year tenure as manager of the 
project, many significant projects were initiated and completed. However, 
it is apparent that he alienated police personnel within all three depart
ments. The three Lieutenants comprising the policy board all reported that 
he was difficult to sup~rvise and that he would often begin working on ac
tivities far removed from the central function of crime analysis. His 
personality was described as abrasive toward the officers. This created 
problems since the project relied heavily on officers for information. 

One Lieutenant interviewed by PMS explained that the original project manager 
had maiiY good ideas at the beg; nni ng, but later there was a feel i ng between 
all these departments that they were not getting what they thought should be 
produced from crime analysis. 

This brings up a very fundamental aspect of a consolidated effort. Without 
exception, each Chief and Lieutenant interviewed by PMS was careful to state 
that the project manager was not totally to blame for the "mismanagement" of 
the project. They all admitted that the project manager's role was probably 
not sufficiently well defined by them at the start of the project. The gen
eral consensus of all interviewees was that a large part of the problem with 
the project was that the departments themselves did not know what to expect 
from a competent crime analysis unit. One Chief stated that he thought the 
departments were getting out of crime analysis what they put into it. But 
because this is a learning experience it was not known at the time whether 
they were putting everything they should into it. 
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By the end of the first year, the analyst was asked to resign. His resigna
tion was submitted in July 1977. in September 1977, the secretary also. 
resigned. The planner now doubles as both project manager and crime anal
yst and a new secretary has been hired. 

A second phase of funding was applied for and approved for a six month 
period or through the end of May 1978. A third phase of funding has new 
been applied for which will continue the grant through the end of December 
1978, by which time, the LOCATE functions will be completely merged with 
METCAD. It is currently planned that the third phase funding will cover 
salary costs for the planner/analyst through July 31, 1978. As of that date, 
all maintenance functions and responsibilities of LOCATE will be relegated 
to the present LOCATE secretary, who will then report to the METCAD director. 
As of this writing, a METCAD Director has not been formally hired. 

In summary, Operation LOCATE has not evol ved into the "model" crime analysi s 
unit that it was intended to become. It provides two main on-going services: 

• Provides summary data on significant crimes and field 
contacts across three jurisdictions. 

• Maintains field contact and stolen property files which 
are not being maintained by the respective police de
partments. 

It is anticipated that only the latter iwlll be maintained by the project 
secretary once the planner/analyst position is abolished after July. It 
does not appear that crime analysis will be a function of the unit. Rather, 
the unit will become a reservoir for the keysort cards. 

We do not, however, want to overlook S0me specific successes of the pro
ject. Speaking of the various methods and files maintained by the project 
the second phase application stated: 

These three methods have resulted in the arrest of criminals 
and the solution of a number of major crimes. For example~ 
a person who had been stopped by a number of officers, in the 
same area, was eventually found to have committed a number of 
burglaries. In another case, a number of young women were 
being accosted and harassed on the streets, and because of 
one field contact card, an individual was identified and 
arrested as the perpetrator. In the last case, an armed 
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robbery occurred and a partial description of the vehicle 
was obtained. The cards were checked, and from a partial 
description, a possible suspect vehicle was found. The 
street officers found the vehicle and the armed robber was 
apprehended at the address provided on the card. In the 
past, none of these would have been solved as readily, sim
ply because the information was not at the fingertips of 
the street officers. 

From the interviews of the three Chiefs, it is also evident that inter
agency cooperation is a primary success of the project. An example stated 
by one of the three chiefs illustrates the point. The Chief explained that 
at the time Operation LOCATE was conceived he was only a captain on the 
department and, based on historical jealousies, he was opposed to sharing 
confidential and sensitive information on crimes and suspects with competi
tive jurisdictions. However, since he has become Chief and has seen the 
successes of the cooperative exchange of information, he has pushed for 
other exchanges such as temporary inter~agency transfers for training pur
poses. Thus, while the actual services and products of Operation LOCATE 
may not be as substantial as they might have been, the project has pro
vided a viable and very much needed learning experience for the three de
partments. The experience will undoubtedly lead to greater cooperation 
and a more efficient delivery of law enforcement services to the citizens 
of the region. 

In the final analysis, it can be stated that Project LOCATE has had measur
able success as well as some disappointing results. At present, the single 
greatest standard of measurement will be its survivability as a service in 
the coming years as a function of METCAD. 
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F. KANE COUNTY 

Introduction 

Grant number 1980 was awarded to the Kane County Sheriff's Department from 
1975 funding in project area 10h. The total project budget amounted to 
$24,812 and supported a Planning Research specialist and a secretary. The 
term of this award was from December 1, 1975, through November 30, 1976, 
with an extension through January 31, 1977. The second year funding (grant 
2440) was obtained from project area 3d and was from February 1, 1977, 
through January 31, 1978. Kane County decided against applying for third 
year funding due to budget restrictions and personnel reassignments. 

During the grant funding period, two planning analysts were employed, one 
for each year of the grant. The fi rst analyst-as-sj gnecl- to the project had 
both experience and education within the criminal justice system. He was 
extremely capable and initiated most of the projects engaged in by the 
Unit. This analyst received a better job offer within a neighboring juris
diction and left employment with Kane County at the end of July 1977. 

The second analyst had a background in public broadcasting with only "asso
ciations" with the criminal justice community through his activity as an 
"investigative reporter." He began his employment with the Kane County 
Sheriff's Department on August 15, 1977. Much of his time was spent in a 
learning capacity and in maintaining the projects initiated by the previous 
analyst. The second analyst resigned in April 1978. The Department did 
not have anyone assigned to the planning position at the time this evalua
tion report was completed. 

Project Activities 

Table 5 gives the 21 different activities performed during the course of 
the grant project. All but three were completed which is an indication of 
how busy the analyst was during the grant period. It should be noted that 
19 of the activities were one-time efforts. This is a reflection of the 
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Table 5 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR KANE COUNTY 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initi ated 
Detail ed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE a:- COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE a:- C()IMENTS 
Application Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

1- Patrol allocation and distribution Objectives At the time, the Department had no automated 
study Yes Yes Completed 1-3 and 6 One;,;'F'iiii-= t4a-jor- )1CPOl'-tS. This manual tabulation of reports 

paved the way for several later studies. 

Objectives Signi- Study conducted as a spinoff from above -
2. Time response study Yes Yes Completed 1-3 and 6 One-Time ficant documen.ted for first time average delay and 

response times. 

3. Back-up call study Yes Yes Completed Ubjectives One-Time S1gni- Determined the areas and times where back-up 
1-3 and 6 ficant ca 11 s were gre.d tes t. 

Objectives Through the Officer's Activity Reports, 
4. Officer's workload study Yes Yes Completed 1-3 and 6 One-Time Major evaluated workload of ea'ch patrolman --

served as forerunner of computerized patrol 
• I 

activity report • 
w 
N Objectives Signi- Stuoied physical and operational aspects of I 

5. Communications study Yes Yes Completed 1-3 and 6 One-Time ficant communications -- new equipment and report 
revision resulted. 

Objectives A sergeant worked this task for some time 
6. SOP revision No Yes Completed 3 and 6 One-Time Major previous to grant. Analyst assisted in 

completion .. 

Objectives Signi- As a result of items 1 through 5, patrol areas 
7. Design new patrol areas Yes Yes Completed 1, 3, 6, & 'I One-Time ficant and schedules were designed to deal with 

crime patterns. 

Objectives Signi- The Sheriff's statistical tables (SST's) are 
8. Computerized patrol activity report Yes Yes Completed 1-4 and 6 One-Time ficant a culmination of several previous efforts and 

provide good management information. 

9. Development of a geocoding system Yes Yes Completed Objecti ves On-Going Major Developed a grid system (patrol incident 
1-3 and 6 areas) for basic data purposes. 

Objectives In order to implement the patrol activity re-
10. COl111lunications SOP and tra i ni ng Yes Yes Completed 3 and 5 One-Time Major port, guidelines were developed and training 

conducted for communications. 

Objectives This study determined the inadequacies of the 
11. Records Division study Yes Yes Completed 3 and 5 One-Time Major records system. Many spinoff efforts resulted, 

e.g., report forms revisions, microfilming, etc. 

12. 911 research Yes Yes Partially Objectives One-Time Signi- Initial research only - actual 911 is not yet 
Completed 1 and 3 ficant implemented. 

Objectives Signi- Paperwork charted - problem areas defined. 
13. Analysis of Investigation Division Yes Yes Completed 1 and 3 One-Time ficant Recommendations made. but never implemented. 



Table 5 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR KANE COUNTY 

PLANNEO ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated 
Detail ed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES' In Grant Project DEGREE OF COf4MON TENURE OF SCOPE OF COMMENTS 
Application Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

Partially Objecti ves Signi- Analyst was appointed a member of a commission 
14. Criminal justice needs study No Yes Completed 1-3 Limited fi cant to determine the needs of an integrated 

criminal justice computer system. 

15. Dispatching for fire and ambulance Signi- Four fire districts were included in Sheriff's 
districts No Yes Completed Glljective 3 One-Time ficant dispatching. Planning included telephone tie 

lines and other equipment needed. 
I 
w Develop Affirmative Action - Equal Objectives Research the laws governing EEO. Rese.arch W· 
I Opportunity Plan Yes Yes Completed. 3 and 7 One-Time Major resulted in Affirmative Action Plan that was 

praised by the State. 

17. Dissemination of memorandums and Conducted in conjunction with Department-wide 
regulations governing job performance Yes Yes Compl eted Objective 6 One-Time Minor study of rules and regulations. 
and procedures 

18. Personnel evaluation system Yes Yes Partially Oiljer;tive 7 One-Time Sign1-
Completed ficant System reviewed and recolllllendations submitted. 

19. Installation of fingerprint comparator Installed in the corrections complex. Linked 
terminal No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time mnor to State Bureau of Identification. Allows 

24 hour access. 

20. Data processing security program No No Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Developed codes for entry and retrieval of 
ficant sensitive information. 

2l. SOP's for fire dispatch No No Completed Objective 3 One-Time Minor 



fact that many studies were needed to improve department operations. Most 
of the studies were mentioned in the grant application indicating that the 
many needs had been recognized before the project started. 

One of the main activities in the grant project was the Patrol Allocation 
and Distribution Study which was initially aimed at determining the impact 
of calls for service, criminal offenses, and traffic accidents by time of 
day, day of week, and geographic area. The study quickly evolved into an 
analysis of how the patrol division functioned. The study thus became 
comprised of several smaller studies: 

• Time Response Study 
• Time Response Back-up Call Study 
• Officer's Workload Study 
• Communication System Study. 

The Time Response Study was conducted to determine the average delay and 
response times for calls. In conducting this study, incident cards from 
the radio room were used to produce the statistics. The incident card in
cludes the type of call, location, time received at the communications room, 
time unit was dispatched, and time the unit completed the call. The time 
information is used to calculate average delay and response times. Four 
months of data were collected. A similar study was conducted for back-up 
calls to determine how many requests for assistance were received. 

The officer's workload study was conducted by using the Daily Activity 
Report completed by each officer during a tour of duty. These logs were 
sent to the Kane County Data Processing Department and a summary report 
was produced. While these reports were not considered completely accu
rate, they did provide some indication of each officer's activities. The 
Communication System Study was conducted because of the importance of 
communications to patrol operations. Any changes in a patrol plan must 
be coordinated with the Communications Unit. 
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This discussion illustrates the various aspects that can develop when a 
major study is conducted. Studying a patrol operation, for example, means 
studying several related components. An analyst must be sure that any 
recommendation will not adversely affect other operations. 

Major studies can also be time-consuming. Three months of concentrated 
effort were required for the Patrol Allocation and Distribution Study. The 
study involved several key persons: the Sheriff, the Director of Operations, 
personnel from the county data processing unit, and communications personnel. 
During the course of the study, the analyst maintained a log on key meetings 
and decision points. This log is instructive because it illustrates the 
role of the analyst and also shows how many activities are needed to com
plete such a study. The following is a list of tasks and hours of effort 
for the various tasks in the four studies under the Patrol Allocation and 
Distribution Study: 

Task 

1. Ideas and plans were for
mulated on how to conduct 
and carry out the Patrol 
Allocation and Distribution 
Study 

2. Survey of Aurora, Illinois 
Police Department method 
of recording patrol infor
mation 

3. Meeting with Kane County 
Data Processing Unit 

4. Meeting with Data Processing 
Unit to discuss Officer's 
Daily Activity Worksheet 

5. Survey to document system of 
recording patrol information 

6. Problems within the communi
cations system identified. 
Recommendations made. 

nate 
Completed 

December 8, 1975 

December 9, 1975 

December 29, 1975 

January 13, 1976 

January 15, 1976 

January 30, 1976 
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Professional 
Hours of Effort 

30 

12 

8 

51 

28 

25 



Task 

7. Time Response Study 
completed 

8. New incident cards for the 
communciations system imple
mented 

9. Recommendations made on use 
of cornmuncation room's time 
clock 

10. Time Response for back-up 
calls completed 

11. Communications System 
Study completed 

12. Officer's Workload Study 
completed 

13. New patrol areas presented 
to the Director of Operations 
for review 

Date 
Completed 

February 6, 1976 

February 23, 1976 

March 5~ 1976 

March 12, 1976 

March 19, 1976 

March 22, 1976 

~1arch 22, 1976 

Professional 
Hours of Effort 

60 

28 

10 

29 

60 

180 

There was a total of 521 hours of professional effort devoted to the overall 
study over a three month time period. The new patrol areas were accepted. 
As a result of the new incident form, call-for-service activity could be 
collected more accurately, thus allowing more detailed evaluation of patrol 
operations. 

A second key study was a 911 Communications feasibility. This study was 
initiated after the Illinois state legislature passed a bill which mandated 
that the three digit emergency number, 911, be established by all public 
safety agencies in the state. By January 31, 1980, tentative plans for 911 
must be submitted to the Illinois Commerce Commission and final plans by 
January 31, 1982. The Planning and Research Unit was directed to study the 
emergency number implementation in rural and unincorporated Kane County. 

The communications study involved a considerable amount of staff time. Meet
i ngs were hel d with the III i noi s Bell Telephone Company J the E1 gi n Emergency 
Medical Services Council, the Radio Comm~nications installers, the Elburn 
Fire Commissioner, and representatives from several surrounding communities. 
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When the evaluation was conducted, the 911 emergency number had not been 
implemented. However, several surrounding jurisdictions had switched to 
the communications system of the Sheriff's Department. Members of the 
surrounding jurisdictions were also becoming more involved with the plan
ning of a 911 emergency number. In summary, the various agencies were 
working toward the complete implementation. 

Summary Comments 

The Planning and Research Unit has conducted several major studies for the 
Sheriff's Department. The evaluation team was impressed with the thorough
ness of the research and the quality of the reports. Some of the reports 
were implemented; others were not. In each case, however, the unit personnel 
produced a final report of high quality. 

Problems with the Kane County project resulted from personnel rather than 
projuct efforts. Once again, there was no attempt to institute the planning 
process within the department. The selection of the second analyst was 
particularly disappointing in this regard. The second analyst had no pre
vious criminal justice experience. He had, a considerable amount to learn 
before becoming an effective planner in the department. In addition, he was 
assigned many tasks not related to planning. 

As discussed earlier, the second analyst resigned in April 1978. The 
posit'ion had not been filled at the time of the evaluation. In summary, 
the grant provided an opportunity for the Department to conduct several 
needed studies but there was never a serious attempt to make the unit per
manent in the organization. No "plan for planning" was developed and it 
now appears doubtful that any such plan ever will be. 
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G. DANVILLE/VERMILION COUNTY 

Introduction 

Grant number 2003 was a cooperative grant between the city of Danville and 
Vermilion County intended to establish a joint crime analysis team (CAT) 
program for the two jurisdictions. The grant was for a 14 month period 
from May 1976 through June 1977. The award was $72,638 and funded a crime 
analyst, a planning specialist, and a secretary (plus one cadet and two 
interns on a part-time basis). 

Grant number 2773 is the extension of the above grant, the term of award 
of which was from July 1977 through June 1978. The total grant cost during 
the second year was $16,020. 

Organizatio~ and Personnel Staffing 

Prior to beginning our review of project activities, it is beneficial to 
review the status of the CAT unit within the organizational structure of 
the Danville Police Department and the manner in which the unit provides 
service~ to both the Police and Sheriff's Departments. Figure 1 shows the 
organizational structure of the Danville Police Department at the time of 
the evaluation. It should be pointed out that while the CAT unit was de
signed to provide services to both the Police and the Sheriff on an equal 
basis, the chain of command and physical location of the unit altered this 
concept. The unit is physically housed on the Police side of the Public 
Safety Building. The formal chain of command as shown by Figure 1 indicates 
that the crime analyst reported to the Lieutenant in Charge of the Records 
and Information Oivision, who in turn reported to the Danville City Chief 
of Pol ice. Si nce CAT unit personnel are ci ty rather than county employees, 
the routine administration of the grant was through 'the Danville Police 
Department. 

A review of project activities shows that the Police Department played a 
far more active role than the Sheriff's Department in terms of grant ad
ministration, aSSignment of personnel, and the operations of the unit. 
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The crime analyst was fonnally assigned in September 1976 even though the 
grant officially began in May 1976. Secretarial/clerical h~lp was not made 
available until November 1976. The planner was hired under a one year con
tract in January 1977. The planner became involved in a number of activities, 
mostly deaHng with grant development and very little with actual planning. 
By September 1977, the Director of Staff Services left the. Danville Police 
Department and the CAT planner replaced him, if not formally by title, at 
least in the assumption of duties. The "CAT Planner" remained the Director 
of Staff Services for the remainder of his stay with the Department (see 
Figure 1 for the organizational position of Staff Services). While the CAT 
planner obviously provided some initial benefits for the funded project, his 
usefulness in crime analysis planning rapidly diminished in proportion with 

.his increased use as a procurement and budgeting officer. 

The original crime analyst left the unit in January 1978 to become a sworn 
officer in the Danville Police Department. The planner left shortly there
after at the conclusion of his one year contract. The secretary has been 
promoted to the position of Crime Analyst Supervisor and she now supervises 
four CETA clerical employees. 

Project Activities 

Table 6 provides a summary of activities conducted by the CAT unit. The 
table shows many crime analysis activities that are standard in other police 
departments. The Danville/Vennilion County Departments did not have these 
standard activities prior to the grant application. What the grant brought 
was an opportunity to start them in a centralized unit. 

The evaluation team was impressed with the progress made by the CAT unit. 
There were numerous activities on-going at the time of the evaluation and 
the unit appeared to be well established. Some of the main activities were 
as follows: 

Field Contact File. One of the main files maintained is on field contact 
cards completed by· officers. The file is designed as a McBee keysort file, 
which was an idea borrowed from Project LOCATE. At the time of the evalua
tion, there were over 2,000 field contact cards in the file. The file was 
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Table 6 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DANVILLE/VERMILION C.A.T. 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated 
Oetailed After RELATED TO 

DEGREE (F CI»lMON TENURE OF SCOPE (F PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT CI»II1ENTS 
Application Started -

1. Study manpower allocation for both Partia lly Signi- A study was conducted only of the Danville 
Departments . Yes Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time ficant Police Department in conjunction with the team 

police evaluation. 

2. Develop a proportional schedule ·in Partially Signi- Developed for Danville Police Department only. 
relation to hourly and daily crime Yes No Completed Objective 3 One-Time ficant Recommendations never accepted by command staf~ 
pattern', 

.-
3. Assist in uevelopment of combined Signi-

records system Yes No Completed Objective 1 Limited ficant 

4. Study'the overall nature of crime Overall, there was only limited involvement or 
problem within the county and 13 other Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None review of county-wide problems - concentration 
municipal agencies within the county was on Danville. 

I other than Danville • .j:Oo. 
-I-' 

I 5. Study feasibility of county-wide 
contractual police program Yes No Abandoned Objective 3 None None See above comments. 

6. Assess potential for developing Records section is only now contemplating 
automated computer systems for the Yes No Abandoned Objective 1 None None future automation - no involvement from 
two agenci es Pl anner/Analys t. 

7. HCltsheet No Yes Completed Objecti ve 1 On-Going Signi- Listing of all stolen vehicles, county-wide 
ficant distribution. 

8. IUCR submission No Yes Discontinued Objective 1 Limited Minor At one point, CAT was responsible for IUCR -
now being done by communications staff. 

9. Stolen article file No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- One of six major files established under McBee 
fi cant Keysort. 

10. Nicknames/Alias file No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- See above. ficant 

This report was started but due to the number 
11. Active warrants list No .Yes Discontinued Objective 1 On-Going Major of errors on warrants, program discontinued. 

Expect to start again soon. 

12. Crime alert bulletin No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Signi- Distributed on an as-needed basis to all teams: ficant 
13. Spot maps No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Signi- Maps contribute little to overall effort. ficant 

14'. Metro crime re-cap No Yes Completed ~bjective 1 
Signi-

On-Going ficant 
This report started in September 1976, pub-
lished for almost a year then discontinued. 
New analyst began publication again in March 
1978. 



Table 6 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DANVILLE/VERMIl.IOIl C .A. T. 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Ini ti ated 
Detail ed After RELATED TO 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF C(}IMENTS 
Appl ication Started IMPLEMENTA nON OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

Joint effort with Communications and Records. 
15. Complaint dispatch card No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor Dispatch card good for data retrieval. All 

that was previously available was radio log. 

16. Monthly. quarterly. and annual Signi- Unit provides excellent monthly and quarterly 
reports No Yes Completed Objecti v,~ 1 On-Going ficant summary reports. 

~ 

Partially Signi- CAT supervised the microfilming of old records. 
17. Mi crofilmi ng No Yes Completed Objective 1 Limi ted ficant However. grant equipment (microfiche) has been 

purchased but not used. 

Instigated by Chief of Police. Contract to 
18. Victimization study No Yes Completed Objective 1 limited Minor University of Illinois to do study. Department 

said study never used. 
I Conducted by Planner • Had little to do with ..j::. 

Nl. Work release/manpower screening No Yes Completed ---- Limited Minor grant activities. 
, I 

Signi- Crime analyst was assigned to the city's 
20. Team policing evaluation No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time ficant evaluation of the team policing concept. 

Analyst provided comparative data. 

2l. Auto theft program No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time Minor 
CAT investigation showed that 90% of auto 
thefts should have been closed as unfounded or 
exceptionally cleared. 

-
22. Stolen weapons hot sheet No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Signi- Publ ished ~ihenever recoveries or theft reports 

ficant mandate revision of the list. 

·23. MO file No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Signi- Standard MO information maintained on 3 x 5 
ficant cards rather than keysort. 

24. Field Contact file No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Primary Another keysort file. This is the main file 
maintained by CAT and is responsible for much 
of the success of the unit. 

25. Officer status reports No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Major Monthly report of activities by each officer 
in each team. 

Signi- Same type of information as provided in the 
26. Squad room status board No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going ficant officer status reports. but consolidated for 

team comparisons. 

-- -
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developed rather rapidly because CAT staff extracted information from police 
reports. Combining these entries with the contact cards by officers resulted 
in 15-20 cards per week into the file. The Chief, however, has now directed 
that only those cards sUbmitted by officers be coded and that a record be 
removed after it has been in the file for three months. With this change, 
the unit received an average of ten cards per week. 

A notable success related to the file was the solving of a double homicide 
in the Champaign area as the result of a field contact card made during a 
stop in Danville. Requests for information from the file increased signi
ficantly after this hit. At the time of the evaluation, requests had de
clined to an average of three to four requests per week. 

The file has been well received by all police depar'tments in the surrounding 
area. CAT provided each police agency with an initial supply of cards re
questing that they start using the system. At the 'time of the e~aluation, 
however, the Danville Police Department was the major contributor. 

Stolen Article File. Another McBee keysort system established by the CAT 
unit is the stolen article file. It consists of several subfiles: 

• Citizen Bands • Auto Thefts an~ License Plates 

• Motorcycle Accessories • Weapons 

• Tape Pl ayers • Purses and Wallets 

• Televisions • Jewel ry 

• Bi cycl es • Checks and Securities 

• Miscellaneous • Tools and Construction Equipment 

• Cameras • Recovered Property File 

• Stereos/Radios/Musical 
Equipment/Clocks 

The file was well maintained and proved beneficial in the recovery of sto
len property. While no log has been maintained on the number of recoveries, 
the evaluation team heard several success stories related to the file. It 
was one of the most frequently used files. 
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-Hot Sheets. The CAT unit publi~hes hot sheets on stolen vehicles and sto
len weapons. Distribution is made to all agencies in the County. The hot 
,,sheet on vehicles includes license numbers, descriptions, and case numbers 
on all stolen vehicles in the County. It is updated whenever there is 
another stolen vehicle or a recovered vehicle. 

Active Warrants File. An active warrants list was also developed by the 
CAT unit and distributed to all enforcement officers in the County. Impetus 
for the report was the many errors found in cancellation of warrants and 
many lost warrants. The listing was an attempt to provide more accurate 
information. Unfortunately, the listing was cancelled soon after it started 
due to administrative problems in obtaining accurate information from the 
County government. 

Squad Room Status Board. Another more recent responsibility of CAT was the 
establishment of a status board in the Danville Poiice Department showing 
the number of felonies reported, misdemeanors reported, clearances by 
arrest, parking tickets, warning tickets, and field contact cards. The 
board displays the information for the current month, the previous month, 
and cumUlative totals. 

Impact of CAT Activities on the Police and Sheriff1s Departments 

In an early data collection visit to the Danville CAT unit, the evaluation 
team interviewed a number of individuals to determine how well CAT had 
integrated itself into the general department activities, and what impact 
the unit had on the operational functions of both Departments. The inter
views within the Danville Police Department revealed a mixed reaction to 
the unit. The investigative team and crime prevention unit had the great
est appreciation for CAT services. In the Sheriff1s Department, we found 
that the Sheriff had little knowledge of the unit. 

In an effort to document what impact CAT had on the operations of the two 
Departments, we obtained permission to distribute a questionnaire to the 
sworn personnel within each Department. The following is a summary of 
responses: 
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Sheriff's Department 

Thirteen questionnaires were distributed within the Sheriff's office to 
those officers who would normally have contact with or use of crime analysis 
(i.e., officers as opposed to jail custodians). Seven questionnaires were 
returned. The questions and responses are outlined below: 

Crime Analysis Unit: 
I am familiar with the Unit, where it is located, and have a 
a good idea of the type of information it maintains in its 
files and the various reports it publishes. 5 RESPONSES 
I am familiar with the Unit and have a general idea of the 
information it maintains and reports it publishes. 
I have heard of the Unit and am familiar with reports it 
produces but am unfamiliar with the Unit's files or the 
information they contain. 
I have heard of the Unit but I am not very 
information maintained in its files or the 
by the Unit. 

familiar with the 
reports produced 

I did not know that a crime analysis t~am existed and I am 

1 RESPONSE 

NO RESPONSE 

1 RESPONSE 

,not familiar with the information it produces. NO RESPONSES 

If you checked any but the last block above, please also answer the following: 
I have made frequent (two or three times per month) requests 
for special information from the Crime Analysis files. 1 RESPONSE 
I occasionally make periodic requests for special information 
from the files. 2 RESPONSES 
1. have never submitted a request for special information from 
the Crime Analysis files. 3 RESPONSES 

Listed below are the various reports published by the Crime Analysis Unit. 
Please check all the reports which you feel are beneficial to increasing 
the efficiency of your police work: 

Active warrant list (6) Theft from auto report (3) 
Stolen weapons list (5) 
CB theft report (3) 
Bicycle theft report (3) 
Stolen vehicle hotsheet (5) 
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Crime re-cap bulletin (4) 
Crime alert bulletin (4) 
Stolen article hotsheet (4) 



Please check the statement which best describes your participation in the 
"Fi el d Contact Card System". 

I am familiar with the content and purpose of the Field Contact 
cards, as established by the Analysis Unit; I agree with the 
concept and submit contact cards whenever possible. 4 RESPONSES 
I am familiar with the intent and purpose of Field Contact 
cards; however, I disagree with the concept and purpose, 
therefore, I seldom submit cards. . NO RESPONSES 
I am not very familiar with the intent and purpose of Field 
Contact cards, but I do submit them as often as circumstances 
allow. NO RESPONSES 
I am not very familiar with the intent and purpose of Field 
Contact cards and seldom if ever submit them. 3 RESPONSES 

Police Department 

There were some seventy questionnaires distributed. to members of the Police 
Department. Only twenty-five responses were returned. When a patrol super
visor was questioned during a final data collection visit to Danville, some 
doubt was expressed as to whether the questionnai res were actually di stri
buted to the officers of all three patrol teams. However, the questionnaires 
that were returned provided us with some insight as to the impact of CAT at 
the operational level. Following are the responses from the Police Department: 

Please check the box below which most nearly depicts your knowledge of the 
Crime Analysis Unit: 

I am familiar with the Unit, where it is located, and have 
a good idea of the type of information it maintains in its 
files and the various reports it publishes. 20 RESPONSES 
I am familiar with the Unit and have a general idea of the 
information it maintains and reports it publishes. 5 RESPONSES 
I have heard of the Unit and am familiar with reports it 
produces but am unfamiliar with the Unit's files or the 
lnformation they contain. NO RESPONSES 
I have heard of the Unit but I am not very familiar with the 
i nformati on mai ntai ne'd in its fi 1 es or the reports produced 
by the Unit. NO RESPONSES 
I did not know that a crime analysis team existed and I am 
not familiar with the information it prGduces. NO RESPONSES 
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If you checked any but the last block above, please also answer the following: 
I have made frequent (two or three times per month) requests 
for special information from the Crime Analysis files. 15 RESPONSES 
I occasionally make periodic requests for special information 
from the files. 9 RESPONSES 
I have never submitted a request for special information from 
the Crime Analysis files. NO RESPONSES 

Listed be10w are the various reports published by the Crime Analysis Unit. 
Please check all the reports which you feel are beneficial to increasing 
the efficiency of your police work: 

Active warrant list (26) 
Stolen weapons list 
CB theft report 

( 21) 

(8) 

Bicycle theft report (16) 
Stolen vehicle hotsheet (25) 

Theft from auto report (15) 
Crime re-cap bulletin (17) 
Crime alert bulletin (18) 
Stolen article hotsheet (21) 

Please check the statement which best describes your participation in the 
"Fi el d Contact Card System". 

I am familiar with the content and purpose of the Field Contact 
cards, as established by the Analysis Unit; I agree with the 
concept and submit contact cards whenever possible. 22 RESPONSES 
I am familiar with the intent and purpose of Field Contact 
cards; however, I disagree with the concept and purpose, 
therefore, I seldom submit cards. 1 RESPONSE 
I am not very familiar with the intent and purpose of Field 
Contact cards, but I do submit them as often as circumstances 
allow. NO RESPONSES 
I am not very familiar with the intent and purpose of Field 
Contact cards and seldom if ever submit them. NO RESPONSES 

One respondent wrote in that he was familiar with Field Contact cards, but 
did not submit them even though he thought it was a good idea. 

Summary of Responses 

The questionnaires support the conclusion that the services of CAT are more 
extensively used by the Police Department than by the Sheriff's Department. 
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The active warrant list, stolen article hotsheet, stolen vehicle hotsheet, and 
stolen weapons list were considered highly important and used extensively by 
the officers. The bicycle theft report, theft from auto, crime re-cap, and 
crime alert bulletin were found to be less important. The following officer 
comments are provided from the questionnaires: 

• The (3) three boxes not checked (theft from autp, crime 
re-cap, crime al ert) are the unnecessary reports. They 
duplicate the other reports; thus are a waste of time 
and effort. 

• The crime re-cap bulletin is not used in our units as 
we keep our own. 

• If present Daily Log is used properly, crime re-cap 
bulletin would not be needed. 

• Crime re-cap bulletin is a good idea, but the police 
Daily Log serves the same purpose if it were written 
correctly with necessary information. 

Some of the comments by respondents from both department are as follows: 

Sheriff's Department 

• I feel that the C. A. Unit should provide other reports 
on major crimes. 

Police Department 

• 1. Too much time spent on "STATS" 
2. "STATS" kept are for Danville P. D. - The Sheriff's 

office receives little support. 

• 

3. Danville P. D. dominates CAT 
4. A "STAT" board kept in Danville Police Dept's squad 

room is a waste of time, effort, and funds to main
tain. The info. on the board is reproduced in print. 

5. CAP should move their office closer to the Records 
division room to save time walking from one side of 
the building to the other - also it would help keep 
the CAP employees in their office more which would 
make them more easily available for requests. 

6. A more efficient use of employees could be accom
plished - those on nights, without supervision spend 
most of their time sitting in Records "chatting". 
I'm in Records often and this has been observed on 
numerous occasions - it is not a casual observation. 

The Danville/Vermilion County Crime Analysis makes every 
effort to cooperate with the police agencies and always are 
open for suggestions to improve their usefulness to tre 
departments. They definitely put 100% into their work. 
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The active warrant sheets which are updated frequently 
are an excellent tool. Also the field contact card 
system is also an excellent tool for the field and 
investigation officer. 

Crime Analysis is a function needed for a long time with 
thi s Department. Too many times property is recovered or 
could be recovered if the source of the theft could be 
determined. It is a great investigative tool fo"r all 
personnel. 

It has been impossible in past years to know what was 
stolen as there was no file other than looking through 
reports. It is very handy and helpful to call in when 
property is found on a search warrant that was not listed 
and fined if has been stolen. Let them keep up the good 
work. 

The Crime Analysis Unit, as far as this department is 
concerned, do an outstanding job and are extrem~'y 
efficient and beneficial. My being involved in follow
up investigations make me appreciate them even more. 
Any negative comments you may receive, you can believe 
will come from guys who don't do anything anyway, and 
just put in their 8 hours and go home! 

The addition of the Crime Analysis Unit is one of the 
best additions to the Danville Police Department that 
has occured since I joined the Police Department. This 
Unit provides a very valuable and needed service for us 
and I hope we are able to keep this unit from now on. 

If used, it works! 

Officer Participation in CAT 

The last statement, "If used, it 'Works," is a succinct summary that is sup
ported by the following analysis. After going to the officers for their 
opinion on the CAT unit, we developed a form to document the requests for 
information. It was maintained for a twelve week period (from March 15 
through June 5) and documented the requests for information and results. 

Table 7 provides a summary analysis of the data captured on the log. The 
table shows that the major files maintained by CAT lack use. During the 83 
day period, there were on1y 63 total requests for information or an average 
of 0.76 requests per day. The field contact and stolen property files Were 
queried most often. The remaining four files were not being used. 
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FILE 

Field Contact 
Card File 

Stolen Article 
Card File 

Nickname/Alias 
File 

Method of Oper 
ation File 

Suspect by 
Crime Type 
File 

Scars or Iden-
tify; og Ma rks 
File 

TOTAL FILE 
SEARCHES 

Special Reques 
for Cr;me Data 
or Reports 

-

A B 
Team Team 

14 3 

7 0 

0 2 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

22 5 

" 

1 0 

TABLE 7 
REQUEST FOR INFOR~1ATION FROM C.A.T. FILES 

(ANALYSIS OF AN 83-DAY PERIOD - 3/15 THROUGH 6/5/78) 

~lIMRFR OF RF(J(IFSTS RV liNT LEADS NUMBER NEGATIVE RESULT~ SPECIAL 
C Crime Other Sher. Out. TOTAL PRODUCED OF HITS OF FILE SEARCH REQUESTS/REPORTS 

Team CIT Prevo Unit Offc. Agncy. REQUESTS 41 % # % # % PROCESSFD 

3 6 1 1 0 2 30 15 50% ' ~··'-"o-~·"· -'1:iT~'·~'-' '-"'S"-~"'~'-~il~'~- .~ .. , 
~D - ~-"""""'''''-'''''''''~~ 

3 10 3 0 1 3 27 10 37% 4 15% 13 48% --

0 1 0 0 0 1 4 2 50% 0 0 2 50% --

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 50% 1 50% --

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --

6 17 4 1 1 7 63 27 43% 11 17% 25 40% 

0 0 1 0 0 0 2 -- -. .. .. -- -- 2 
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The success rate is excellent on inquiries. The 63 inquiries produced 27 
il (43%) possible leads. The actual hit rate* was 17 percent which is much 

higher than most automated systems (the National Crime Information Center 
(NCIC) has a hit ratio of less than one percent). Only 25 (40%) of the 
searches produced negative results. Table 7 also reveals that the A team 
(lst team) was the heavi est user of the system wi th the Cr,imi nal I nvesti
gations team a close second. Together, they comprised 60 percent of CAT's 
clientele. 

In an effort to determine the primary contributors to the CAT files, we 
reviewed the monthly officer activity reports produced by CAT for a three 
month period. Table 8 provides a summary of our analysis. The first 
observation is that Team A contributed significantly fewer cards to the 
field contact files than the other two patrol teams. Comparing the two 
tables, Team B was the heaviest contributor, but it was not the highest 
user. Part of this paradox can be explained when we understand the shift 
assi gl7,nents. Team A is the day shift and Team B is the swi ng shift. Team 
A had more opportunities to use the file systems. Conversely, Team A con
ducted fewer field interrogations simply because of the hours worked • 

Table 8 also shows in column four that the average submission of field con
tact cards by officers was 7.77 cards per month. However, the monthly aver
age submission per officer' is greatly skewed. As column five indicates, a 
high percentage of the cards were submitted by only a few officers. In 
reviewing the monthly activity reports for the three month period, we found 
that six officers were submitting from 75 to 80 percent of the total field 
contact cards. 

In summary, many of the files being maintained by the unit are not used 
operationally. Only a small percentage of the patrol force was making sig
nificant contributions to the files. Yet, when the files were used, they 
have proven to be an excellent aid. 

*We defined a i'lit as the ability to produce the exact information wanted, 
e.g., any suspicious vehicle entries made on a given vehicle, identifica
tion of specific property stolen, etc. 
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TABLE 8 

THREE MONTH ANALYSIS OF PATROL OFFICER PARTICIPATION 
IN FIELD CONTACT CARD PROGRAM 

(BY TEAM) 

2 3 4 5 6 

NUMBER OF AVG. NO. OF HIGHEST NO. TOTAL NO. OF 
. MONTH OFFICERS SUBMISSIONS OF INDIVIDUAL OFFICERS MAK 

ASSIGNED BY OFFICER SUBMISSIONS ING SUBMISNS 

February 1978 18 0 0 0 
March 1978 20 .35 5 2 
April 1978 20 .70 7 3 

February 1978 22 15.95 135 12 
March 1978 22 19.23 )15 17 
April 1978 21 11.38 102 14 

February 1978 17 6.18 29 13 
March 1978 16 8.19 78 11 
April 1978 16 7.94 56 12 

--- -- 7.77 -- --
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The evaluation team believes that the problems defined above can be traced 
to supervisory personnel and the fact that the first line supervisors were 
not properly included in the planning and development stages of CAT. They 
were lacking in their understanding and comprehension of what CAT can do 
for them. They fail to see the need to encourage officers to support CAT. 

Summary Comments 

The Danville/Vermilion County project is an example of a project that has 
made considerable progress but did not develop into a comp'lete crime anal
ysis unit. It can only be studied in relation to what the police depart
ments had prior to the project. There were not crime analysis activities 
before the project. No crime analysis data was collected, no files were 
maintained, no analysis was done, and no reports were developed. The grant 
provided an opportunity to correct this situation. 

From Table 6 it is easily seen that most of the activities were development 
of files, e.g., stolen article file, nickname/alias file, active warrants 
file, and field contact file. The updating of these files has become the 
on-going responsibility of the crime analysis unit. 

The question to be addressed by the police departments is what the future 
of the unit will be. Will it become a complete crime analysis unit or 
will it serve as only a data capturing unit? As it currently stands, it 
is not a complete crime analysis unit. To make it complete would require 
more support from the departments for more personnel and more equipment. 
It would further require support from command personnel to establish it 
as an important organizational entity. 

The unit has demonstrated that it can be useful to both departments. The 
questionnaire results clearly showed that the unit was being used by many 
officers and investigators. It also showed that results have been achieved 
on solving crimes. Future developments will show whether these successes 
are enough to establish the unit as a permanent part of the departments. 
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H. LAKE FOREST 

Introduction 

The Lake Forest Police Department has 36 sworn officers serving a popu1a
tion of 17,000 persons. Grant number 1480 provided $32,788 to fund the 
Administrative Support Unit of the Police Department. The grant was ob
ta 'j ned from 1974 (proj ect area 5g) fundi ng. The term of the awa rd wa s 
from October 15, 1974, through October 14, 1975. The grant funded the 
position of a systems analyst and a secretary. 

Second year funding was obtained under grant number 1990, from 1975 category 
10h funding. Including grant extensions for both the first and second grant 
years, the funding expired on June 30, 1977. The department decided not 
to seek third year funding. 

Project Activities 

The plan of the Lake Forest project was to hire a systems analyst to develop 
a complete management system' using the city's System III computer. The 
analyst was hired in February 1975 and immediately began to develop the 
management system, through a careful review of the current administrative and 
operational functions of the Department. Table 9 provides an overview of 
the activities conducted and the reports developed as a foundation to the 
new management system. 

The project's quarterly report for the quarter ending March 31, 1976, described 
the interrelationship of the various reports in terms of input into the Career 
and Organization Assessment and Development System (COADS). As explained in 
the report: 

COADS is designed to provide the Administration with information 
regarding the work performed by all members of the organization. 
This information will aid the Administration in evaluating t~e 
organization, how well it is meeting its stated goals and objec
tives. By comparison of this information to payroll distribution 
reports, the Administration can review budget data to aid in their 
strategy planning in the assignment and utilization of resources 
to accomplish their stated objectives. This system will tie to
gether all other management data produced from the previous work 
of thi s project. 
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Table 9 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR LAKE FOREST 

-
PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY 'Initiated 

Detailed After RELATED TO 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project DEGREE OF C01~MON TENURE OF SCOPE OF CIJlMENTS 

Appl ication Started I~lPLEMENTA TION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

1. Analysis of field reporting and the Objectives Analysis::of all reports to determine if they 
development of a new system Yes Yes Completed 1-4 One-Time Majo)' could be used as input documents for automation 

and to support the major components of the 
propo~ed system. 

2. Analysis of the budget and accounting Signi- Existing system revised to determine feaslbili-
system Yes Yes .Completed Objective 4 One-Jime ficant ty and expansion needs for program budgeting. 

3. Assess the personnel evaluation 5igni- At project st!trt-up; existing personnel evalu-
system Yes Yes Completed Objl!ct1ve 7 One-Time ficant ation system \las being phased out. The old 

system was reviewed to detennine needs of the 
new system. 

Signi- As result of Task 1 above, the following fonns 
4. New field report procedures Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant were developed: 

1. Property form 5. Investigative 
I 2. General report form modules 

U1 3. Supplement report 6. Oi spa tch ca rds 
U1 4. Arrest form I . 
5. Audit control and master • Developed a series of validation programs to 

development No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Major be run as edit checks to make certain all 'data 
has been reported and keypunched properly. 
Validation programs run against case master 
file. Master file consists of incident, 
accident, report listings. 

• Master Incident listing No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Report on all cases handled as incidents, 
ficant crime codes, and officers assigned. 

• Master case report listing No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Listing of original cases· supplemental inves-
ficant tigations, arrest informatIon, and other 

fo 11 ow-up da ta. 

• Master accident listing No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Lists accidents per month and ticket numbers 
fi cant issued at an ar.cident. 

6. III inois UCR No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Major IUCR provides management reports that are of 
little use to the Department. The following 
three reports ~!ere, therefore. developed. 

Signi- Report on number of offenses by crime, unfoundm 
• Offenses and clearances reports No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant reports, dispOSitions (cleared by arrest or 

exception) • 

• Arrests and police dispositions No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Provides information on cases with age, race, 
ficant and sex of offender and disposition of of ' fender. 

• Offenses analYSis reports No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Si9ni- Offenses scored by time of occurrence, property 
i ficant stolen/recovere\1, etc. 



Tabl e 9 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR LAKE FOREST 

PLANNEO ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Ini ti ated 
Detail ed After RELATEO TO 

PROJECT ACTIVIYIES In Grant Project DEGREE (f' ClX-1MON TENURE OF SCOPE (f' Ca-lMENTS 
Application Started IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT 

_ .......... ~ 
7. Crime analysis and management A series of reports were developed for crime 

infonnation reports No Yes Completed Ob.jective 1 On-Going Primary analysis and workload informatiotl. Reports 
compare work of individuals to Department 
standards. 

• Property information report No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Sign1- Provides list of property items reported 
ficant stolen/recovered intended for disk reference 

by investigators. 

• Workload analysis report No Yes Completed' Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Reports on total calls by time of day and 
ficant geographic b~sis. Totals reflect concentra-

tion of workload by hours and location. 

• Crime analysis by location report No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Provides information by crime type and 
ficant location. 

I 
Total calls by day of week and hour of day -CJ1 Signi-

C7'I • Report/incid~nt analysis by day of I No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant allows for manpower deployment on high call I 
week/time of day days. 

• Report time analysis No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Provides information on the time needed to 
fic::ant write s~ecific tYQes of reports. 

< 

• Crime analysis by class/time No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Provides time analysis in broad time spans 
ficant when actual time of occurrence is unknown. 

r--' 
';j Case status information analysis No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- Indicates by percent and raw numbers the cases 

ficant which have been cleared by arrest exception 
or unfounded. 

8. Career an~ Or~anizational Assessment COADS is a phased approach to management 
and Dev-i,liopment System (COADS) Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Major involving the establishment of goals and 

objectives, and measuring total productivity 
within program areas. Usually this is re-

, ferred to as MBO, but the Department balks 
at this designation. 

• Job duty analysis Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Signi- In order to effectively measure productivity. 
ficant job requirements had to be developed. 

• Duty log Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time . Signi- A form had to be developed to capture the work 
ficant bei ng performed. 

v' 

• Case master file Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor P~rt of the indiyidual workload is captured on 
the before mentioned case master file. 

- -- - - - - - - -



Table 9 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR LAKE FOREST 

,PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY 
Detailed 

I Initiated RELATED TO After , DEGREE (J' COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT C()\MENTS 
Application Started 

8. COADS - (cont) 

• Payroll data base Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor Data from the duty logs also serve as 
employee time cards. 

Lists all work performed by each employee for 
• Personnel duty/program report Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor month and year·to"date. Provides 'check against 

budgeted program ar~as. 
I Similar to above - provides a review of (J1 

Department duty program report Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor -....,J a Department-wide performance. I 

Listing of each duty performed and the amount 

• Monthly shift assessment report Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor of time spent on that duty compared against 
total available manhours. 

• Monthly personnel comparato'r A comparison of performance by individual 
ass'essment rerpot Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Minor measured against the rest of his unit. 



The development of COADS conti~ued through June, when it was reported that 
final programming and keypunchi'ng for the system's programs had started. It 
was also reported that the system was anticipated to be in full operation by 
the end of July. The report for June was brief and mentioned that since the 
project was progressing toward full implementation, the project analyst would 
leave by the end of July 1976. A subsequent project repor.t indicated that a 
clerk had been hired to work as a replacement to the previous secretary. The 
clerk assumed the daily management and maintenance of the police systems when 
the project analyst terminated employment. 

The City realized that it would be expensive to maintain the Administrative 
Analyst once the system became operational. Partially for this reason, the 
City decided not to seek third year grant funding. The position was then 
transferred to a fUnction within the municipal government reporting to the 
Director of Fiscal and Administrative Services, who previously acted as the 
Project Director for the grant. The position was then classified as an 
Administrative Aide. 

The Administrative Aide has estimated that she spent approximately ten 
percent of her time maintaining the police management system and working 
on monthly reports for the Police. In months when quarterly reports were 
prepared, she estimated that approximately 16 percent of her time was de
voted to police reports. The rest was spent on other city matters. In 
addition to the Administrative Aide, a records clerk within the Police 
Department spent approximately 15 percent of her time monthly and an esti
mated 25 percent of her time quarterly in coding input for the computer 
reports. 

Before we review the total management system, it is beneficial to examine 
specific tasks as described in Table 9. There were eight primary tasks 
involved in the development"of the system. Four have several subtasks, 
many of which can be considered major efforts. 

All of the tasks initiated by the Analyst were completed. While some of 
the reports do not have the value to the Police Department that was orig
inally intended, all have input into the total system. 
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In the foll owi ng sections, the "system" is defi ned more preci sely. 

The Management System 

After spending time with Department personnel, PMS observed a system of 
resource management and budgeting that was remarkable for.a small depart
ment. The system meets all the requirements of what is normally called 
Management By Objectives, but the Department hesitates using that term. 

The project development and implementation were very well documented in the 
report, A Systematic Approach to Management Information for a Small Police 
Department. This report on the Administrative Support Services Unit was 
prepared by the Administrative Analyst and issued by the Office of the City 
Manager in July 1976. The conclusion of the report cited the accomplish
ments of the project as assessed by the project personnel: 

The City of Lake Forest engaged in this project to develop 
the necessary information and procedures to aid the manage
ment of the police department in more effectively and effi
ciently utilizing the resources of the department. Addi
tionally, the project was to develop computer applications 
where feasible for the project. 

As demonstrated, the project was able to develop computer 
applications for all information systems designed. The 
amount and type of data produced by these appl ications 
would require many manhours to produce by hand. In most 
instances this information, if produced by hand, would 
be out of dat~ by the time it could be created. With the 
designed systems, management is able to have at its re
quest the necessary information needed to make timely 
decisions for the most effective and efficient utiliza
tion of resources. 

The computer applications of the management information system were the key 
to the apparent success of the Lake Forest project. Accordingly, PMS rec
ommended in its interim evaluation report that the Lake Forest experience 
should be examined in detail -- particularly in terms of the transferability 
of reports, programs, and procedures. The following section provides a more 
in-depth review of the three functional components that later evolved to 
become the major subsets of the total system. 
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Primary Subsystems of the Lake .Forest System 

As mentioned previously, the city of Lake Forest has a population of approxi
mately 17,000. The police department operates with 36 sworn officers. This 
department processes approximately 11,000-12,000 calls for service each year. 
The rate of occurrence of Class I crime is very low, with.vanda1ism and 
thefts comprising a large percentage of serious calls for service. With this 
kind of background, Lake Forest saw a need for management support from a com
puter system rather than for operational support. The three primary sub
systems were: 

• A UCR system 
• A Crime Analysis System (an outgrowth of the UCR) 
• A Career and Organizational Assessment and Development 

System (COADS). 

(1) UCR 

The State of Illinois is a participant in Uniform Crime Reporting. As with 
other states, Illinois adopted its own methods of reporting which vary slight
ly in categorical content from the FBI's UCR. These differences do not affect 
national reporting as there is no overlapping of categories. 

Each jurisdiction within Illinois has a reporting responsibility and has 
developed procedures to meet that responsibility. Lake Forest saw where 
their city's computer could help them and developed a system incorporati'ng 
that capability. 

The system entailed not only the addition of automation to the already 
existent procedures, but brought sigtlificant changes in the department's 
reporting forms and procedures, providing a real integv-ation in the re
porting process. 

The reporting process begins with the call for service. The Communications. 
Operator records the call for service on a Dispatch Card. The offense classi
fication code and the geographic code is added to the Dispatch Card. If the 
nature of the complaint does not require a report from the officer, the offi
cer advises the Communications Operator and a disposition will be added to 
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the Dispatch Card. No further reporting is required. If a report is re
quired, the officer writes a report and assigns a crime code. The Shift 
Sergeant reviews each report and assists the officer with the crime code 
classification. 

The Dispatch Cards and Reports are matched and reviewed by the Communica
tions Operator and are then forwarded to the Records Unit. The Records 
Unit processes these reports on a daily basis and forwards them to the City 
Data Proce:(,si ng Uni t where they are keypunched. Upon return, the cards are 
filed in the Records Unit. 

Every week or ten days, the keypunched cards are edited by the computer and 
a listing of the data produced. This listing is reviewed and the data checked 
by experienced personnel. This data, once resolved, is merged with data for 
the current month previously processed. At the end of the month, the total 
edited and corrected file for that month begins processing. Once processed, 
the IUCR reports are produced. These reports are sent to the Communications 
Operator where they are entered into LEADS via CRT for processing by the 
State. 

(2) Crime Analysis 

With the automation of UCR, a data base was available from which analysis 
could be made. The objectives of these reports are to aid the police com
mand staff in decisions concerning personnel deployment, manpower allocation, 
and individual and departmental performance. The reports included in this 
system are listed below.* 

Property Information Report. This report supplies a list 
of the items of property which have been reported to the 
department as stolen, recovered, or destroyed. One purpose 
of the report is for use as a des~ reference by the inves
tigators when attempting to locate a case where a recovered 
item has been reported stolen. 

Another use for the report is that management :an identify 
the stolen and recovery rates on certain items of property. 
The dollar amounts are available for stolen, recovered, or 
destroyed property on a monthly basis. 

* The' descriptions were extracted from A Systematic Approach to Management 
Information for a Small Police Department. 
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Workload Analysis Report. The Workload Analysis Report 
indicates the time of day' during the month when calls for 
service were received. Additiona'lly, the report scores the 
calls to the shift upon which they were received. This re
port is produced on an individual grid/subgrid basis. 

Crime Analysis by Location Report. This report provides 
information by the types of calls for service (crime classi
fication) and by the geographic location of the cal h 

Report/Incident Analysis by Day of Week/Time of Day. This 
report indicates the number of reports and incidents the 
department handles by the day of the week, i.e., all Sundays, 
Mondays, Tuesdays, etc., and the hour of the day. 

Report Time Analysis. This report provides information on 
the time needed to write reports by specific crime classifi
cation. The report shows the number of reports and the time 
required to write reports by crime classification for the 
entire department on a current month and year-to-date basis. 
The report also indicates the average amount of time required 
to write a specific type of report. 

Crime Analysis by Class/Time. This report indicates the types 
of services or offenses by crime classsification and the hour 
or time span in which the incident occurred. 

Case Status Information Analysis. This report indicates by 
percent and raw numbers the cases which have been cleared by 
arrest, exception, or are unfounded on a monthly and year-to
date basis. 

(3) COADS 

One of the w~st frequently endorsed approaches to modern management tech
niques is called IIManagement by Objectives. 1I This approach has not become 
common in police departments for a number of reasons such as: 

• Lack of general city accounting capabilities to 
implement it 

• Lack of internal capability to support an additional 
accounting procedure 

• Lack of expertise to implement such a program. 

As described earlier, the Lake Forest Police Department with its COADS sys
tem has made a significant advance in management techniques and processes. 
The automated system which supports COADS resulted from the Goals and 
Objectives established earlier in the system development. The system takes 
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information from the Case File (developed under UCR), general accounting 
information, and other needed supportive data to form the basis of the 
reporting system. The reporting system supports three areas: 

• Organization Assessment 
• Productivity Evaluation 
• Personnel Assessment. 

Organization Assessment provides the department with the capability to mea
sure the organization's performance as well as individual performance. 
Management can determine the extent of the organization's contribution to
wards its objectives. Again, excerpts are taken from the Lake Forest report 
to provi de descri ptions of the two reports produced by thi s part of the 
system. 

Personnel Duty/Program Report. The Personnel Duty/Program 
Report is produced on a monthly basis. This report lists all 
work performed by each employee for the month .and the year
to-date (fiscal year). Additionally, this report indicates 
the last month and year when a specific duty was performed. 
The report lists all duties performed and then accumulates 
the duties to activity levels, activities to program levels, 
and programs to objective levels. 

Department Duty/Program Report. This report provides manage
ment with the necessary information to assess the organization's 
performance. The report lists all duties, the amount of time 
spent on each, and volume for selected duties for all depart
ment personnel combined for the month. These duties are accu
mulated to activity levels, activities are accumulated to pro
gram levels, and programs are accumulated to objective levels. 

The process of the Productivity Evaluation emphasizes the objectives of the 
System itself. 

The Administrative Aide compiles reports using information from the differ
ent systems: 

• The Crime Analysis System 
• The Payroll System 
• The General Accounting System 
• The COADS System itself. 

The analysis and interpretation of the data is the responsibil ity of manage
ment personnel. 
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Personnel Assessment is intended to fulfill management's responsibility to 
evaluate the individual performance and progress of employees. The system 
provides the following reports: 

Personnel Assessment Reports. A series of monthly Personnel 
Assessment Reports are produced. These are used to build the 
data for the periodic assessment of personnel. Additionally, 
information from these reports is given monthly to the officers 
in the department so that they can have a review of their 
performance for the month and compare performance to past 
months. 

Monthly Shift Assessment Report. The Monthly Shift Assessment 
Report is produced on a monthly basis. The report lists each 
duty the officer performed and the amount of time spent on that 
duty. These duties are compared to the officer's total avail
able manhours for the month. The last page of the report is a. 
summary of duties for all personnel on the shift and the per
cent of manhours spent on each duty. 

Monthly Personnel Comparator Assessment Report. The Monthly 
Personnel Comparator Assessment Report provi~es quantitative 
information which goes into the officer's personnel file for 
the periodic assessment review. This information is a compari
son of the number of times selected duties were performed by 
the officer. The highest number of occurrences is considered 
to be the best performance. The performance of each officer is 
automatically scored within these selected duties in comparison 
to every other officer on the same shift for that month. Each 
man is compared against his peers during the same working hours. 

The following is a list of those duties used in the comparator 
report: 

• PremiSeS Examinations • Field Interrogations 
• Booked Arrests • Credit Arrests 
• Apprehension for Other Agencies • Code Violation Warnings 
• Code Violations Issued for • Meter Violations 

Animal Calls • All Other Parking Violations 
• Radar Violations • Radar Warnings 
• Non-Radar Violations • Non-Radar Warnings 
• Motorist Assi·sts • Incident Initiated 
• Reports Initiated • Arrests at Accidents. 

Transferability Potential 

To assess transferability, a level of system transfer must be established. 
For this purpose, we will address the system in Lake Forest at three levlals: 
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• 

• 

Concept -- the concept level of technology transfer 
involves using ideas from particular application 
programs, the identification of files required to 
support these applications, the general contents 
of output records. 

Design -- transfer at the design level refers to the 
adoption of another agency's programming specifica
tions, procedures for collecting data, data element 
definitions etc., 

Operational -- transfer at the operational, or IIcode ll 

level implies use in the recipient agency of actual 
programs, forms, output report formats, access in
structions, etc. 

When moving from the concept through the operational level, the environ
ment within which the system resides becomes increasingly critical. Many 
examples of technology transfer of the conceptual level can be given. Vir
tually all state-level law enforcement support sy~tems have conceptual 
commonalities. However, commonal'ity at the code level within these systems 
becomes very di ffi cul t to fi nd. Differences between the donor and reci pi ent 
cause the difficulties. The most common areas in which differences occur 
are: 

• Differences in the organizations' objectives and 
priorities 

• Organizational differences 
• Operati~nal differences 
, Political differences 

• Technical differences. 

In every case of technology transfer, differences must be assessed and 
specific conflicts resolved before a reasonable determination as to what 
level of transfer should take place. 

Concept Transferability. All three systems as discussed above are candi
dates for transfer 'at this level. With the current trend in computer 
technology towards lower-cost, higher-capability systems, more departments 
will be finding lIautomation ll within their reach. With the computer capa
bility, it is only logical to develop an automated system to replace the 
manual method of UCR products and to use the resultant data base to pro
vide management with useful crime analysis data. 
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The conceptual transfer of UCR .i s one that is strai ghtforward. It resul ts 
from specific formats and requirements set by the State of III noise The 
transfer of the Crime Analysis concepts requires closer examin~tion by the 
possible recipient. The report generated by the Lake Forest system may not 
meet the requirements of the department seeking a transfer. The extent to 
which the reports serVE:) a need wi 11 determi newhat shoul d ·be used by the 
recipient. It may be that the basic idea of using the UCR file as a basis 
for crime analysis may be the limit of transfer. 

Certainly Lake Forest ha£ proven that its system is a viable management 
method. The two main ingredients to implementing such a system are: 

• Desire for a system 
• Budgetary flexibility. 

Once the ingredients are present in an agency, a self-evaluation similar to 
that performed by Lake Forest must be accomplished. The results must then 
be compared to the program at Lake Forest. The extent to which there is a 
match indicates the degree of transfer that can be made. 

Design Transfer. Transfer at the design level should only be explored if 
Conceptual Transfer is possible without significant modification and if the 
recipient's technical environment is similar to that in Lake Forest. The 
systems developed in Lake Forest were designed for an IBM System III, a 
card-oriented computer system. This environment restricted the system 
development to using card file procedures. When comparing the necessa~y 
system components to a tape or disc system, we found them extremely cumber
some and inefficient. The technology and related costs available today 
demand the acquisition of hardware systems that use other media besides 
cards for data base development. If a department uses a card-oriented 
system and plans to continue with that system for three years, a system
level transfer from Lake Forest is reasonable. 

Lake Forest is currently upgrading to a disc-oriented system and is in the 
process of converting their systems and programs. The conversion is on a 
program-by-program basis. The evaluation team believes that the system 
will be redesigned after the conversion is made. 
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Operational Transfer. The prog,rams in Lake Forest are all wri tten in RPG. 
If a system-level transfer is warranted and the computer system receiving 
t~e transfer supports RPG, the chances for an operational transfer are 
extremely high. The amount and quality of documentation available is 
excellent. Virtually all levels are covered: 

• Concept level 
• Functional level 
• System leve~ 
• Program level. 

Summary Comments 

The Lake Forest Police Department has developed a management philosophy and 
a supporting computer system. The evaluation team was impressed with what 
has been accomplished in a relatively short period of time. 

The method of development is interesting from a conceptual viewpoint. An 
analyst was hired to design and program the computer system. Once the sys
tem was completed, the analyst terminated employment. While the termination 
was not originally planned, there are lessons to be learned from the experi
ence. To execute a planned change, an agency can consider hiring a person 
for a short-term effort with the full realization that the person will not 
be with the agency after work is completed. There are both advantages and 
disadvantages to this approach. In Lake Forest it was an accidental, but 
successful, endeavor. The department has developed the system it wanted. 

A key disadvantage is that it is not easy to find a person willing to take 
short-term employment. Toward the end of that employment, the agency must 
be sure the system operates correctly and is well documented. If these dis
advantages are overcome, the concept for developing a system in this manner 
is vi ab 1 e. 
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I. DEERFIELD 

I ntroducti on 

Grant number 1481 was awarded to the Deerfield Police Department to develop 
a planning and research program using 1974, project area 5g monies. The 
amount of the award was $27,851 and funded the position of one civilian 
planner. The term of the award was from October 1974 through September 1975. 
Succeeding step down funding was provided through grant 2078 (project area 
10h) and 1439 (project area 3d). Grant funding expired January 31, 1978. 

The Deerfield Police Department had 27 sworn officers at the time of the 
initial grant and served a population of approximately 19,000 persons. 

Project Activities 

Although the grant was awarded in September, 1974, the planner was not 
hired until January, 1975. Further difficulties were experienced when the 
Chief of Police resigned in December, 1974. The present Chief was appointed 
in June, 1975. Notwithstanding the slow start-up of grant activities, there 
were 16 activities pursued over the three year period as shown in Table 10. 
Most were one-ti~e efforts ranging from revision of police report forms to 
planning a new police facility. 

One of the key activities was the inventory and flow analysis of records 
in the department. It was a three month effort which laid the foundation 
for later data processing development. Several written products resulted 
from the study of which the main product was a docum'ent entitled IIReport 
on the Deerfield Police Status of Records System and Recommendations for 
Improvement ll dated October, 1975. : Th~_ report contains four major sections 
covering (1) the status of the record system at that time, (2) information 

, , 

needs of the department, (3) alternative methods of record processing, and 
(4) implementation alternatives. Numerous flow diagrams were also presented 
using a PERT format. These diagrams were later very useful to the systems 
analyst who designed the automated system. 
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Table 10 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DEERFIELD 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated RELATED TO Detailed After DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT COMMENTS 

Application Started 
A--*\" 

l. Inventory and flow analysis of This initial effOl't to document the information 
records and information system of the Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time Major processing oecarr.\~ the 'foundation for the future 
Department automation of records. 

This activity was a culmination of the previous 
2. Information requirements analysis. Yes Yes . eompleted . Ot:.jective 1 One-Time r~ajor activity and resulted in the baseline specifi-

cations used to develop an RFP. 

3. Planning and coordinating the use of Progress repor:s indicate that outside consul-
outside consultants for development Yes Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going Major tants were hired in March 1976. Two years 
of the EDP system later, the system has not yet become fully 

opera ti ona 1 . 

The records study indicated' that there were 
4. Study of inventory control system No 'Yes Compl eted Objectives One-Time Signi- several weaknesses in accountability and chain. 

I 1 and 4 ficant of custody for property and evidence. New 
0'1 procedures and forms were developed' fo!" control 
1.0 
I purposes. 

-
Signi- The records study pointed out that eight differ-

S. Revision of police report forms No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant ent forms were being used. Analysis and con-
'solidation resulted in the development of five 
forms to replace the eight. 

Signi- Planner utilized an outside printer to publish 
6. Published annual report No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant an elaborate report. Cost was objectionable to 

the City Council, however. Department now just 
provides basic statistics. 

The planner, as directed by the city manager. 
.7. Analysis of personnel and supervisory Objectives analyzed the need for supervisors in prepara-

needs (OIC study) No Yes ~omplete~ 2, 3, 5, & 6 One-Time Major tion for contract negotiations with the patrol-
men's association. 

Objectives The results of the OIC study were combined with 
8. Command reorganization study No Yes Completed 2, 3, and 5 One-Time Major some recommendations of an earlier IACP review 

of the Department. A command reorganization 
was instituted. 

The efforts of the planner established para-
9. Analysis of training and educational Objectives meters for educational incentives. Procedures 

needs of the Department No Yes Comp'leted' 3 and 6 One-Time Major established guidelines for course and curricula 
areas of improvement. 

10. Ana~ysis of task capabilities of ~bjectives 
As a result of the OIC study, the Village Board 
rea 1 i zed the need to es tabi ish pos Hi on' des-

sworn and civilian personnel No Yes Completed 3 and 6 One-Time Major criptions. All positions have now been for-
malized and a position classification manual 
developed. 



PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

11. Planning for the delivery of con~ 
tractual police services 

12. Revision of rules, regulations, and 
procedures 

13. Police facility study: needs and 
I 

expansion planning' 
'-I 
0 - I 

14. Grant development and monitoring 
activities 

15. Inter-local communications and police 
systems 

.. 
16. Introduction of modified MBO concepts 

within the Department 

Table 10 (cont) 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR DEERFIELD 

PLANNED ACTIVITY ACTIVITY Initiated 
Detailed After RELATED TO 

DEGREE OF C!X>IMON TENURE OF In Grant Project nlPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY Application Started 

No Yes Completed Objective 3 One-Time 

Partially Objectives 
No Yes Completed 3-5 One-Time 

Yes Yes Completed Objective 4 On~Going 

Yes Yes Completed Objective 8 On-Going 

Yes Yes Abandoned Objective 1 ---
Objectives 

Yes Yes Abandoned 3 and 4 ---

SCOPE OF 
EFFORT C!X>IMENTS 

Provided for contractual del ivery of pol ice 
services to Riverwoods. The planner was in-

Major strumental in defining costs and the contents 
of the contractual agreement. A six month 
pilot effort was initiated. The citizens of 
Riverwoods rejected the contractual agreement 
by referendum. 

Signi- An initial attempt was made to redo the policy 
manuai. Samples were collected from across the ficant country, but the task has not yet been completed 

It was hopeful that a neW·facility c.ould be 
built under a Federal grant. The grant as 

Major devloped by the planner cited deficiencies Which 
led the City Council to approve the expansion 
of the present facility. 

Planner assisted in the development of ~everal 
Signi- grant programs, most notably was the "Deerfield 
ficant Plan" to attack juvenile delinquency. 

Some effort was made to bring other agencies 
into the automated system being developed by 

--- Deerfield. It, however, appears that there is' 
little local interest in a combined system • 

---
The reviewer found no evidence of MHO planning 
during the grant period. 
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A presentation to the city council was also made which outlined the re
sults of the study including the following: 

• Users of Data Generated by the Police 
• Importance of Data in the Solution of Problems 
• Police Activity Requiring Management of Input 
• Police Functions in the Processing of Data 
• Police Reports Required by Law 
• Po 1 ice Reports Requi r'ed for Good Management 
• Desirable Police Reports. 

The presentation was very effective in obtaining city council support. 

An inventory control system study was conducted as a result of the records 
study. Several weaknesses in the physical property and evidence control 
system were identified -- particularly in the areas of documentation for 
accountabi 1 i ty and chai n of custody. As a resul t . of the study, new con
trol forms were developed and new procedures were implemented to provide 
adequate control mechanisms. 

Another direct result of the records study was the development of a sin
gle case report form. The department had previously used eight different 
crime reporting forms as well as an accident form, incident report form, 
and arrest report form. The case rep~rt forms were consolipated into 
one form. / .. ~: . 

Another acti vi ty of the pl anner was an analysi s of personnel and supervi sory 
needs of the department. Between January, 1975 and July, 1975, the depart
ment was supervi sed b:y an acti ng chi ef. Duri ng these months, contr'act 
negotiations were conducted between the Deerfield city government and the 
bargaining agent foy'the police department. A point 0\ concern was the 
position of "OIC", a position with supervisory responsibility on the shifts 
but wi th no rank or pay di fferenti al. The vi'll age manager requested the 
planner to research the following areas: 

1. A study of Deerfield's Police operation to determine 
how many personnel with command responsibilities are 
required to cover all shifts. 
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2. A stuQy of the command structure of other police 
departments serving approximately the same popula
tion and report on how they handle the problem. 

3. A recommendation of alternative structures that might 
be used to resolve this problem in our department, 
together with the advantages and disadvantages of each. 

4. A recommendation on how the recommended structure 
might be implemented with due regard to legal require
ments, operating efficiency, department morale, and 
avoidance of the All Chiefs and No Indians syndrome 
that Mayors, Boards, and Managers complain about so 
often. 

The resulting study was again a clear and thoroughly researched document. 
It covered all the issues in a logical and concise format. The document 
itself served as the basis for several management decisions regarding 
personnel administration within the department. 

The planner also became involved in the planning of a new police facility. 
The department had outgrown its structure because of expanded specialized 
needs. A new state code regulating local jail operations compounded the 
problems with the existing facility. The planner was given the responsi
bility of developing 'a plan to alleviate the space problem. 

At first it was believed that a new facility could be built under a grant 
from the Public Works Employment Act of 1976. With this thought in mind, 
the planner df;!veloped a report ent'itled IIDeerfield Police Department Pre
Architectural Research Site Location and Evaluation, October 4, 1976 11

• 

This report documented the following needs: 

• Site size (total) 
• Estimate of space requirements for each division 

(i nter'j or) 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Outdoor space requireinents 
Site requirements for two story and one story 
facilities ~ 
Survey of available land 
Recommendations on site selection 
Site selection criteria 
Site evaluation and availability. 
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Unfortunately, the grant from the Public Works Act never materialized but 
the exercise was beneficial in that it pointed out the department's non
compliance with the new state codes on the operation of the jail. The 
end result was that the village council approved the expansion of the cur
rent faci 1 i ty. 

A final key activity was the planner's involvement in developing a contrac
tual delivery plan for the village of Riverwoods by the Deerfield Police 
Department. The planner defined the costs of the service and made recommen
dations on the contents of the contractual agreement. After considerable. 
study, a pilot agreement between the two jurisdictions was initiated in 
March 1977 which called for a six-month period to allow the residents of 
Riverwoods the opportunity to assess the service delivery. The final agree
ment had to be approved by referendum of the citizens of that community. 
While there was no dissatisfaction with the service~ the citizens of River
woods rejected the proposed program, ostensibly because of increased costs 
over the services provided by the county sheriff. 

The above discusSion shows that the planner was inolved in a wide variety 
of activities. Eleveh were classified as one-time planning efforts indicat
ing that the planner was used as a resource by both the police department 
and the village. 

The grant funding ended on January 31, 1978, which was also the last day 
of employment for the planner. The Chief believed that a department the 
size of Deerfield could not possibly justify the expense of a planner on 
a full-time basis. As an alternative, he was negotiating with Northwestern 
University for an "Administrative Exchange"; or in other words, he was 
attempting to obtain an academician to be utilized as a planning resource 
on short-term basis. The approval was obtained and the plan was finalized. 

The title of the new position is "Director of Administrative Services. 1I 

According to the Chief he will have supervisory responsibility over: 1) 
records and communication; 2) fiscal affairs; 3) research and d~velopment; 

. and 4) training. The Chief explained that the first two areas are well 
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established and will continue under present operating conditions. Most of 
the time, the exchange person would be devoted to research and development 
areas together with training. 

The Chief envisioned that research and development projects will be assigned 
to various members of his staff, including street office~s on a rotating 
basis. The police staff will then work with the ~cademician who will pro
vide technical assistance and general guidance in the various assigned 
projects. The primarY emphasis, then, will be on training to develop the 
permanent police staff in methods of conducting extensive research and 
planning. 

It is anticipated that the exchange position will rotate on a yearly basis. 
The cost to the department is $23,000 per year which is paid directly to 
the Universi ty •. The Universi ty offers the department ali st of candi dates 
from which the Chief makes the selection. 

This concept is not new, but there have only been one or two other instances 
where the exchange has been made in the law enforcement sector; and those 
programs were not of, a permanent nature. The department and the individual 
from the University are likely to benefit from the exchange of information. 

The first agreement became effective on April 10, 1978. The evaluation 
team interviewed the individuul assigned by the University and found that 
he is indeed following up on many of the projects initiated by the original 
grant planner. Implementing the EDP system and preparing a policy and pro
cedures manual are two of thl;: primary tasks. 

As concluding remarks, the evaluation team believes that the Deerfield 
planner under the grant activities was ambitious and very zealous in his 
activities. This is reflected by the fact that the Department is in the 
process of developing an automated information system. 

The automation has become a point of interest to the evaluation. 
lowing section provides a comparison assessment between the Lake 
efforts and those of Deerfield with a view toward tranferabiliY 
ested departments. 
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Transferability Potential 

The City of Deerfield is slightly larger than Lake Forest with an approxi
mate population of 17,500. Its calls for service! however, far exceed Lake 
Forest with an expected 25,000-30,000 calls for the current year. With 
much more fr2quent operational requirements, Deerfield's emphasis is under
standably on oper1Jt,ional support and management information concerning the 
operational activity of the department. 

To develop its system, Deerfield chose to contract the needed services at 
the same time that the computer system was purch8~~d. This effort was com
bined with the acquisition of a financial system for the city. The computer 
system selected was a Texas Instrument 990 disc oriented system and the con
tractor was to supply software modified to the specifications of Deerfield. 

The basic idea behind the system was to coll ect data from the di spatch 
ticket and,form a detailed data base from which reports could be generated. 
Anticipated reports that could be generated on a demand basis included the 
following: 

• Offense Analysis (type of offense, location, time of 
occurrence, property involved) 

• 
• 

• 

Service Incident Analysis (type of incident, location, 
time of pccurrence, and applied investigation time) 

Traffic Analysis (type of accident, time, location, 
and contributing conditions) 

Citations Analysis (moving violations, outstanding 
violations list) 

• Arrest Analysis (cases cleared, reasons for clearances, 
adult analysis, juvenile analysis) 

• Officers Activity (investigations, arrests, in service 
time analysis, court appearances, traffic ticket accoun
tabi 1 i ty) ~ 

At the time of the evaluation, the only operational system was a file 
for incidents. The file was reasonably complete and contained property 
information. 
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As with Lake Forest, three levels of transferability can be considered: 
concept, design, and operational. Transferability at any of the levels is 
difficult to assess since the system is still in the development stage. 
Two critical ingredients to transfer at any level are documentation and a 
fully operational system. Neither are yet available at Deerfield. Some 
key pluses, however, are: 

• A system programmed in COBOL 
• Applications that are the most commonly sought 

by small to medium-sized departments 

• 
• 

A modem system concept that lIses point of origin 
data capture techniques 
The use of a computer system that is well within 
reach of the smaller municipalities and still able 
to support a multiple function ~nvironment. 

Because of these points, the evaluation team found the Deerfield system 
promising in relation to its potential for serving' other small to medium
sized police departments. To fully develop this potencial, encouragement 
should be given to support documentation at the following four levels: 

• Purpose or objective level 

• Functional 1 evel 

• Design level 

• Operational or program 1 eve 1 • 

The fi rst two wi 11 serve to determi ne if a "Concept Transfer" is warranted 
from Deerfield to an inquiring department. The design documentation will 
serve to evaluate if the system will operate efficiently in the technical 
environment into which it may be transferred. The last level would be the 
basis by which the operational transference can be made and leave the re
ceiving department with a real capability in modifying the system. 

Summary Comments 

The Deerfield project is typical of many of the other projects evaluated 
in that the planner did an excellent job during his tenure but the Chief 
could not justify a full-time position afterwards. All persons interviewed 
at the department believed that the planner had made a definite contribution. 
He completed several studies which will have a long-range effect on the 
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department. The analysis of personnel and supervisory needs of the depart
ment was particularly important as was the design of the new facility. 

Unlike the other projects, the Chief has taken an important step in contin
uing the planning activities in his department. The agreement with North
western University for a staff person is an excellent alt~rnative for a 
medium-size police department. The person from the University has respon
sibilites in the planning area as well as in training and fiscal affairs. 
Thus, the department continues the planning activity at the level of effort 
needed and also gains expertise for other needed areas. We consider this 
approach a vaiable alternative for other agencies and discuss it further 
in Chapter IV, Program Area Guidelines. 

J. ELGIN 

Introduction 

Grant number 2669 was awarded to the Elgin Police Department under 1977 
(C4 project area) funding. The total grant budget of $35,900 supported a 
Pl anner/Analyst and a, secretary. The term of the award was from August 1, 
1977 through July 31, 1978. The Elgin Police Department comprised of 92 
sworn officers serving a population of approximately 61,000 persons. 

The grant officially began on August 15, 1977 with the hiring of the plan
ning specialist. The project was, therefore, still in its first year of 
operation at the time of the evaluation. 

Project Activities 

Table 11 summarizes the 11 activities of the project. All but one were 
completed during the grant funding. Seven activities were classified as 
on-going which indicates a good degree of success on activities undertaken. 

One of the majol~ activities of the planner was a review of f:urt'ent records 
and reporting system. It was initiated pr'ior to the start of ,the grant. The 
pl anner formally documented the system and developed a five year pl an. The 
plan was well prepared and consisted of four primary sections: 
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Table 11 

PROJECT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW FOR ELGIN 

PLANNED ACTIVITY· ACTIVITY Initiated RELATED TO Detailed After DEGREE OF COMMON TENURE OF SCOPE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES In Grant Project IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY EFFORT CIX-IMENTS 
Appl ication Started -

Computerized bicycle registration Signi-
Converted a manual system to a computerized 

L system. The new system maintains three files 
systelT No Yes Completed Objective 1 One-Time ficant by: • serial number 

• license number 
• alphabetical listing. 

2. Review of current records and report- Activity started prior to grant. Compl eted by 
ing practices - five year plan No Yes Completed Objectives One-Time Major the Analyst. Developed a five year plan for 
developed 1 and 2 developing automated records system. 

The need was defined for tracing and document-
3. Offender tracking system No Yes Completed Objectives On-Going Major ing the flow of certain offense categories from 

1 and 2 point of arrest to final disposition. 

Completed· Otljectives One-Time Major 
As a result of the records study and a user 

4. Redesign automated reports No Yes 1 and 2 needs analysis conducted by the analyst, the 
"Police Activity Report" and "Traffic Citation 
Report" were redesigned. 

I Signi- As a service of crime analysis, the analyst "-J Repeat· offender bulletin. No Yes Completed Objective 1 On-Going ficant publishes a repeat offender description within ex> 
I the daily bulletin. 

-

Partially Objectives Elgin has developed an MO file and Field Con-
6. Keysort system No Yes Compl eted 1 and 3 On-Going Major tact file modeled after LGCATE, but also uses 

an MO sheet for contio1 purposes. The system 
is new and has not ma:i,~ s i gnifi cant contri bu-
tions. - -....... 

Objectives A need was identifiej to .study the overall pro-
7. Meter maid productivity study No Yes Completed 3 One-Time Minor ductivity of the meter maids. The study was 

instigated outside of the Department, and it 
fell upon the analyst to conduct the study. 

B. Five year planning effort Yes Yes . Compl eted Objectives On-Going Major 
A comprehensive five year planning effort is· 
being conducted by the Lieutenant in charge of 

1-5 pl anning. Much of his input is from the 
analyst. 

9. Special research projects No Yes Completed Objectives On-Going Minor 
bowntown business sector crime has been of 

1 and 3 special concern to the city. The analyst 
issued a comprehensive comparative report pro-
viding a complete analysis of the downtown a.rea. 

10. Routi ne reports No Yes Comple.ted Objective 1 On-Going Signi- The analyst prepares three r·ou ti ne reports: 
ficant • monthly 

• quarterly 
• yearly. 

Objectives TfJe analyst has contr-ibuted significant data to 
11. Crime analysis activities Yes Yes Completed On-Going Major the investigative and patl"ol elements of the 

1-3 and 5 Department as trends ar~ identified and problem 
.. ,~- (reas defi ned • --_. 
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1. Data Processing. This section reviewed the data 
processing implementation in four graduated time 
periods. For each period, the functional needs of 
the system implementation were discussed with ap
propri a,te budget factors in terms of hardware costs. 

2. ' nme Factors for the Entry of the Present Central 
Index File. This section discussed the automation 
of the Central Index Fi 1 e in terms of the hardwa're 
requirements and the time needed to convert records. 

3. Personnel. This section discussed the present and 
projected personnel needs as the Department converts 
to the automated system. The projections also covered 
the necessary budgeti'ng areas. for personnel sal aries. 

4. Equipment. This section detailed the increases in 
equipment by each of the four time periods in terms 
of hardware and other costs. 

As a result of the records study, several changes were made to the automated 
"pol ice Activity System" reports. The mai n reports modifi ed were the Weighted 
Incident Time Analysis Report, the Number of Service Calls Report, and the 
Weighted Incident Analysis Report. 

The new 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

reports designed included: 
Number of incidents by Primary Incident Area 
(PIA) by day of week 
Burglaries by PIA by day of week 
Vandalism by PIA by day af week 
Thefts by PIA by day of week 
"Complaint Received Analysis" cross referenced 
by watch and day of week 
"Officer Initiated" column was added to the current 
month and year to date sections of the Officer Time 
Analysis Report. 

The reports were designed by' the analyst. The deleted reports eliminated 
unnecessary effort to process data that was not needed. The additional 
reports allowed the analyst the opportunity to conduct a more finite analy
sis of certain target crime problems as discussed and described in the grant 
application. 
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Another activity was a request from the Chief to document the flow of cer
tain offense categories through the system from point of arrest to final 
disposition. The offense categories were shoplifting, vandalism, robbery, 
burglary, and driving while intoxicated. A separate tracking form was 
developed for each offense. The tracking system was designed as a short
term manual system. There was no plan to automate the system since the 
city intended to implement a prosecution management information system in 
the future. 

Another time-con~uming activity by the analyst was the development of an 
automated bicycle registration system. The automated system established 
three files using a batch processing method: 

• Serial Number Listing 
• License Number Listing 
• Alphabetical Listing by Owner Name. 

Each report was distributed to investigations, communications, and records. 
With the ~utomated format and three indexes, increased access and a more 
rapid retrieval system was established. Additionally, the new system 
effectively reduced congestion created by written records. It was also 
reported that the system facilitated the recovery of lost and stolen bikes. 

Finally, the analyst prepared three reports on a regular basis. 

1. Monthly Report. This report compared crime during the current month to 
the same month of the previous year. It covered both Part I and Part II 
offenses and gave information on the actual offenses, unfounded offenses, 
cleared offenses, and a year-to-date total. Property lost, property re
covered, and arrests were also noted. 

2. Quarterly Report. The quarterly report was prepared for the signature 
of the Chief and was one of the primary reports developed for the City 
administratio~. The report covered several aspects of Department opera
tions. including Community Relations/Crime prevention and training. The 
report contained the same type of crime data as provided in the monthly 
report with the addition of data on traffic arrests. 
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3. Yearly Report. The yearly, report was a crime stati sti cal report with 
the same basic data as contained within the monthly report. However, 
extensive analysis of the yearly data was provided in narrative form as 
well as the summary data. 

El gi n was sel ected for an in-depth revi ew based on the fa'ct that the project 
had become involved in many planning functions. The purposes of the in-depth 
."evi ew were to (1) determi ne the degree of acceptance by the rest of the 
Department of the Planner/Analyst function, (2) examine the communications 
flow between the analyst and the rest of the Department, (3) review the. 

type of planning activities which the analyst participates in directly, 
and (4) provide a measurement of the analyst's contribution to the depart
mentwide planning function. 

In order to accomplish the above tasks, a questionnaire was administered 
to representatives of the various organizational units within the Depart
ment. The first six questions dealt with different types of police plan
ning. Again, the intent of these questions was to determine the extent of 
i nvol vement and acceptance of the Pl armer/Analyst. 

The first question was on formal planning: 
1. For purposes of any type of formal planning (e.g., where out
comes and alternatives are weighed and implementation process de
signed), how.often are contacts made between you and each of the 
following units or individuals? (Choose the best answer for each 
of the other units and place it in the appropriate space.) 

o = No contact 
1 = A few times a year 
2 = About once a month 
3 = About once a week 
4 = Once a day 
5 = Almost hourly 
6 = Continually 
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Each respondent thus fi 11 ed in ,a number between 0 and 6 for each space on 
the right which reflected the relationship between the respondent and the 
person/unit in regard to formal planning. The results were then tabulated 
to prod~ce the averages shown in Table 12. 

Table 12 shows that formal planning most often involves the Deputy Chief and 
Chief. There is almost daily contact on formal planning with these two per
sons. The Planning/Crime Analyst has an average score of 2.7 which ranks him 
fifth in terms of frequency of contact. The conclusion is that the analyst 
is contacted on formal planning but not to the degree of key command personnel. 

r:'U1n 
,~ i 
';"'Tk~ other questions were on other types of planning: Informal, Operational, 

Administrative, Procedural, and Tactical. Table 12 shows that the analyst 
is above the average more on administrative and tactical planning. Admin
istrative planning included budget development, personnel selection, and 
personnel training. Tactical planning was defined'as planning for specific 
situations at known locations. The above average score for administf'ative 
planning probably reflects the analyst's daily contact with command per
sonnel. The above average score for tactical planning probably reflects 
the crime analysis and forecasting activities of the unit. 

Table 13 tabulates the responses of only the command personnel. It shows that 
the Planner/Analyst is rated higher by the command staff than by the members 
of the operational units. The contribution to the informal planning process 
increased significantly when viewed only by the command officers. 

Table 14 analyzes how well the Planner/Analyst communicates and coordinates 
with other units. Question 9 asks: 

9. How important are the contacts with each of these units/ 
individuals to the planning and production of your own unit? 

4 = Very important 
3 = Moderately important 
2 = Slightly important 
1 = Not at all important 
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Deputy 
Chief of Chief of 

Res~ondent Police Operations 
One: 

Formal 3.4 3.8 
Planning 

Two: 
1 nfonnal 3.8 3.8 
Planning 

Three: 
Operational 2.3 2.7 
Pl anning 

Four: 
Administrative 1.8 1.8 
Planning 

Five: 
Procedural 1.6 1.9 
Planning 

Six: 
Tactical 1.1 1.1 
Planning 

OVERALL 
AVERAGE 2.3 2.5 

- - -

Assistant 
Deputy to the 
Chief of Chief for 
Administration Planning 

2.2 2.8 

2.9 2.5 

1.9 2.6 

1.3 1.5 

1.1 1.8 

0.9 0.8 

1.7 2.0 

- - - -

7ABLt. 12 
TOTAL RESPONSE 

Sociometric Planning Analysis 

Community 

-

Central Relations/ Planning/ 
Records/ Crime Crime 
Communications Prevention Analyst Patrol 

2.7 2.2 2.7 3.2 

3.1 2.7 2.4 2.9 

2.4 1.7 2.3 1.9 

0.9 0.6 0.9 1.1 

1.2 0.9 1.1 1.4 

0.6 0.6 1.1 1.5 

1.8 1.5 1.8 2.0 

- - - - - -

Major 
Investigatior;l Support Average 
Division Training Traffic Services Response 

2.6 1.8 2.5 1.6 2.6 

3.2 2.4 2.3 2.0 2.8 

2.1 1.6 2.0 1.1 2.2 

1.1 1.5 1.1 0.8 1.2 

1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.4 

1.4 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.9 

2.0 1.tI 1.8 1.2 1.8 
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Chief of 
gue~tion Police 

One: 
Fonnal 4.5 
Planning 

Two: 
Informal 4.3 
Planning 

Three: 
Operati onal 3.8 
Planning 

Four: 
Administrative 2.6 
Planning 

Five: 
Procedural 2.4 
Planning 

Six: 
Tactical 1.5 
Planning 

OVERALL 
AVERAGE 3.2 

Deputy Deputy 
Chief of Chief of 
O(!erations Administration 

4.3 3.6 

. 4.0 3.5 

3.6 3.4 

2.8 2.1 

2.6 1.6 

1.4 1.4 

3.1 1.6 

Assistant 
to the 
Chief for 
Planning 

4.3 

4.6 

4.1 

2.4 

2.4 

0.9 

3.1 

TABLE 13 
COMMAND RESPONSE 

Sociometric Planning Analysis 

Community 
Central Re'lations/ Planning/ 
Records/ Crime Crime 
Communications Prevention Ana l.Y_st 

3.4 2.9 3.9 

.. 

3.6 3.9 3.8 

3.6 2.6 3.3 

1.2 0.8 1.3 

1.5 1.1 1.5 

0.6 0.7 1.6 

2.3 2.0 2.6 

Major 
Investigation Support Average 

Patrol Divi~ion Training Traffic Services Res~onse 

2.9 2.9 3.3 3.1 2.2 3.4 

3.3 2.8 3.3 3.0 2.6 3.6 

2.0 2.5 2.8 2.5 1.4 3.0 

1.5 1.5 2.0 1.3 1.2 1.7 

1.7 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.0 1.7 

1.4 1.4 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.1 

2.1 2.1 2.3 2.0 1.7 2.4 
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TABLE 14 
. SOCIOMETRIC COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS 

Assistant Convnunity 
Deputy Deputy to the Central Relations/ P1 anning/ Major 

Chief 'of Chief of Chief of Chief for Records/ Crime Crime Investigation Support Average 
Police o erations Administration Plannin Communications Prevention Anal st Patrol Division Trainin Traffic Services R 

Nine: 
Importance 2.9 2.9 2.0 2.4 2.4 1.5 2.2 2.8 2.4 1.8 1.9 1.5 2.2 

Fi fteen: 
I Conmun i cati on 3.4 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.1 3·.0 3.5 2.4 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.2 3.0 00 

(J"J 

I Sixteen: 
Feedback 3.7 2.2 3.2 3.2 2.7 2.9 3.0 2.3 2.9 2.7 3.0 2.1 ' 2.7 



... 

In terms of importance, the ana,lyst received an average equal to the over
all average (2.2 i,. '.~ach case). His averg6 .is below those of the major 
command personnel but above the other averages. The conclusion is that 
the analyst has )1lade progress in establishing the imp'ortance of Ms posi
tion in the'planning function of the department. 

Question 15 asks: 
15. How would you characterize the quality of overall communication 
between you unit and each I,')f the others? 

5 = Very good communication 
4 = Good communication 
3 = Adequate communication 
2 = Poor communication 
1 = Very poor c:ommunicatifJi1 

Chief of Police 
--- Deputy Chief of Operations' 
-- Deputy Chief of Administration 
___ Assistant to the Chief for Planning 

Central Records/Communications 
--- Communi ty Rel at; ons/Crime Preventi on 
-~ .. -- Pl anning/Crime Analyst 

Patrol ---___ Major Investigation Divi sion 
___ Training 

Traffic ---___ Support Services 

In terms of communication" the Pl anner/Analyst ranked highest with an average 
of 3.5. The conclusion is that he has established himself in terms of com
munications with the units in the department. 

16. Essential elements of the planning cycle are feedback and 
evaluation. How efficient are each of the units in providing 
feedback to o.ther interested uni ts of the Department? 

5 = Pr'ovi des maximum amount of 
feedback 

4 = Provides good feedback 
information 

3 = Provides adequate feedback 
2 = Poor feedback 
1 = Extremely poor feedback 

Chief of Police --- Deputy Chief of Operations 
--- Deputy Chief of Administration 
___ Assistant to the Chief for Planning 

Central Records/Communications --- Community Relations/Crime Prevention 
--- Pl anning/Crime Analyst 
___ Patrol 
_--,-_ Major Investigation Divi sion 

Training 
--- Traffic 
___ Support Servi ces 

With this question the Planner/Analyst is above average (3.0 compared to 2.7). 
His average is higher than eight of the units and lower than three units. 
Once again, the conclusion is that the Planner/Analyst has established him
self in terms of feedback and evaluation. 
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Summary Comments 

Given the short time period of the project, considerable progress has been 
made in several different areas. Of particular importance is that seven of 
the eleven activities were classified as on-going. This indicates that the 
results of the planning activities are being implemented and that the unit 
is involved in the prOdtlction of many reports for members of the department. 
The new reports on cdme by PIA are good examples of the implementation 
activities. 

We were very favorably impressed with the abilities of the Planner/Analyst 
in Elgin. He has an excellent background for the position and has estab
lished himself very well within the department. 

In summary, this project has the potential of being one of the most success
ful in the ILEC program. Developments in the second and third year of fund
ing will prove its long-range worth. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER III 
OVERALL ASSESSMENT 

This chapter provides an overall assessment of the nine pr.ojects t~at were 
funded Hnder the Police Plan0ing and Crime Analysis Program. The conclu
sions are based on the collective experiences of the nine projects at the 
time of the evaluation. The next section lists the primary findings of the 
evaluation. This is followed by a discussion of each finding. The final 
section presents an "efficiency" analysis of the efforts in each project. 

B. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

ILEC has funded nine projects for a period of one to three years. There 
has been sufficient experience in these projects to allow some overall 
conclusions to be made. Based on our evaluation, we believe the major 
conclusions are as follows: 

1. None of the projects established planning as an 
integral process within the respective agency. 

2. Full-time positions for planning or crime analysis 
cannot be justified in the smaller agencies after 
the grants ended. 

3. Commissioned personnel in the planning position 
were usually involved in operational planning 
while civilian planners were usually involved in 
systems planning. 

4. Planners and analysts were usually involved in 
one-time planning efforts under the grant projects. 

5. Grants of 18-24 months are sufficient to establish 
the planning process in police agencies. 

6. Most agencies did not know what to expect from 
the planning or crime analysis function that was 
being funded. The Chief of the agency usually 
defined what the unit was to do. 

Each of these conclusions is discussed in the following section. As an 
aid to some of the analysis, Table 15 provides an overall comparison of 
the nine projects. 
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TABLE 15 

A COMPARISON OVERVIEW OF ILEC FUNDED PLANNING AND CRIME ANALYSIS PROJECTS 

ONE TWO THREE FOlJt . FIVE SIX SEVEN EIGHT NINE 
., ___ ,·N·· 

TOTAL 
NlJolBER OF TOTAL PERSONNEL TOTAL NUMBER OF 

~"'D~I&C:TC: PERSONS BUDGET COSTS FOR STATE AND Ii~TAL SWORN . POPULATION 
ASSIGNED FOR FIRST YEAR FEIJERAL STATE EARS OFFICERS OF 

CRIME UNDER THE FIRST YEAR (Including INVESlMENT FUNDING UNDED SERVED JURISDICTION 
PLANNING ANALYSIS GRANT* OPERATIONS Fringe) TO DATE EXPIRED? o DATE (Full-Time) SERVED 

Pl anner 

fit (Lieutenant) $28,192 $24,245 $26,782 YES ONE 50 40,578 DOWNERS GROVE 
IC1~rlc 

Planner 
ZION -- (L i eutenantl $32,823 $2~,690 $31,095 YES' ONE 36 18,500 

Secretary 

0 
Crime No -- Now 

CAHOKIA Analyst $16,732 $15,221 $15,896 In first ONE 21 20,700 (Civilian) year 
Crime Analyst 
(civil ian) 

Champ. 87 Champ. 63,400 
~HAMPAIGN/URBANA e Planner $7S, 716** $57,804** No -- Now *** Urbana 44 Urbana 3B,300 
~NIVERSITY OF ~LLlNOIS (UofI (civil iani $102,209 in Thi rd THREE UofI 61 Uofl 11100 

"Phase" 194 112:800 Secretary 

Crime Analyst 
(civil ian) 

I $84,225 
No -- Will City 68 City 47,000 e Planner ** $53,700** seek third County ~ County 5~,ggg DANVILLE/VERMILION CO, $62,256 TWO (civilian) . year funds fOJ 9 , 

Secretary 

Yes -- Only 
IDEERFIELD e Planner 527,851 $24,000 $50,270 THREE 27 19,000 (civlltan) Project to 

cOlllpll'te 
I three years 

I"" FI,,,ST 

-_._- -'-_.'-- f--._-. .- ... __ .- .,-- t--. -- ~- ---

(I ~stems Speclal1s1 Yes -- Did 
(ch,111an) $32,788 $24,806 $50,l:t4 not seek TWO 36 17,000 third year 

Secretary funds 

IELGIN 6) fit 
Pl anner No -- Now in . 
(civil ian) $35,900 P4,500 l34,105 Fi rst 'year ONE 92 61,116 

I Isecretarv funding 

Planner Yes -- Wi thdrew 
KANE COUNTY e (Civil ian) $24,812 $22,442 $37,714 third year TWO 51 41, 326t 

Secretary application 

$335,070( Total) S286,408(total $432,430 51( average) 
$37,230(avg) $31,B23(avg) 

* Includes secretarial/clerical help but does not include part-time or interns 
** 
**~ourteen month award adjusted for 12-month peri of for comparison purpGses 
t Project LOCATE's second funding phase was for a six-month period rather than one year. 
Unincorporated area of Kane County is the figure shown -- total population is 251,005. 
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C. JUSTIFICATION FOR CONCLUSIONS 

1. None of the projects established pla~ning as an integral 
process within the respective agency. 

Each project concentrated on either a major undertaking in the agency or a 
series of activities that needed attention. For example, the Zion Police 
Department instituted a team policing project under the grant while the 
Kane County Sheriff's Department performed a series of interrelated 
studi es under the grant. In each project, the pl anners and analysts were 
busy with various activities, but no overall view of the planning function 
within the agency was taken. 

In Chapter II, we referred to thi s probl em as the need for a "pl an for 
planning." By this term we mean simply that the planning function needs to 
be integrated into the organizational and operational structure of the de
partment. From ILEC's viewpoint, the aim of the grants was not to provide 
a means of conducting several needed studies, but rather to establish the 
planning function within the agency. It was anticipated that the Chief 
and other command personnel in each department would be working toward 
establishing a formal planning mechanism in their agency. There was no 
evidence that this aim was accomplished with any of the agencies. 

2. Full-time:positions for planning or crime analysis cannot 
be justified in the smaller agencies after the grants ended. 

Full-time positions for planning or crime analysis were not continued in 
Downers Grove, Zi on, Deerfi el d, Lake Forest, or Kane County. There is 
doubt that the position in Dan~ille will b~ continued. 

The Deerfield project offers, the typical experience. The Chief stated that 
he did not believe that a full-time planning position could be justified in 
his agency of 27 sworn officers. There was no doubt in his mind that the 
planner has done an excellent job on the many activities under the grant 
project. However, the planner resigned from the Department on the day 
the funding ended and the position was never filled again. 
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In many of the agencies, there ~as a need before the grant for a series of 
planning efforts. The Kane County grant listed 15 studies in its grant ap
plication that needed to be performed. After these studies are completed, it 
is difficult for the agency to keep the planner busy on a full-time basis. 

Chapter IV presents several alternatives to performing the planning function 
in small police agencies. One alternative was suggested by the Chief in 
Deerfield who has contracted with Northwestern University for a person to be 
in the Department as Director of Administrative Services. The Di~ector's 
responsibilities include planning activities. This alternative, along with 
several others, are discussed in Chapter IV. 

3. Commissioned personnel in the planning position were usually 
involved in operational planning while civilian planners 
were involved in systems planning. 

The two projects with commissioned personnel as planners were Downers Grove 
and Zion. In Downers Grove, the planner was a Lieutenant who had on-going 
activities of a) developing operational plans intended to attack a speci
fic criminal activity, b) planning target incidence and selective enforce
ment projects, and c) supplying data for operational activities. In Zion, 
the major activity under the grant was implemen~ation of a team policing 
project. The Lieutenant who headed the Operations Division was also the 
planner under the ~rant. 

This situation can be contrasted with the projects in Lake Forest, Kane 
County, and Deerfield. In Lake Forest, the main project was the develop
ment of what is usually called a Management By Objectives system. The 
planner was a civilian systems analyst who designed and then programmed a 
completed systEm for the Department. The ana'lyst was never invoived in 
operational planning. 

In Kane County, the first civilian analyst conducted a series of needed 
studies of which the two major were patrol allocation and 911 communica
tions research. In both studies, the analyst provided information on 
several key topics -- time response, officer's workload, communications 
room layout, computerized patrol activity report, and records system in
adequacies. The results of these studies served as the basis for many 
operational changes. -92-
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These experiences clearly indicate the differences in how commissioned and 
civilian personnel are used. The choice of whether to use commissioned or 
civilian personnel depends on the anticipated activities of the projects. 

4. Planners and analysts were usually involved in one-time 
planning efforts under the grant projects. 

In Chapter II, each activity was classified as to whether it was one-time, 
limited, or on-going. Over all the projects, there were 176 activities of 
which 98 (55.7%) were one-time efforts. Of the 98 one-time activities, 23 
(23.5%) were minor, 51 (52.0%) were significant, and 24 (24.5%) were major. 
The planners and analysts were, therefore, involved in many one-time efforts 
that consumed considerable amounts of time. 

5. Grants of 18-24 months are sufficient to establish the 
planning process in police agencies. 

The planning process was not established in any of the nine projects. 
Deerfield was the only project to have received three years of funding at 
the time of the evaluation. The Chief in Deerfield has established an 
alternative mechanism to accomplish the planning activities. If the grant 
~ad ended after two years, this mechanism would probably have been estab
lished earlier. 

Lake Forest received two years of funding and did not seek third year 
funds. While the main activity in the Lake Forest project was not com
pleted during the first year, it was well along the way and would probably 
have been completed by the city. 

Based on what we have seen in the projects, there is no reason why the 
p1anning process cannot be established within two years within a small 
police agency. Chapter IV presents several alternatives for obtaining the 
planning function in a small agency. A two-year time frame is certainly 
sufficient to institute any of these alternatives. As also discussed in 
Chapter IV, key ingredients are a commitment by the Chief to planning and 
the delivery of training on planning and crime analysis subjects. 
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6. Most agencies did not know what to expect from the planning 
or crime analysis fun~tion that was being funded. The Chief 
of the agency usually defined what the unit was to do. 

In the Champaign/Urbana project, key project personnel candidly admitted 
that they did not know what to expect from the crime analyst. There were 
indications that the same situation was true in other proJects. 

Wi thout except:~on, the Ch i ef in each agency defi ned wha t the un i t wa s to 
do. Yet, in most projects, the Chief had only a vague idea of what should 
be accomplished. It was discovered that often the actual grant applicatipn 
and, therefore, the "pl an of accomplishment" was written by regional plan
ners. 

This problem is related to the previous discussion on the need for training. 
The training is needed on two levels. One level is for command personnel 
to understand the basic principles of planning and how they should be in
stituted in their department. The second level is for planners and analysts 
to learn some techniques applicable to their functions. We found that 
some individuals were hired because of their familiarity with police opera-

\ 

tions, but they lacked any fo nna 1 training, especially in crime analysis. 
In at le~st two projects, personnel were promoted to the analyst position 
simply because they were the only persons remaining on the project. These 
persons were familiar with project activities but were in great need of 
formal training. 

D. ANALYSIS OF IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 

Table 16 reveals a total of 176 different activities that can be defined 
from grant applications, reports or on-site observations. Of these, 85 
were identified in the gran~ applications and 91 activities were developed 
after the projects became operational. This latter number, together with 
our personal observations of local grant administration, provides the 
basis for the following two assumptions. 
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Agency 

Downers 
Grove 

Zion 

Cahokia 

"Locate" 

Kane County 

Danvi 11 e 

ake Forest 

Deerfield 

Elgin 

TOTALS 

Tota" Number of 
Total Number of Activities De-
Activities De- fined by reports 
fined in Grant or on-site 
Applications observation 

13 12 

8 4 

1 6 

20 9 

15 6 

6 I 20 

13 16 

7 9 

2 9 

85 91 

Total 

TABLE 16 

SUMMARY COMPARISON BETWEEN PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
PLANNED AND IMPLEMENTED 

DEGREE OF rr~PLE.!'!ENTATION 

Number 
Number Partially Number 

Activities Completed Completed Discontinued 
grant other grant other grant other 

25 3 10 7 1 0 1 

12 6 4 1 0 0 0 

7 1 5 0 1 0 0 

29 2 8 3 0 3 1 

21 13 5 2 1 0 0 

26 j 17 2 1 0 2 

29 13 16 0 0 0 0 

16 5 8 0 1 0 0 

11 2 8 0 1 0 0 

176 46 81 15 6 3 4 

Percent 
Number Discontinued or 
Abandoned Abandoned 

grant other grant other 

3 0 12% 4% 

1 0 8% 0 

0 0 0 0 

12 0 52% 3% 

0 0 0 0 

3 0 12% 0 

o . 0 0 0 

2 0 19% 0 

0 0 0 0 

21 0 14% 2% 



• Too often the grant applications do not give an accurate 
concept of what is to be accomplished. Often, the local 
agencies preparing the application (usually someone from 
a regional office actually writes the application), address 
the available funding category as described within the 
state plan. Once the funding is awarded, the localities 
pursue those activities which are of a real concern to them. 
Thus, the grant application serves as a funding conduit, 
but too often it does not serve as the program pTan or guide. 

• The fact that 14 percent of the grant application activities 
are ultimately abandoned compared to only 3 percent of the 
activities initiated after the grant is awarded (see the 
last column of Table 16) lends support to the above asser
tion. It also questions the degree of program commitment 
of the local administrators. 

It should be noted, however, that the above statistics are somewhat skewed 
by Project LOCATE, which abandoned 55 percent of its activities. As de
scribed in Chapter II, Project LOCATE was a well p1anned project, but was 
evidently planned on the regional level with little actual commitment by 
the three jurisdictions involved. The lack of commitment has been mani
fested in many ways: 

• Lack of proper supervision for the project manager. 
• Lack of personnel commitment by each agency (none of the 

three agencies committed the manpower as promised in the 
grant application). 

• Lack of commitment or desire to institutionalize the 
program so that it may continue after funding has expired. 

Project LOCATE is obviously unique. Generally speaking, there has been a 
high degree of successful implementation of grant activities. As we again 
observe Table 16, we see that of the 176 total activities, 148 have been 
or are on the way toward successful implementation (those activities that 
are completed or partially completed). This is a successful implementation 
rate of 84 percent. Howeve~, implemented activities that were defined in 
grant applications account for only 35 percent of the total. 
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E. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

Table 17 analyzes the 148 "active" projects. In order to assess the data 
in Table 17, we used the definitions given at the beginning of Chapter II. 

Table 17 shows that 66 percent (98 activities) of the total active projects 
were one-time in nature. Nine percent represented a "limited activity" or 
only peripheral involvement on the part of grantee persons, and 25 percent 
(37) represented "on-going" activities. Of course, it should be realized 
that many "one-time" activities contributed to major on-going projects. 

Table 17 also shows that 24 percent (36) of the projects were relatively 
minor in nature, whereas only 9 percent (13) were considered as primary 
projects. 

Tables 16 and 17 were developed to provide information on total activities 
rather than a direct comparison of grantees. The grantees should not be 
directly compared in these tables (in terms of total productivity) because 
of the varying lengths of grant periods. The purpose for this subsection 
is to provide some comparison data on total productivity between the gran
tees. While we are attempting to quantify overall productivity, much sub
jective analysis was incorporated in developing the base data. For exam
ple, the scope of ~ffort of a particular activity was assigned after review
ing the products of a given activity and discussing the level of effort with 
the grantee. Since very little routine documentation has been kept on the 
activity level, the assignment to a given category is usually the "best 
estimate" of the evaluator. 

In order to develop an "efficiency factor" we arb1trarily assigned weighted 
pOints to both the "tenure of activity" and II scope' of effort" classifications: 

• Tenure of Activity 
One-time . 
Limited Activity 
On-going Activity 
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AGENCY 

Downers Grove 

Zion 

Cahokia 

II LOCATE II 

Kane County 

Danville 

Lake Forest 

Deerfi e 1 d 

Elgin 

TOTALS 

TOTAL NU~lBER OF ACTIVE 
TEN JRE OF ACTIVITY SCOPE OF EFFORT 

PROJECTS L imi ted On-Going Minor Significant t1ajor 
(Total Projects Less One...;Time Activity Acti vi ty Effort tffort Acti vi ty 
Abandoned or Non-
Fllnrtinn~l ) # % # % # % # % # % # % 

21 13 62% 4 19% 4 19% 10 48% 5 24% 6 29% 

11 . 9 82% 2 18% 0 0 4 36% 4 36~b 3 27% 

7 3 43% 0 0 4 57% 2 29% 3 43% 2 24'1 

13 5 38% 2 15% 6 46% 5 38% 4 31% 4 3O~ 

21 19 90% 1 5% 1 5% 3 14% 10 48% ·8 38'1 

21 7 33% 4 19% 10 48% 4 14% 15 71% 2 101 

29 26 90% 0 0 3 10% 6 21% 18 62% 5 17'1 

14 11 79% 0 0 3 21% 0 0 5 36% 9 64'1 

11 15 45% 0 0 6 55% 2 18% 3 27% 6 54~ 

148 98 66% 13 9% 37 25% 36 24% 67 45% 45 31% 

TABLE 17 
Sm·lt·1ARY REVIEH OF TENURE OF ACTIVITY AND SCOPE OF EFFORT 
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• Scope of Effort 
Minor Effort 
Significant Effort 
Major Activi ty 

Weight 

1 
2 
3 

By multiplying the number of activities within a category by the weight of 
a category, we arrive at a number which we call the category value. Adding 
all category values gives a number we call the gross value. We then divide 
the gross value by the number of total activities that have been identified 
with a particular agency. This final number becomes our "efficiency factor". 

Table 18 provides a summary review of our analysis. While the efficiency 
factors provide us with an appreciation for the overall level of effort, it 
does notJ)rovide us with an indication of the relative quality of effort nor 
does it associate grant costs with the level of effort. 

As we review the table, we can determine that Downers Grove and Project 
LOCATE are on the lower end of the scale. Conversely, Elgin, Cahok;a~ Deer
field, and Kane County are all at the upper end of the scale. 

Ironically, as we indicated in Chapter II, Kane County no longer employs a 
Planner/Analyst and withdrew its third year application for funding. The 
high rating received by Kane County is obviously due to the number and type 
of activi ti es by the ori gi nal Pl anner/Analyst. 
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Agency 

Downers Grove 

Zion 

Cahokia 

II LOCATE" 

Kane County 

Danvi1l e 

Lake Forest 

Deerfield 

El gin 

TABLE 18 
EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

Gross Number of 
Value Activities 

80 25 

41 12 

32 7 

55 29 

-- 89 - _.--- t. .• _ .. ---21 

88 26 

118 29 

68 16 

54 11 

*Activities and total months in operation 
are counted through May 1978 and include 
original grant periods plus any extensions 
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Efficiency 
Factor 

3.20 

3.42 

4.57 

1.90 

4.24 

3.38 

4.07 

4.25 

4.91 

Mean: 3.56 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAM AREA GUIDELINES 

The purpose of this chapter is to recommend guidelines that will improve 
the potential for success in future funding insofar as improving planning 
or crime analysis capabilities. Section B discusses some alternative fund
i ng approaches that are not presentl y bei ng followed wi th in the comprehen
sive plan. Section C should be considered a guide to program development. 
on the local level. It is based on the collective experiences of the 
agencies being evaluated. 

B. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE PROGRAM FUNDING 

1. General 

Without a doubt, funding police planning and crime analysis units is criti
cal in maximizing the efficiency of police services. The funding category 
should be continued. We do, however, see justification for separating 
police research and planning funding categories from police crime analysis 
funding. Also, funding planning units is justified in only the "larger" 
of the small departments, at least as far as traditional funding practices 
are concerned. The following subparagraphs provide more detailed 
recommendations. 

2. Crime Analysis Funding 

As mentioned above, we recommend that a separate funding category be estab
lished for crime analysis. The present funding criteria, with no limitation 
on the size of the department, should be followed so long as an applying 
department can demonstrate a need for crime analysis and has the proper 
central support capabilities. While crime analysis can be considered an 
integral part of police planning, it is sufficiently specialized to warrant 
funding that will attract qualified persons to the position. 
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The definition of crime analysis varies greatly across the country. Pro
spective grantees should be required to document the intended organizational 
relationsh'ip of the crime analysis unit to the rest of the department's com
mand and support staff. The mission and description of responsibilities for 
the. proposed unit should be documented together with goals and objectives. 
These shoul d all in turn be reduced to formal job descri pti ons that specify 
the qualifications necessary to perform the functions stated. 

1'7 a department is favoring assigning a sworn officer(s) to the position, 
it should show that the officer has the qualifications described in the job 
description; otherwise the agency should be required to hire for the position. 

3. Funding a Police Planner for "Larger" Small Departments 

During various stages of the four year funding for Police Planning and Crime 
Analysis Units, ILEC used the agency size as a funding criterion. While the 
criterion appears to have been flexibly applied, judging from the size of 
the agencies that have been funded to date, there was apparently preference 
given to the "larger" small departments, those with at least 50 sworn officers. 

We recommend that a department size criterion be continued for research 
and planning grants. Departments of fewer than 50 sworn officers should 
not consider a ful~-time planner. Alternatives for smaller departments are 
discussed within sUbsection 4 below. A major decision that a police admin
istrator must make is how much and in what detail the agency can plan with
out overburdening the other major agency functions. As we have said, we do 
not believe that th~ smaller agenCies can justify a full-time planner after 
the expiration of funding. It is more important, therefore, that the smaller 
agencies receive training in prinCiples of planning in order that they might 
organize themselves to be self-sufficient. 

Further, it is doubtful that many departments 'with 50 to 75 sworn officers 
can justify a full-time planning position. ILEC should consider funding 
planning development programs whereby departments of this size are given 
the opportunity to develop the formal planning function. It would be pru
dent, however, to allow the agency to combine the services of the planner 
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with other related support functions, e.g., training or personnel. Com
bining the services of a planner with other technically specialized support 
functions, such as communications or records, should be avoided. 

In line with the National Advisory Commission's recommendations, agencies 
of 75 or more sworn officers will usually have the need and justification 
for a fUll-time planner. It is therefore our recommendation that the ILEC 
policy be changed so that full-time planning positions would be funded only 
in agencies having at least 75 sworn officers. 

Another theme we have often repeated is that few planning grant recipients 
demonstrated any real knowledge of planning principles. The general pro
cedure was for the Chief to assign tasks that needed to be done. Generally 
speaking, these tasks were critical to the department and effected needed 
improvement, but they did not necessarily improve the planning process or 
planning capabilities of the department. For future funding of research and 
planning and to generally improve police planning throughout the State, we 
make the following recommendations. 

a. Training. ILEC should promote, and support with the necessary funding, 
an annual seminar for police executives on the principles of planning. The 
seminar should concentrate on developing planning policies within the depart
ment; definition of responsibility for certain aspects of planning; coordin
ation of planning; and identification of feedback mechanisms for evaluation 
purposes. 

b. Executive Qualification. A condition of grant award should be the suc
cessful completion of the above described planning training sessions by either 
the Chief or the Command staff member to whom the planner will report. Al
lowances should be made for completion of the training within the first year 
of grant award if the training was not available previously. 

c. Planning Policy (Intra-Department). The grant application should con
tain an outline of a Planning Policy (plan for planning). The Planning 
Policy should address the following points at a minimum: 

• Organization. How will the agency be organized to 
carry out the planning function? The planner should 
have no more than one person in the chain of command 
between him/her and the Chief of Police. 
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• 

• 

• 

Responsibilitr. The applicant should demonstrate know
ledge of the need for central coordination of planning 
without robbing the management responsibility for plan
ning from the other functional units of the department. 
The planning policy should delineate the responsibility 
for various types of planning, e.g., tactical, opera
tional, management, etc. 

Coordination. The main responsibility of a centralized 
police planner is to coordinate the planning efforts of 
the department. How will the coordination be accomplished? 

Job Description and Position Title. The applicant should 
have the planning function sufficiently well defined so as 
to be able to describe the planner's specific responsi
bility in a job description. The job description should 
be complete enough so as to provide a format for personnel 
perfonnance evaluation and review. 

Problem Identification and Prioritization. There is a gen
eral need within current-day law enforcement to conserve 
resources and avoid the shotgun approach to problem solving. 
An applicant agency should be able to define its needs, 
group them by category, prioritize them, "and assign them 
to the proper departmental unit. 

d. Extra-Departmental Planning. Planning and coordination outside the 
p01ice department is woefully neglected throughout the nation. Agencies 
qualifying for the police planning grant" should also be encouraged to de
velop a cooperative planning policy with other governmental and citizen 
groups. 

We believe that the adoption of the above funding procedures will ensure 
that grantees organize their approach to the planning effort as opposed to 
attacking planning on a day-to-day, task-by-task basis. As the National 
Advisory Commission on Standards and Goals pointed out: 

The police agency that plans effectively generally operates ef
ficently and rewards its community with effective and dependable 
police service. 
A police agency that fails to plan ahead is forced to operate 
from day to day, adjusting to new demands" as new demands ari se, 
but never undertaking long range projects to upgrade police ser
vice. The agency may appear effective, but could be much more 
effective if it charted its course. Such an agency delivers less 
than maximum police service and shortchanges its community.3 

3National Advisory Commjssion on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Chapter 5, "pl anni ng and Organization, II Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 101. 
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4. Programs for Funding Smaller Departments 

In the State of Illinois, there. are 200 police departments with a total of 
4,581 sworn officers. These officers serve a population of 2,974,889 citi
zens. In addition, there are 43 sheriff's offices with 984 sworn officers 
that serve a total population of 887,196 persons. In total, there are 243 
agencies with a combined strength of 5,565 officers that provide law en
forcement services to almost four million residents of the State. 

In the previous section, we recommended that criteria be established to fund 
positions for full-time planners only in departments of 75 or more sworn 
officers. This does not mean that we feel the smaller departments should be 
abandoned. 

Thi~ section proposes alternative funding programs for smal1er_ag~Dci~s~ . 
programs that should have more of an ultimate impact than traditional step
down or phased programs. The recommendations of this section are based 
upon three premises: 

• Small police departments have the same basic problems 
facing larger departments and need the same expertise 
to solve them. . 

• 

• 

Small police departments should have somewhat the' same 
opportunity for obtaining Federal grant monies as larger 
agenci es .• 

Departments of less than 75 officE!rs cannot afford to 
have a full-time p1anning specialist within their ranks. 

There are five alternatives for smaller agencies to develop a planning function • 

. 
a. Training. Training i'fl planning is even more important to the smaller 
agency than to the larger agency. The executive training seminar described 
earlier should have special sessions devoted to organizing the planning 
efforts of a smaller agency. 

In the smaller agencies, each officer has greater opportunity for direct 
input into the planning process than in larger agencies. The type and de
gree of planning will vary by position, but the concept of planning should 
be instilled from the time a new officer enters recruit school. 
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The State-required police officers standard training program should be 
reviewed to ensure that maximum attention is allocated to planning. The 
National Advisory Commission on Standards and Goals has stated: 

Incorporating into the recruit training program a course 
in ba~ic planning techniques (and arranging comparable in
service courses for those past basic) should be a step 
toward increasing effectiveness. 4 

Continued training for in-service personnel is especially important. The 
Advisory Commission goes on to explain: 

Personnel assigned to specific planning responsibilities, 
even though they meet the agency's minimum qualifications 
for these positions, cannot be expected to perform effec
tively without adequate advanced training. This training 
should include cOI,;rses in planning methodology a.nd research 
techniques. Subjects should include systems theory and 
technique; data collection and processing; determining 
criteria for evaluation; identifying problems, objectives, 
or alternatives; reducing risk in decisionmaking; and 
activity scheduling, resource allocation, and program 
control. 

Most police agencies do not have the expertise to conduct 
the necessary advanced training. Educational institutions 
are the most logical and usually the most economical source 
for this type of training on an on-going basis; but where a 
new unit is established, particularly if all personnel are 
to be trained as a unit, cor.sulting organizations may De in 
a better position to adapt the training to the specific needs 
of tile police agency. 

The remaining recommendations incorporate training with other direct planning 
services. 

b. Contractual Planning Assistance from Larger Agencies. ILEC should 
consider funding requests from small departments for contractual planning 
assistance from larger departments with well organized and established 
planning units. Care should be taken in this regard since large agencies, 
simply by virtue of size, do not necessarily possess the planning expertise 
that would be beneficial to sma1ler departments. 

4Ibi d., p. 120. 
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Contractual planning, however, would be especially beneficial in specialized 
situations, for example, where the smaller agency wants to upgrade its com
munications system or to revise its records procedures. A larger department 
that has recently undergone such upgradings, but with the benefit of an in
house planning staff to accomplish the task, would be in a good position to 
provi6e technical assistance to the smaller department in order to lead it 
around all the pitfalls. 

In this same vein. smaller departments can benefit from the experience of 
larger departments in mutual aid agreements, disaster planning, information 
sharing, etc. ILEC should consider ways to make funds available to foster 
inter-agency agreements and joint participation in areas such as fiscal plan
ning. A joint purchasing agreement can be especially beneficial to a smaller 
agency with limited resources. 

c. Technical Assistance from Government Agencies. Specialized planning 
assistance is often available from State and Federal Government agencies. 
Programs such as LEAA's various technical assistance projects, Search Group, 
Inc., and Association of Police Planning and Research Officers (APPRO) all 
maintain advisory type plann'ing assistance for local agencies. These ser
vices should be well publicized and smaller agencies especia~ly encouraged 
to take advantage of the programs offered. 

d. Contractual Planning Assistance from Consultants. A direct contract 
with a consultant can provide a local agency more control over the planning 
process than simply receiving advice or technical assistance as described 
above. There are several ways an agency can contract for direct services, 
three of which are described below: 

1. The Individual. A~though it was not planned within their grant 
appl ications, the Lake Forest experience provi.des a model of what can be 
accomplished with individual contractual services. While under the grant, 
the Lake Forest planner/analyst was considered to be a city employee rather 
than a consultant, but the principle remains the same. 
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Lake Forest deffned a need for upgrading the personnel review and manage
ment information system. ILEC awarded the grant and Lake Forest hired a 
competent, experienced individual. The individual assisted the city in 
developing the system it wanted, trained an administrative aide in mainten
ance of the system, and then left the agency. He left behind, however, 
the manageme.nt and administrative tools to plan and implement an MBO 
program within the department. 

We believe it possible to create alternatives to the traditional grant 
procedures of a three year step-down funding period with the "assumption" 
that the local department will maintain the program as funded. A more real
istic alternative for the smaller department would be an 18 to 24 month 
grant for a respectable salary for an individual with credentials unique 
to the department's needs. The individual would be used strictly for re
search and development to establish either planning or analysis procedures 
within the department. Once systems or procedures 'have been developed, the 
agency could then devote the manpower necessary to maintain the programs. 
Most likely they would not require a full-time person. 

2. Universities. The Deerfield "exchange" program provides a model 
of how small departments can gain from the planning and res~arch experience 
of an academician. The Deerfield concept was explained in depth in Chapter 
II and will not be, repeated here, other than to recommend it, as a viable 
program to be considered for 3rant funding. There are certainly enough uni
versities in the State of Illinois with trained research and planning per
sonnel in criminal justice to make this a worthwhile endeavor. Again, just 
as in selecting and hiring an individual from the outside, care must be 
taken in establishing the duty reqUirements for an exchange person. 

Of course, universities can also serve as a source for specialized technical 
assistance or training. 

3. Non-Profit and Profit-Oriented Criminal Justice Consultants. Other 
than hiring consultants to conduct state-wide training, the routine use of 
either profit or non-profit organizations is usually economically prohibitive 
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for the smaller agency. There are often instances, however, when it is 
practical and beneficial to hire professional consultants. Occassionally, 
a consultant firm specializing in criminal justice will be in a position 
to provide experience and national knowledge to a given problem area. The 
end result may be less costly than other alternatives. 

e. The "Circuit-Riding" Planning Concept. It may be noticed that thus 
far we have not discussed regional planning. We have avoided recommendations 
for regional efforts because we have sensed that many chiefs are dissatisfied 
with present regional concepts. While there is probably a very good potential 
for improving local planning through regional efforts, by its very nature, a 
regional planning unit cannot always be responsive to specific departmental 
problems. Such a unit must concentrate on (1) regional problems, (2) problems 
facing more than one department, and (3) problems having a priority based on 
consensus. In order to be effective, a small department needs more specific 
attention, almost daily involvement in formal planning directed at their 
problems. 

The most innovative and very possibly the most viable alternative for provid
i ng pl a.nni ng assi stance to the sma 11 department coul d be the "ci rcu i t-ri der" 
concept: 

In Minnesota, most state agencies have in the past refrained 
from providing grants to smaller cities because of the lack 
of management-capability to handle the grants. The Redwood 
County project has overcome this problem, with grants some
times given to all five cities jointly with one serving as 
the contractor. 5 

The Redwood County project described above is one project of several that 
have come to be known as the "circuit-riding" city manager concept. The 
Redwood County project consists of five small towns that have banded to
gether to hire a professional manager because they realized they needed pro
fessional management assistance but were unable to afford it as individual 
municipalities. 

5 Jon, Elarn, "The Circuit-Riding Manager," Public Management, April 1978, 
p. 4. 
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This concept has validity for many smaller agencies that cannot afford a 
full-time police planner. We recommend that ILEC explore the possibility 
of establishing a funding category for such a concept. Particular care 
must be taken to ensure that the program is not simply a spin-off of a 
regional planning effort. For such a concept to be effective, a firm 
schedule would have to be established. The planner may spend from one 
week to a month within each agency before he rotates to the next agency. 

The main functions of this professional circuit-riding planner would be to 
provide management and planning training for the local agencies, to assist 
them in the coordination of their planning efforts, and to help them estab
lish their individual internal planning policies. The rotation concept, of 
course, would not be conducive to minor projects or tasks. The circuit
rider's main utility wouid be to organize in order to accomplish these tasks. 

It appears that commitment on the part of the loca; jurisdictions is the 
key to a shared program. In citing some of the obstacles that have con
fronted the above programs, Mr. Elarn pOints out: 

In programs such as these, the planning district has 
generally applied for a grant, most often from the 
Intergovernmental Personnel Act or the HUD 701 Planning 
Program. An outreach network of cities is developed 
(each circuit appears to be a bit different), and 
together they hire a person to work with the cities. 
This program approach differs from that of the true 
"circuit-rider" in several ways. First, the cities 
themselves often do not make a significant financial 
commitment to the project. This lack of a vested 
interest in making the project succeed becomes crucial 
when the grant l~uns out, as most eventually do. The 
circuit then either breaks up or is reshaped, losing 
any sense of momentum that had been gained. 

Again, we believe that this concept is valid and innovative; as such it is 
worthy to be established as an experimental funding program to improve the 

. . 
planning capabilities, thereby upgrading the delivery of police services of 
small agencies. 
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C. RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANNING POLICY ON 
THE LOCAL LEVEL 

Chapter V of this report provides a literature review of the state of the 
art for poli~e planning. Within that chapter, several references are made 
to the various model s for devel opi ng the pl anning function.. One particul ar 
source that was quoted recommends the use of planning teams, for example. 
Ultimately the organization of a department will playa major factor in 
determining what the best model is for that agency. Additionally, in Chap-
ter V, we provide several guidelines to police planners and models 
planning and implementation are reproduced in Appendices A and B. 
pose of this section of the report is to provide guidelines on the 
ment of a "planning policy" or "plan for planning." 

1. Developing the Policy 

for 
The pur
develop-

The Chief must bear the responsibility for developing and implementing the 
planning policy. In larger organizations where a planning position is war
ranted, the policy may be prepared by the planner under the guidance of the 
Chief. Basically, the plann.ing policy should address: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

The different types of planning. 

The responsibility for each type or facet of planning. 

Guidance as to how much time and in what detail the 
planning is to be accomplished at various operational 
and organizational levels. 

A statement of mission and departmental goals and 
objectives. 

The level of coordination required to implement plans. 
Check points for feedback and evaluation are essential 
to ensure conformance with the overall department goals 
and objectives. 

Definition of planning cycles. 
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2. Planning for What and Whose Responsibility 

a. The Chief of Police has ultimate responsibility for the development. 
of the planning policy. Generally the Chief will retain the responsibility 
for the follol'iing planning areas by: 

• Establishing the departmental goals and objectives 
(the actual procedure of development may vary de
pending on management style). 

• 

• 

Management planning 
Organizational 
Manpower 
Fi scal 

Long-range forecasting in conjunction with goals 
and objectives. 

• Establishing departmental policies and procedures. 

b. Division or major unit commanders are generally responsible for opera
tional planning such as: 

• Developing work plans. 

• Establishing unit 'objectives (ultimately with input to 
departmental objectives). 

• 
• 
• 

Defining resources and needs. 

Developi.hg procedures. 

Assisting in development of tactical plans as required 
and as related to their particular organizational area. , 

c. Level of execution for the various plans should be defined in the plan
ning policy detailing responsibility for implementation. 

2. Commitment 

The level of commitment will, for the most part, be determined by the size 
of the agency and by level of organization within the department. Ultimately, 
police managers are responsible for planning within their own area. However, 
the manager will often find it necessary to delegate planning functions to 
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others. The degree of delegation, obviously, depends upon the level of ma, 
agement. A Chief of a larger department will, of course, delegate much of 
the responsibility for coordination of the planning to a designated plannet". 
But what of those agencies whi1ch cannot justify a full-time pl anner? In 
that case the Chief must retain the actual function of a planner and dele
gate to the major unit commanders only those areas under their direct 
responsibility. In smaller departments, where the Chief bears the full 
responsibility, it may be advisable to allocate specific time periods to 
the planning function on a weekly basis. Table 19 illustrates a diagram 
of planning responsibility of commitment. 

3. The Planning Process 

The process of planning should be defined within the policy for the benefit 
of all departmental managers, e.g., problem identification, prioritization, 
assignment of responsibility, development of detailed task statements, iden
tification of resources, and establishment of time schedules. 

4. The Planning Cycle 

A major key to successful coordi nati on of departmental pl anni ng efforts is 
the publication of a planning schedule or cycle. Every police manager from 
the Chief down to the lowest officer with any departmental planning respon
sibility should have a thorough understanding of the planning cycle. Elements 
of the planning cycle should include: 

• 

• 

• 

Strategic and Long-Range Planning - on-going, not 
restricted to time constraints -- should be reviewed 
at least quarterly. 

Formal goal setting - an annual event in conjunction 
with either the fiscal or calendar year -- should 
focus on goals at least one year in advance. 

One year plans should be prepared sufficiently far 
enough in advance to allow implementation within the 
next budget year. Many departments require the organi
zational units to submit one year plans by July. They 
are reviewed by the Planning Committee by September, 
revised as needed, and submitted to the local government 
by the fi rst of the cal endar year. 
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Commitment 

Type of 
Planning 

TABLE 19 
PLANNING RELATIONSHIPS 

Chief CommandersjSupervisors 

up to 12 hours/week 8 hrs per week 
(away from department 2-3 hour blocks 
in 3-4 hour blocks) 

• Dept goals and objectives • Operational Planning 
• Long Range Forecasting Work Plans 

, 
• Policy Development - Objectives defined 

sensitive issues - Resource needs 
• Management Planning establ ished 

- Procedures developed 
- Organizing 

• SOP's - Manpower 
- Fisca'i • Coordinating Planning 

• Coordination of Depart- on the unit level 
ment Planning 
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• 

• 

Budget reviews should be fonnally incorporated within 
the planning cycle -- should be held monthly. 

Perfonnance review could be held jointly with budget 
review but it is suggested that it be fonnally sched
uled at a di fferent time dur'i ng the month. Performance 
review will focus on the status of the projects and on 
goal achievement. 
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A. INTRODUCTIO~ 

CHAPTER V 
PLANNING, RESEARCH AND CRIME ANALYSIS 

WITHIN THE LAW ENFORCEMENT SECTOR -
A STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW 

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, we separate the function 
of planning from crime analysis. We then review each of the functions in 
an effort to derive a workable definition, at least in the terms of the 
theorists. As we will see in the final analysis, the function of planning 
or analysis is, in the smaller departments, defined by the Chief of Police. 

In conducting this exercise we will provide a mini "state-of-the-art" review 
of each of the functions. Secondly, and most impot:'tantly, the r'evi ew pro
vides a frame of reference upon which our assessment of the nine projects 
was based. 

We will first begin our review with the planning and research functions; we 
will then review crime analysis, and finally, try to define the parameters 
for the co-existence of the two functions. 

B. PLANNING IN THE POLICE ORGANIZATION, SOME DEFINITIONS AND CAVEATS 

1. The Extent of Planning in the Current Day Law Enforcement Organization 

Gourley addresses the issue of planning in a police organization as "a 
primary requi site to all other manageri al functi ons. 116 

6G• Douglas Gourley, et al, Effective Police Organization and Manage
ment, Volume I, as submitted to the President's Commission on Law En
forcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967, p. 1069. 
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He quotes the 1931 National CO"1mission on Law Observance and Enforcement 
Report orl Police where it suggests that: 

Executive capaci ty of the very hi ghest degree shoul d be 
demanded and univers~ties should vie with each other in 
turning out from theil" institution men adequately t7ained 
to serve their country Q~ efficient police leaders. 

As we can see, planning has long been held as a critical area in police 
management. 

Of special interest are the results of a study reported by Leonard in which 
45 cities in population groups of 100,000 and above responded to a survey 
of planning activities. 8 Less than half the respondents indicated that the 
planning function was not formalized by a special unit within the agency. 
Gourley, however, explains that the general trend is toward the formaliza
tion of planning by a special unit as the department size increases. He 
states that "A general rule for the specialization'of this function is 
when it far exceeds the capacity of any single executive or manager."9 

The 1962 survey may have been an exaggeration of the actual number of func
tional planning units. Hoy -warns that "the presence of a box on the or
ganization chart does not mean that the agency has really m~de a commitment 
to research and plan. The fact is that very few departments have made such 
a commitment." To~ often, Hoy explains, "the planning is at.tempted without 
the benefi t of res'earch; or pl anni ng is decentral i zed to the fi el d and 
administrative units with little or no coordination and mutual benefit; or 

7National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report on Police, 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1931). 

8V• A. Leonard, Police Organization and Management, Second Edition, 
(Brooklyn: Foundation Press, 1964), p. 173. _ 

9Gourley, Ope cit., p. 1038. 
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the planning unit is understaffed, the planning staff are not qualified or 
are not trained; or the staff are not allowed to make recommendations and 
do not really plan."10 

Unfortunately, we have not progressed very far when we compare the needs 
defined in 1931 by the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce
ment to the ~tatement issued by the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals in its 1973 report on Police: 

Extensive planning, administrative as well as operational, 
is one of the most critical needs of the police today. 
There are not many police chief executives who disagree 
with this, but few have taken positive steps to encourage 
or implement such planning. This failure puts the burden 
on individual subordinates who must plan for their own 
operations without administrative direction and support 
usually on a crisis basis. 

Additionally, the failure for the police chief executive 
to provide for planning indicates to subordinates that he 
considers planning to be unimportant, or that he is not 
interested in how they perform their work. The first 
tends to encourage the subordinate to adopt the same atti
tude toward planning; the second lowers morale and effi
ciency. Neither contributes positively to the effectiveness 
of agency operations. . 

In summary, the need for planning in law enforcement has long been recog
nized as a critical issue. Currently, however, we are still. in the early 
stages insofar as the actual development and implementation of planning 
procedures are concerned. Our revi ew of the 1 i terature :t-eveal s that a par
ticular deficiency lies in the area of management's failure to comprehend 
the significance of different types of planning and the failure to provide 
adequate training for personnel associated with the planning function. 

10Vernon L. Hoy, "Research and Planning", Chapter 18 of Local Government 
Police Management, International City Management Association, 1977, p. 367. 
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2. Definitions of R~search and Planning in Law Enforcement 

There is no standard definition of planning. 
definitions within their various publications. 
that: 

Police scientists create new 
For example, Gourley states 

Planning is the working out in broad outline ~f the things 
that need to be done and the methods for doing them in 
order to accomplish the purpose set for the enterprise. 
It involves a forecasting of the future problem and a 
scheme for meeting it.il 

Whisenand and Ferguson state that: 
Planning is a dynamic process that involves a number of 
activities and methods for generating plans that provide 
an organization with sustained renewal and change in 
terms of more effective goal accomplishment. 12 

Most authors define research and planning as necessary supporting functions 
of each other. Gourley explains: 

Research is a tool for acquiring knowledge which makes 
progress possible. Planning is the process of developing 
projects for getting things done. The two activities are 
complementary as the fQrmer involves the definitiJn of 
problems and the gathering and analysis of facts, while 
the latter includes the formation and implementation of 
proposals based on the facts. In order to meet their 
obligations in a rapidly changing society, law enforce
ment agencies. must make full use of (both) research 
and planning.13 

Hoy de~cribes research as the "careful, systematic study and investi
gationof some field of knowledge", while simply defining planning as 
"deciding in advance what is to be done, by whom, when, and where."14 

llGourley, Ope cit., p. 1039. 

12Paul M. Whisenand, and R. Fred Ferguson, The Managing of Police Organiza
tion, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 93. 

13G 1 "t 1037 our ey, Ope Cl ., p. • 

14HOY , opccit., pp. 367 and 371. 
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Earlier, we quoted Gourley's definition of planning where he stated, in 
part, "it (planning) involves a forecasting of the future problem and a 
scheme for meeting it." Hoy embellishes this definition when he explains 
that "Research provides facts, and facts help identify problem areas. illS 

Interestingly enough, one of the greatest failures of modern police execu
tives is their inability to be able to define probl,em areas in advance. 
Consequently, too many police executives must resort to crisis management. 

Since research involves the identification of problem areas, it is worth
while to review the functions of research separately from planning. In 
order to conduct our review, we will again return to Hoy who breaks research 
down into three types or categories: fact finding research; logical reason
ing research; and complete research. 16 

Fact-finding research refers to the production of a record of facts rele
vant to a particular situation of concern or interest to management. An 
example of fact-finding research may be the compilation of statistical data 
relating to the occurrences of a specific crime by time of day and day of 
week, or geographic area within the community. The purpose of fact-finding 
research can obviously help ,management decide what enforcement action is 
necessary. 

Logical reasoning research is simply the application of good, judgment, com
mon sense, education and prior experience to the solution of a problem. 
Logical reasoning is the mental process often conducted in the absence 
of facts. 

Complete research combines both fact-finding and logical reasolling. This 
is often referred to as completed staff work. Complete research involves 
the systematic approach to the definition of problem areas and recommenda
tions for solutions. 

15Ibid., p. 368 

16Ibid., pp. 368-370. 
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Returning to the definition of planning, most authors divide the planning 
function into informal and formal planning. Informal planning usually 

refers to the mental consideration of a problem. Most often the informal 

I 
I 

plan is di rected toward an immedi ate resu1 t. 'I 
Formal planning is often divided into either short ,range or long range 
planning. Regardless of whether the planning effort focuses on a short 
range or long term problem, there are four basic categories of formal 
p1anning. 17 ~ 

• Operational Planning 
• Admi.nistr-ative Planning 
• Procedural Planning 
• Tactical Planning. 

Regardless of the type or category of planning, a plan is a logical pro
cess. There is a need, therefore, for a planning policy or a "p1an to 
plan." O.W. Wilson indicates that neglect in planning is usually evidence 
of the 1 ack of professi ona'\ knowl edge of what and how pl ans shoul d be de
veloped. 18 The formal planning function of a police department can be 
considered effectual only as it becomes an integrated system for decision
making and ultimately establishes the framework for the acti.vities of the 
organization. 19 

Whisenand and Ferguson recommend the "pl ann ing teams ll approach to establish
ing .the process or IIp1an for planning. 1I20 Under the team planning approach, 
the department is divided into planning taams with the number of teams deter
mined by the size and organizational structure of the department. Generally, 
one team acts as the catalyst and supervises the planning efforts of other 
teams. The lead team members will each have responsibility for serving on 

17Ibid., p. 374. 

180• W. Wilson, Police Administration, 2nd Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Company, 1963), p. 84. 

19whisenand and Ferguson, Ope cit., p. 95. 

20Ibid., pp. 97-98. 
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one of the other teams. The overlapping team membership on the part of the 
lead team facilitates coordination in the total planning effort. Obviously, 
the lead team members should be members of the department's research and 
planning staff if the department is so organized. 

No matter what method or process we choose to perform planning, the fact 
that a police department must have a plan for its planning to be effective 
is a necessity. Too often departments define the need for planning and 
request funds for additional manpower to perform the planning, assign some
one as a planner or analyst and then leave the planner without a means of 
implementation. It should be remembered that planning is a~ useless unless 
the plan is properly implemented. 21 For this reason, we are reproducing 
in Appendix A the planning/implementation model as developed by LeBreton. 
A model of management practice and its relationship to the planning pro
cess is provided as Appendix B. 

While it is essential to have a process for planning, the police executive 
must use great care in determining what method is best for the department •. 
We quoted Gourley earlier when he indicated that specialization in research 
and planning is usually a function of the size of the department. The 
following quote from Gourley embellishes upon specializatio~ in planning: 

Specialization in research and planning becomes necessary 
when the duties of the executive exceed his capacity because 
he lacks necessary time or energy or because his planning 
duties require specialized knowledge which he does not 
possess; and when delegation of planning activities to 
operating personnel is not feasible because (a) uniformity 
or coordination of action among several operating units is 
particularly important; (b) economy or effectiveness can be 
increased by assigning the work to a specialist; or (c) 
operati ng subordi nates 1 ack the time or abi 1 i ty to do more 
of their planning or to work effectively with less super
vision. 22 

21A planning implementation model as developed by LeBreton is discussed by 
Gourley in Effective Police Organization and Management, Volume IV (p. 1042), 
here he discusses the planning spectrum in terms of three basic processes: 
the planning process; the implementation process; the dimension process, and 
the impact of dimension of planning on the other process~ss. The planning/ 
implementation model is reproduced as Appendix A to this report. 

22Gourley, Ope cit., p. 1065 
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Specialization can, and usually does, increase the administrative expense . 

as it adds to the complexity of organizational relationships. The question 
the Chief must always consider is whether such specialization will repay 
the additional expense as well as offset other possible disadvantages. For 
example, in addition to the expense of the increased personnel, it is impor
tant to consider the necessity of modifying the organizational structure to 
set up records, procedures and communications which will be useful and nec
essary to the planning function. 23 McDonell suggests a number of specifics 
that the police executive should consider: 

1. The chief of police must emphatically indicate his 
commitment to the research and planning function. 

2. The head of the research and planning unit must be 
of sufficient rank to hold his own in staff meetings. 

3. The Research and Planning Unit should be at least a 
subfunction of the chief, or a strong deputy chief. 

4. It should be staffed by men capable of collecting and 
analyzing facts, and presenting them clearly. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Command personnel must be required to participate in 
the planning process. 

In any specific department, the planning unit must be 
organized to meet the unique planning problems in that 
department. Specialization in planning should not be 
done because it is the popular thing to do, and we 
should look at other agencies for suggestions rather 
than models. 

The chief of police must sell the concept of change to his 
subordinates. 24 

Finally, we refer the reader to Figure 2 which provides a series of ques
tions that the executive should ask about planning and the "plan to plan." 

23Ibid., p. 1065. 

24 McDonell, R. E., "Police Planning", International Business Machines Cor-
poration, 1965. 
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FIGURE 2 
QUESTIONS AN EXECUTIVE SHOULD ASK HIMSELF ABOUT PLANNING * 

Key Questions Guiding the Extent of Planning 

Single-Use Plans (Programs, projects, detailed specifications, schedules, 

and the like) 

1. Will the plan help to get the right man at the right place at the 
right time, adequately supplied with instructions, materials, and 
equipment? 

2. Will the plan improve coordination of several activities? 

3. Will planning lower costs or increase effectiveness of the activity, 
through 

a. anticipating trouble, and 
b. developing more efficient methods? 

4. Will planning ease the load on hard-worked executives by 
a. permitting more decentralization of authority to act, and 
b. providing guides for use in control? 

5. To what extent is detailed planning warranted by the reliability 
of forecasts of operating conditions? 

6. Will planning in advance lead to unwise commitments? 

7. Will executives continue to be alert to new conditions and quick 
to adapt their actions to them? 

8. Is the activity important enough to warrant formal pl anning? Wi 11 
the improvement in results be worth more than the added expense 
involved in additional planning? 

9. Is there time for detailed planning, or is prompt action more 
important? 

10. Will the planning capitalize on the abilities and ideas of 
individuals throughout the enterprise and build morale? 

Standing Plans (Policies, standard methods, standard procedures, and 
the like) 

1. Can administrative work be simplified by adoption of plans that 
will be used over and over again? 

2. Will efficiency be improved by intensive study to discover the 
"one best way ," and by insistence on the use of such standard 
methods and procedures? 
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FIGURE 2 (cont'd) 

3. Is uniformity of action important, and will standing plans help 
to achieve it? 

4. Will s,tanding plans ease the load on hard-worked executives by 
a. pennitting more decentralization of authority to act, and 
b. providing an established behavior pattern to use in 

appraising action of subordinates? 

5. Will use of standard methods simplify training and permit use of 
less experienced workers? 

6. Is the repetition in operations significant enough to justify 
the effort involved in making standing plans? 

7. Can operating conditions be controlled closely enough to make 
detailed standard methods feasible? 

8. Will the expense of preparing the plans and enforcing them more 
than offset the benefits? 

9. How serious is the inflexibility that will ar'ise? Can provision 
be made for prompt modification and exceptions when they are 
needed? 

10. Will insistence on standing plans have a bad effect on individual 
initative? 

Goals (Objectives, missions, deadlines, performance standards, and the like) 

1. Are the efforts of executives ineffective due to lack of clearcut 
objectives? ' 

2. Can plans be dovetailed more easily by identifying goals, sub-goals, 
and sub-sub-goals? 

3. Will the planning process be made easier and more reliable by develop
ment of many detailed standards which can serve as building blocks 
in programming? 

4. Will activities that do not contribute significantly to basic 
objectives be recognized and curtailed? 

5. Will personal incentive be improved by providing standards of 
achievement? 

6. Will control activities be more realistic and effective by closely 
relating planning with control standards? 
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FIGURE 2 (cont'd) 

7. Will prediction and internal control be reliable enough to make 
the goals really valid? 

8. Wi 11 the benefi ts of havi n9 cl ear goal s be greater than the added 
expense of preparing them? 

9. Will the goals have to be changed so often that confusion and 
frustration will result, rather than improved morale? 

10. Will the statement of detailed goals lead to unwarranted advanced 
preparation and reluctance to change? 

* 
Source: W.H. Newman, Administrative Action (Second edition~ New York: 
Prentice-Hall, 1963), pp. 72-73, as extracted from Effective Police 
Organization and Management, Volume IV by G.D. Gourley. 
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C. CRIME ANALYSIS IN THE POLICE ORGANIZATION 

1. General 

The previous section discussed the need for planning for police on the 
local level. The purpose of this section is to do the same with the crime 
analysis function. 

2. The Extent of Crime AnalysiS in Current Day Law Enforcement 

The extent of the use of crime analysis beyond elementary 
tabulation and comparative techniques is difficult to 
clearly identify. When an inquiry is made as to whether 
an agency has a crime analysis component, the answer is 
frequently yes. However, closer investigation usually 
reveals little more than a function that prepares tabu
lations of incidents by type of crime and a comparative 
rate of annual increase. Obviously, many departments 
have a more developed program than that just described, 
but few have

2
grograms that might be considered as 

outstanding. " 

In 1976, LEAA requested the Westinghouse Justice Institute, through the 
Technical Assistance Program, to conduct a study of the availability of 
training in crime analysis procedures and the extent of cri~e analysis 
I:apabilities in departments throughout the country. The above paragraph 
succinctly defines.' the result of that study insofar as opera"tional crime 
analysis is concerned. 

The author of the report could not state why so many agencies responded 
affirmatively when asked about their analytical capability. He states, 
"Whether an issue of the definition and understanding of crime analysis, 
the knowledge that it is currently considered a measure of a modern and 
effecti ve department, or yst some other reason cannot be ascertai ned. "26 

25Byrd , Bruce B., Identification of Crime Analysis Training Programs 
And Police Department Crime Analysis Unit Operations, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration Police Technical Assistance Report, Report 
Number 75-104, March 12, 1976, p. 3-3. " 

26Ibid., p. 3-3. 
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Much of the problem concerning what crime analysis is can be traced direct
ly to the fact that there is little formal training of a comprehensive nature 
provided in crime analysis. Concerning training, Byrd states: 27 

••• no offerings were found of training that was directed 
solely to the crime analysis process, as defined. Few sig
nificant courses were identified that included crime anal
ysis per se as a portion of their curriculum. The Crime 
Prevention Institute located at the University of Kentucky, 
Louisville, provides a three hour segment. This segment 
is part of a seminar for law enforcement officers whose 
major concern is crime prevention. It is described as an 
introduction/orientation to the subject and its uses. No 
great detail is spent on specific analytical techniques. 
As can be assumed from the amount of time dedicated to the 
topic, the variety and depth 0\\ approaches to the subject 
are limited. • • -

Byrd goes on to describe training in crime analysis at other institutions, 
including Northwestern University. The findings pertaining to Northwestern 
were typical of other similar programs: 28 

Northwestern University is frequently mentioned as a 
possible source for crime analysis training. Examina
tion revealed, however, that Northwestern has no such 
specific training and only offers segments dealing with 
statistics. These are available in the traffic and 
management information'courses. 

Since the TA study was completed in 1976, additional courses and seminars 
are being offered to fill this critical need. For example, 'both the IACP 
and Thereom Institute offer seminars in crime analysis throughout the 
country on almost a quarterly basis. Interestingly enough, some of the 
seminars have been cancelled because of lack of attendance. 

We have noted a lack of understanding of the needs of crime analysis in 
various police departments across the country. This lack of attention to 
crime analysis is illustrated by the lack of direct reference to the need 
for analysis in mos~ state publications of standards and goals. For ex
ample, the Standard~ and Goals Committee Report published by the Illinois 

27 Ibid., p. 3=li 

28 Ibid• p. 3-1. 
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Association of Chiefs of Police29 follows the national recommendation for 
the establishment of a "specialized unit" to provide support services and 
evaluation of geographic programs, and to support crime pl"evention. While 
it may be inferred that such a support unit would possess the analytical 
ability to define the crime problem, it is not addressed as such. 

Further light on the "state-of-the-art" of formal crime analysis in police 
departments was recently produced by the National Evaluation Program's 
publication of Crime Analysis in Support of Patrol. A major result of the 
study effort was contained within the Foreward to the document: 30 , 

The message of the study is clear: better understanding 
and coordi natilon between the analysts and the departments 
that use the analyses is essential. The police officials 
polled in this survey acknowledged the value of crime 
analysis. At the same time, they were not convinced that 
the more sophisticated mathematical analysis techniques 
-- such as response force modeling and crime event pre
dictions -- are superior to less sophisticated formulas. 
In fact, the study found that the more formal the analysis 
program, the more remote it becomes to practitioners and 
and the less likely it is that the information it produces 
will be used. 

A summation of the current state of training in crime analysis is provided 
in the technical assistance report previously cited: 31 

• Training: -- Sources of training for operational law 
enforcem,ent agencies that are directed solely to the 
crime analysis process were found to be essentially 
nonexistent. A few training courses exist where crime 
analysis of varying descriptions is included as a one
or two-hour segment of a program having either a gen
eral or distinctly different goal. Also" elements or 
techniques of crime analysis are found as portions of 
training courses for other disciplines, where some of 
the techniques are common. But no offering was found 
currently available that provided in-depth training 
in crime analysis, either for law enforcement or plan
ning agencies. 

29I1linois Association of Chiefs of Police, "Standards and Goals Commit
tee Report", November 1977, Illinois Standards 3.1 and 3.2, pp. 59-60. 

30G~ Hobart Reiner, et al, Crime Analysis in Support of Patrol, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration, United States Department of Justice, August 1977, 
p. ix. 

31Byrd , Ope cit., p. 4-1. 
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• Existent Crime Analysis Operations -- Crime analysis of 
a sort has existed in varied types and processes for as 
long as have law enforcement agencies. However, it is 
concluded that most efforts to date have been very rudi
mentary and that the refining of techniques and the 
application of the art is yet in its infancy. Within 
the last three to five years, there has been a general 
enlightenment concerning the utility of crime analysis 
and the consequential interest in developing effective, 
working programs. Numerous agencies state that they 
are involved in a crime analysis program, but upon close 
examination, few can be described as being comprehensive 
or current, or having a sophisticated and effective 
program. 

3. A Definition of Crime Analysis 

Byrd defines crime analysis as32 "A set of systematic analytical processes 
directed toward predicting criminal trends (both individuals and aggregate 
situations) for the purpose of reducing crime in a systematic manner." The 
key to Byrd's definition is the term "predicting." This assumes that a 
crime analyst must employ analytical skills beyond the mere accumulation and 
tabulation of data. 

Other sources have offered a range of definitions for crime analysis, 
depending upon the application: "In the narrowest sense, crime analysis 
is concerned only with identifying short-term patterns of criminal be
havior or events and associated characteristics. In the brciadest sense, 
crime analysis has been considered as the total process of management 
decisionmaking throughout the entire criminal justice system and related 
agencies."33 

Another source discusses the range of definitions but proceeds from the 
general to the specific: 34 

Depending on agency goals, personnel training, and other 
factors, one might encounter as many definitions of the 

32Ibid• p. 2-1. 

33R ° °t 1 elner, op. Cl ., p •• 

34Richard P. Grassie, et. al., Crime Analysis Executive Manual (Preliminary 
Draft), Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program, LEAA, U.S. Department of 
Justice, April 24, 1977, p. 1-12, 13. 
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concept crime analysis as there are department engaged 
in such a program. In its broadest sense, crime analysis 
has been interpreted as occupying an integral part of the 
decisionmaking process for allocation and deployme~t of 
police resources. 

In this case, allocation signifies the strategic assign
ment of personnel by function, geography, and tour of 
duty to deal generally with crime and other police re
sponsibilities. Crime analysis in support of allocation 
decisions involves the systematic examination of dis
tributions of crime, hazard, and service problems, all 
of which are eventually synthesized into workloads or 
utilization factors to determine manpower needs. 

Deployment refers to the systemQtic examination of crime 
data to form the basis for decisions regarding the tacti
cal movement and action of police personnel directed at 
specific crime problems. Crime analysis for deployment 
is, by design, oriented towards the identification of 
short-term crime problems. It includes the collection, 
collation, analysis, and dissemination of crime and sus
pect patterns in support of field operational ,elements. 

In summary, there is no formal definition of crime analysis which can cover 
all situations; the final definition depends on agency goals and the needs 
of the department. Individual definitions of crime analysis are most often 
determined by the Chief of Police through local problem identification and 
as processes, programs and applications are defined and developed. For 
this reason, general review of crime analysis processes and applications is 
warranted. 

The Mission, Application, and Procedures of Crime Analysis. Perhaps a more 
realistic way to define crime analysis is to descri~e its mission. 35 

Mission: To provide timely and pertinent information 
relative to crime correlations, criminal activities and 
their interrelationship to provide a base of information 
which aids operational and administrative personnel in 
planning the allocation of resources for prevention and 
suppression of criminal activities and perpetration, for 
aiding in the investigJtion process, cle~rance of cases, 
recovery of stolen property and apprehension process. 

35Michael OINeil, "Crime Analysis - A Neglected and Ill-Defined Process," 
California Law Enforcement, pp. 107-110. 
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In order to accomplish the above mission, there are four essential ele
ments to the crime analysis process: 

• Data Inputs 
• Data Analysis 
• Dissemination and Utilization 
• Feedback and Evaluation. 

Data Inputs. Most authors agree that the success of the crime analysis 
operation is focused on the ability of the involved personnel to estab
lish procedures for the gathering of accurate and pertinent information. 
Three basic rules for data collection to effectively serve the crime analy
sis fUnction are: 1) the data must be reliable and valid; 2) the data 
should be received not only on a timely basis but on a regular basis; and 
3) the data should be complete and comprehensive (while maintaining its 
pertinency). The Crime Analysis Unit Handbook published by LEAA depicts 
data sources both from within the department (Figure 3) and from outside 
sources (Figure 4). This information is reproduced here for ease of refer
ence for the reader. 

Estab,lishing relationships with other police units is not as easy as simply 
reducing the concept to writing. A well known caveat is stQted in the pre
scriptive package on specialized patrol: 

It is extreme~y important that specialized operations do 
not overlook the general patrol and investigative divisions 
as information resources. General patrol officers and 
investigators can provide a wealth of useful crime-related 
information to guide the deployment of specialized units. 
Unfortunately, however, in many departments there is a 
long-standing tradition which inhibits the sharing of in
formation. Specialized units have often found that detec
tives are willing to provide information only on cases 
which are more or less played out, and that the negative 
feelings of patrol officers toward specialized units re
duce their willingness to share information about their 
beats. This problem of cooperation and exchange of in
formation between units can be at least partially overcome 
if specialized units and crime analysis personrel make a 
special effot't to establish a close working rjtationship 
wi th the patrol force and detective di vi si on. 

36Stephen Schack, et. al.~ Improving Patrol Productivity~ Volume II, Pre
scriptive Package, Office of Technology Transfer, NILECJ, LEAA, U.S. 
Department of Justice, July 1977, pp. 67-68. 
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FIGURE 3 

Som~ Crime Analysis Source Reports by Department* 

" 

DEPARTMENT REPORTS SUPPLIED 

Communicati ons Complaint-Dispatch Reports 
NCIC/State Crime Data 
Tel etype Repol"ts and Requests 

Patrol Initial Crime Report 
Follow-up Crime Report 
Field Interrogation Reports 
Crime Against Person Report 
Crime Against Property Report 
Stolen Vehicle Reports 
Worthless Document Reports 
Arrest Reports 

Detectives Initial Crime Report 
Follow-up Crime Report 
Field Interrogation Reports 
Crime Against Person Report 
Crime Against Property Report 
Stolen Vehicle Reports 
Worthless Document Reports 
Arrest Reports 

Speci al Units Any of the Patrol or Detective 
Reports 

I Special Crime Reports 
Crime Intelligence Reports 

Records Statistical Data 
Wa rr3nt Data 
DL;tributi on of Department Crime 

Reports 
Teletype Reports 

Administration Statistical Data 
Special Crime Data 

*Source: Police Crime A~alysis Unit Handbook, LEAA Prescriptive Package, 
U.S. Deparbnent of Justice, November 1973. 
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FIGURE 4 
Outside Sources of Crime Analysis Information* 

INFORMATION 

Disposition 
Information 

Crime Analysi s 
Data 

Suspect/Known 
Offender Data 

Vehicles of 
Interest Data 

Crime Analysis 
Report 

SOURCE 

Sheriff's Office 
Prosecutors 
Courts 
Probation 
Corrections 
Parole 

Pawr Shops 
Gun R~aistration 
Check Data' 
Credit Card Data 

Sheriff's Office 
Other Police Departments 
Probation 
Parole 
State Police 
State Identification and Intelligence 
FBI 

Sheriff's Office 
Other Police Departments 
State Police 
FBI 
National Auto Theft Bureau 

Surrounding Area Police Departments 
and Sheriff's Offices 

*Source: Police Crime Analysis Unit Handbook, LEAA Prescriptive Package, 
U.S. Department of Justice, November 1973. 
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Data Analysis. Th~ main function of crime analysis is to identify cr'ime 
and criminal activity patterns. Too often, however, crime analysts limit 
themselves to simply tabul ating data or at best compari ng crime to ~'10 

characteristics. The more efficient crime ana'lysts will go beyond the 
stages just noted and identify future likely targets and suspects in order 
to provide assistance to operational units in devising surveillance and 
preventive tactics. 

Recently, there has been much discussion among police scientists concerning 
the use of sophisticated modeling or predictive techniques. It has been 
stated that such techniques have not met expect.ations. 37 It is noted, 
howev0r, that the literature contains many examples of how analysis and 
predictive capability in support of efficient police operations combine to 
produce tremendous effects since "efforts to make predictions can force 
crime analysis to attempt to achieve a high degree of specificity in their 
pattern and suspect-specific analyses. Little is lost if the predictions 
are inaccurate and much can be gained from attempting to make them."38 

Whil e 'some woul d argue that ; naccurate predi cti ons resul tin the wi deni ng 
of the credibility gap between the support unit analysis function and the 
operational forces within a department, the risks are justified if imple
mented by experienced trained analysts and if the crime problem warrants 
the attention. 

Dissemination and Utilization. Of course the collection and analysis of 
data is a futile effort if it is not properly used. The key to utiiization 
is the proper identification of users and designing methods of dissemination. 

37Ibid., p. 73. 

38Ib · . 1 Q. , p. 75.' 
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The techniques for dissemination are numet'OUs and will not be reiterated 
here~39 However, the characteristics of efficient dissemination include: 40 

• The information is produced in a manner that is easily 
understood. 

• The information is .current and in a form that can be 
referenced and updated easily. 

.. 
• 
• 

• 

Credit is given for information for referenced purposes • 

Facts are separated from inference. 

Procedures are made for referring additional information on 
a given topic as it is produced and interest is expressed. 

Should allow some mechanism for feedback information. 

Feedback and Evaluation. Obtaining feedback on how information is being 
used is absolutely essential to an on-going crime analysis operation. The 
existence of the crime analysis operation is to enhance the administrative 
and operational functions of the department. The effectiveness of a crime 
analysis unit will correspond directly to its ability to define user needs 
and establish efficient methods of disseminating valid data. The user needs 
analysis can be achieved through either a formal or informal feedback 
procedure. 

Finally, in order to be effective, each crime analysis unit should have 
independent objectives. The objectives will, of course, faiilitate the 
internal evaluation procedure. Figures 5 through 8 depict sample objectives 
for various departmental fUllctions as given in a recent crime analysis sem
inar conducted by PMS. 41 

39The Crime Analysis Unit Handbook r'eferenced previously is a good source 
of dissemination techniques. Other potential sources are: Prescriptive 
Package on Specialized Patrol, Volumes I and II; National Evaluation Pro
gram, Crime Analysis in Support of Patrol; The Integrated Criminal Appre
hension Program's series on crime analysis; all of v;hich have been 
referenced within this chapter. 

400'Neil, op.cit., p. 109. 

41Two di,l.y crime analysis seminar presented by PMS to the Hampton, Vi'rginia 
~olice Department, July 18 and 19, 1977. 
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FIGURE 5 
CRIME ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF FOLLOWUP INVESTIGATIONS 

Sample Objectives 

To identify reported crime having similar modus operandi (e.g., 
trademarks, etc) as those of the arrested person, thereby 
assisting in case clearances. 

To identify known offenders who have similar modus operandi 
as those appearing on a crime report9 thereby providing inves
tigative leads. 

To aid in case aSSignments to investigators by matching cases 
with similar characteristics. 

To match reported stol en and recovered property for purpose of 
~ase clearances and returning recovered property to owners. 

To identify active SUSP1Cl0US persons or suspects and persons 
recently returning to the community correlating them t9 active 
crime patterns. 

To develop suspect and known offender profiles (e.g., known 
~ssociates, family and other person linkages, hangouts, habits, 
'l"odus operandi, etc.). 
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FIGURE 6 
CRIME ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF YOUTH SERVICES 

Sample Objectives 

To determine patterns of youth related crimes (e.g., bicycle 
theft, school vandalism, etc.) to aid in assignment of cases 
and deployment of youth officers. 

To develop profiles on recidivist youth to aid in investigations 
and delivery of services. 

To identify and develop profiles of crlS1S families (child 
abuse, unfit, neglect) to aid in delivery of service and 
referral. 

To develop correlation patterns between criminal activity and 
other characteristics such as truancy, gang activity, hangouts, 
e~. 

To identify families who are multiagency users to aid in coor
dinating the delivery of services. 

To identify active suspicious youth or suspects and youths 
recently returning to the community correlating them to active 
crime patterns. 
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FIGURE 7 
CRIME ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF PATROL 

Sample Objectives 

To ident~fy current or continuing crime and calls for service 
problems in an officer's assigned area. 

To identify active suspicious persons or suspects in an officer's 
assigned area. 

To provide patrol commanders with manpower requirements and 
allocation strategies based on temporal and spatial workload 
analyses and predetermined levels of service., 

To recommend short-term and long-term tactical deployment of 
patrol officers in respon$e to identified crime and calls for 
service problems. 

To determine whether recommended tactical deployments ~chieved 
expected results or modifications. 

To support briefings of selected patrol personnel on continuing 
major crime problems. 
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FIGURE 8 
CRIME ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF CRIME PREVENTION 

Sample Objectives 

To provide information on how environmental design affects the 
security of various structures. 

To identify specific areas in the community having a high 
incidence of being a crime target and having characteristics 
indicating an acceptance of crime prevention measures. 

To determine types of crime prevention measures to meet needs 
in specific areas based on event and victim profiles. 

Determine relative results of crime prevention programs as it 
reduces incidence, seriousness, etc. 

Provide data of (.'ime problems, and program results in support 
of public information efforts, grant application, etc. 
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D. PLANNING AND CRIME ANALYSIS -- A SUPPORTIVE AND COOPERATIVE ENDEAVOR 

As indicated in the previous section, crime analysis supports a number of 
department functions, including patrol deployment, special operations and 
tactical units, investigations, planning and research, crime prevention, 
and the various administrative services, but especially budgeting and 
program planning. Crime analysis thus becomes an essential and integral 
component of the planning process. Some basic applications of crime 

. analysis are: 42 

• Increase the number of cases cleared by arrest 
• Provide investigative leads to detectives 
• Improve operational data for patrol 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Furnish support data to public awareness and involve
ment programs 
Supply law enforcement related data to urban planning, 
building permits and codes, transportation systems, 
construction, etc. -
Identify evolving or existent crime patterns 
Yield substantive data for effectiveness measures of 
specific programs and/or agency·s policies and/or 
procedures 
Provide supporting data for recommended crime control 
programs 
Furnish trend data for law enforcement planning, 
targeting, budgeting, and resource allocation. 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between crime analysis and planning for a 
directed patrol operation. Figure 10 expands the deployment and decision
making (or planning) system to include the feedback- process. In truth, 
very little planning goes into a police operation without some sort of 
analysis -- the better the analysis, the more effective the planning. 

E. SUMMARY STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW 

We have seen in this chapter that both planning and analysis have long been 
voiced as precepts for effective law enforcement. A review of recent studies 
reveals the existence of several planning models, yet efficient planning pro
cedures are not commonly found in police departments across the country. The 
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Crime Pattern 

(Crime-Specific Bulletin) 

Unique Descriptor 
I 

Entry from 
Back Alley 

-

Investigations 

Patrol 

TAC Unit 

Crime Prevention 

Tactical Response 

• Establish relationship between cases through 
common investigation 

~ Direct patrol units to drive down alleys 

• Assign discretionary patrol to problem area 

• Establish rooftop surveillance of alley or,other 
stakeout tactics 

• Work with local business people on target hardening 
and lighting alleys; inspect locks 

FIGURE 9 

DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS 

Source: Crime Analysi s Executive Manual (Prel imi nary Dt'aft) I ntegrated Crimi nal Apprehensi on 

Program, LEAA, U.S. Department of Justice, April 29, 1977 
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~~ 
Analysis 
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FIGURE 10 
DEPLOYMENT DECISIONMAKING SYSTEM 

Source: Crime Analysis Executive Manual (Preliminary Draft) Integrated Criminal Apprehension 
Program, LEAA, U.S. Department of Justice, April 29, 1977 
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need for planning is a well accepted dogma; however, the need to establish a 
planning policy or the "pl an for planning" is not well understood. Similarly, 
crime analysis units are widely reported to be in existence but upon closer 
examination, the actual analytical functions might range from simple crime 
tabulations and UCR reporting on the lower end of the scale to highly 
sophisticated modeling techniques in the upper range. Most departments 
fall into the lower range of simpl.y providing rudimentary data. 

There is a lack of training in formal crime analysis both from the stand
point of the technician and the police executive who must decide what to do 
with the data. There is evidence to suggest that the more sophisticated the 
analysis techniques, the less inclined are police commanders to use the data 
produced. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER VI 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

FOR PLANNING AND RESEARCH UNITS 

The Request for Proposal asked for the development of a Management Informa
tio~ System (MIS) for planning and research units as part of the evaluation 
efforts. After evaluating the nine projects, we have several comments to 
make on the relationship between a MIS and a planning and research unit. 
The first is that a computer-based MIS is not required. We usually think 
of a MIS as involving major data analysis and generation of computer re
ports. That is not the case with a MIS for a planning and research func
tion. Instead, we envision a more informal system that provides the Chief 
of Police and other command staff with the status of the activities being 
performed. 

More specifically, Figure 11 is a general description of the planning pro
cess in any agency for researching a particular problem. Some of the arrows 
really indicate decision points. For example, the planner may identify al
ternative courses of actions and relevant personnel must then select what 
is believed to be the most viable alternative. After selecting the most 
viable alternative., there mayor may not be an implementatio,n stage. Imple
mentation may not occur because of budget constraints, legal consideration, 
or pol itical factors. Simtl ar-ly, there may be a start on impl ementation, 
but new considerations may block the full implementation of an alternative. 
Monitoring the pr'ogress of implementation is, therefore, an important activ
ity to keep track of what is happening on the selected alternative. 

A MIS may be required when several activities are being performed by the 
planner an.d the activities are in various stages of completion. 
that the MIS could be comprised of four basic'reports: 

, Activity Schedule 
• Activity Status Report 
• Alternative Courses of Action Report 

• Comparative Analysis of Alternative CoursE. of Action. 
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The Activity Schedule is initiated at the beginning of the activity and up
dated at appropriate times as the planning analysis continues. The Activity 
Status Report is a one-page report on the activity which summarizes the re
sults of the activity to date. The Alternative Courses of Action Report is 
important because the development and selection of alternative actions is a 
key component of any planning and research activity. This report consists 
of a page for each alternative which provides an outline for defining a sin
gle alternative course of action. Finally, the Comparative Analysis Report 
is designed to layout the alternative on one or two pages to show the alter
natives in relationship to one another so that they can be compared. 

These reports represent a basic MIS which any agency CQuld implement to 
monitor the planning and research function. More reports could be developed 
by an agency if it believes a mote comprehensive MIS is required. 

The following section describes each report in detail. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF REPORTS 

Activity Schedule 

Figure 12 shows an example of an Activity Schedule using the Kane County 
Patrol Allocation and Distribution Study from Chapter II. A,complete list 
is shown, but in actual use we would expect that a basic schedule would be 
developed at the beginning ~f the project and updated periodically through
out the study. Copies of the schedule should be sent to the Chief and other 
persons directly involved in the project. 

Activity Status Report 

Figure 13 shows an example of a Project Status Report fot' the Patrol Allo
cation and Di stributic'in Study. The report is 'intended to be only one page 
to highlight. the progress made on the activity. It should be prepared on 
a regu'i ar basi s -- probably once a month -- and di stributed to the Chi ef 
and other command personnel. Thi s report all ows the Chi ef to monitor the 
progr~ss of the activity from its initiation to the final implementation. 
Documenting the process also provides a review of when key tasks were com
pleted and when key decisions were made. 
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Planner: Jane Jones 

FIGURE 12 
PROJECT SCHEDULE 

Activity: Patrol Allocation and Distribution Study 

Schedule: 

Date: 

December I January I February I March I 
1. Planning Meeting 

2. Survey of Aurora Department 
3. Meeting with Kane County Data 

I Processing Unit ..... 
01 

? 4. Document System of Recording 
Patrol Information 

5. Identify Problems in Communications 
System 

6. Develop Alternatives for Communications 
and Patrol Plan . 

7. Make Recommendations on Communications 
Room 

8. Make Recommendations on New Patrol Areas 
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Planner: Jane Jones 

FIGURE 13 

ACTIVITY STATUS REPORT 

Date: 

Activity: Patrol Allocation and Distribution Study 

Date Activity Started: December 1, 1977 

Planned Completion Date: March 27, 1978 

Estimated Completion Date: March 27, 1978 

Results Obtained to Date: 

A Computerized Patrol Activity Report was developed to assist the 
Sheriff's Department in the evaluation of patrol officer's monthly activi
ties. New Communications Room procedures were developed to more efficient'ly 
gather data for input. Incident and personnel identifier codes were 
assigned, geographical incJdent areas were established, new incident cards 
were developed and an improved time recorder was purchased. 

Tasks to Be Completed in the Next Reporting Period: 

We need to design and implement a system with the Data Processing 
Department to receive a monthly computerized budget report on Sheriff's 
Department personnel. This will allow for constant monitoring and 
evaluation of the Personnel Budget. We also need a study of the criminal 
investigation division to evaluate paperwork flow and to assess the 
feasibility of a case priority system. The study should determine whether 
a Case Status Tracking System can be implemented. 

Professional Hours Spent on This Activity During This Reporting Period: 80 
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Alternative Courses of Action Report 

This report is a one page report on each alternative course of action. An 
example is shown in Figure 14. The intent of this report is to briefly 
describe a course of action along with its advantages and disadvantages. A 
separate page is completed for each alternative action. The advantages and 
disadvantages do not have to be quantitative but the planner should not be 
biased towards one course of action. There are no perfect solutions to 
problems. Selecting an alternative involves the consideration of tradeoffs 
among advantages and disadvantages. It is sometimes advisable for the plan
ner to play the role of a IIDevil's Advocate ll in describing alternatives. At 
any rate, this report is a good vehicle for laying out courses of action and 
forcing decisions to be made. 

Comparative Analysis of Alternative Courses of Action 

This report is a companion to the Alternative Courses of Action Report. An 
example is shown in Figure 15. The Comparative Analysis Report allows the 
Chief or cQrnmand staff to quickly see the various possibilities for solving 
a problem. It could be most useful as the basis for a meeting to discuss the 
alternatives. Another procedure is for the planner to request key personnel 
to rank each alternative. This participation by others is useful when the 
courses of action are complex or the actual outcomes are uncertain. The re
port provi des a fonnal and 1 09i cal method for cont'] nui ng the pl anni ng process. 

C. SUMMARY COMMENTS 

A MIS for the planning and research function can be a good tool for monitoring 
and controlling the planning activities. It is most useful when the agency 
is involved in several activities which is typically the case under a planning 
grant. One word of caution is necessary. A MIS should not be established 
just for the sake o'f having one. The paperwork for a MIS can be extensive and 
can easily get out of control. Flexibility is the key. The Chief and planner 
can use the four reports just described and tailor them to their particular 
environment. In this way, the MIS can become a useful tool in monitoring 
the planning process. 
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FIGURE 14 

ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION 

Planner: Jane Jones Date: 

Act'ivity: Patrol Allocation and Di stribution Study 
(Investigative Case Management Study) 

Short Description of Possible Courses of Action: 

1. Establish a case status tracking system for handling inquiries 

on the status of a case. This system is needed since the Department has 
recently initiated a new policy to encourage patrol officers to conduct 
preliminary investigations. 

Advantages of This Course of Action: 

1. Would decrease the time now required to handle inquiries. 

2. Would improve control of caseload. 

r-------------------------------------------------.------------.-------
Disadvantages of This Course of Action: 

1. Increases paperwork for investigators. 

2. Report flow processing will have to be improved. 
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Planner: Jane Jones 

FIGURE 15 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Date: 

Activity: Patrol Allocation and Distribution Study 
(Investigative Case Management Study) 

Alternative One: 

Establish a Case Status Tracking System. The system would track a 
case through the investigative process from officer contact to final 
disposition. It would facilitate inquiries on case status. 

Advantages: 

1. Would decrease the time now required to handle inquiries. 

2. Would improve control of case1oad. 

Disadvantages: 

1. Increases paperwork for investigators. 

2. Report flow process; fig wi 11 have to be improved. ' 

Alternative Two: 

Keep the current system, but hire more personnel to maintain it. 

Advantages: 

1. No changes in procedures would be required. 

Disadvantages: 

1. Costs of more personnel may be prohibitive. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS* 

Relative to the planning process, LeBreton suggests a planning-implementation 
model which has three major components: the planning-implementation process, 
dimensions, and the relation of dimensions to the process. 

The Planning Process: The planning process contains fourteen steps or units 
which are suggested as a comprehenisive guide only. In actual practice, a 
given planner will work out his o\ll"n process. Figure A-l outlines the signi
ficant components of each step along with a list of the possible alternatives 
the planner may face at each step. 

The Implementation Process: The implementation p~ocess is summarized in 
Figure A-2, and contains a list of factors suggesting concerns to the imple
mentator. Steps 7 through 14 are action-oriented steps. The significant 
factors likely to be considered under each step are presented in the form 
of things to be accomplished. 

The Dimension Concept: The dimension concept helps the planner to understand 
the nature of the variations occurring in the planning and implementation 
processes as different activities are considered. Seventeen dimensions 
characterize either the planning process or the implementation process. 
These are: 

1. Compl exi ty 
2. Significance 
3. Scope or magnitude 
4. Comprehensiveness 
5. Frequency 
6~ Duration 
7. Uniqueness 
8. Authorization 
9. Fl exibil ity 

10. Available time 
11. Confidential nature 
12. Cl earness 
13. Formal i ty 
14. Specificity 
15. Completeness 
16. Accuracy 
17. Stabil ity 

* Sou'n:"e: 'Effective Police Management, Volume IV, Gourley, G. Douglas and the 
faculty of the Department of Police Science and Administration of California 
State College at Los Angeles. Submitted to the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967. pp 1042-1062. 
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FIGURE A-1 

PLANNING PROCESS* 

Significant Components Reasonable Alternatives 

1. Need Determination 
(Becoming aware of a possible need to plan) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What are the sources of 
pl anning ideas? 

What is the nature of the 
idea? 

Who receives the idea for 
consideration? 
What is the form in which 
ideas are presented? 

How are the ideas evaluated? 

Immediate superiors or subordinates, 
peer groups, staff units, employees, 
board of directors, individual him
self, suppliers, distributors, 
customers 
Equipment replacement, new product 
design, pric1ng policy, new facility 
acquisition 
Any administrator within the 
organization 
Formal controls or systematic audit 
reports, directives, suggestions, 
recommendati·ons, requests, concepts 
See all of item 10 

2. Objective 

3. 

(Formulating a precise statement of the objective of the plan) 

a. What is the nature of the 
statement of objective? 

b. In what fonn is the objec
tive presented? 

c. Who determines the objec
tive? 

Replacement of equipment items A, B, 
C; reduce the expense of handling 
incoming supplies; establish an on-the
job training program for unskilled 
employees in assembly section of pro
duct; on depar1ll1ent . 
Formal report form, general statement 
of intent 
Planner, superior at higher level 

outline of plan or proposal) 

a. What is the nature of the 
proposal? 

b. What are the anticipated 
resul ts? 

c. What is the supporting 
evidence indicating need 
to pl an? 

d. What are the resource re
quir~ments for planning? 

See sections 1b and 2a 

Reduction of expenses of $10,000 a 
year, turnover reduced among office 
help from 7 percent to 5 percent 
Facts about present intention, op
portunity for improvement, case study, 
illustrations, descriptive explanation 
Personnel cost, machinery and equip
ment costs, clerical costs, transporta
tion costs 

Source: Preston P. LeBreton, General Administration: Planning and Implementation 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), pp. 45-50. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

FIGURE A-1 (Continued) 

e. What is the i nformati on See all of item 8 
acquisition subpl an? 

f. What is the evaluation and See all of items 9 and 10 
choice system subpl an? 

g. What is the proposed test See all of item 11. 
program? 

h. What is the time schedule Hours, weeks, months for various parts 
for the planning process? and plan in total 

Obtaining Approval 
~Obtaining approval of the proposal) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Who will make the presenta
tion? 
Who will receive the pre
sentation? 

What is the form of the 
presentation? 
What is the purpose of the 
presentati on'! 
What are the results of the 
presentation? 

Planner, a superior of planner 

Line officials, board of directors, 
staff units, combination line and 
staff . 
Oral, written, combination, formal 
informal 
Informational, to "sell" the program, 
to receive reaction 
Complete approval, partial approval, 
compl ete refusal 

Organizing for Plann~ 
(Organizing planning staff and assigning responsibility) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Who will be assigned to the 
staff? 
Who makes the aSSignment? 

What is the nature of the 
authority and responsibility 
assigned? 
What will be the organiza
tion form of the planning 
staff? 
How is the staff notified 
of its aSSignment? 

Staff and line personnel, outside 
consul tants 
Planner, a line superior, staff de
partment head 
Provide information only, alternative 
courses of action, specific course of 
action, interpretation of facts 
One individual, organization unit, ad 
hoc committee, permanent committee 

Oral, written, combination; formal, 
informal 

Determining SpeCific Outline of Plan 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 

e. 

What is the information 
acquisition plan? 
What is the evaluation and 
choice system? 
What is the test program? 
What form will the final plan 
take? 
What is the control program 
for the completed plan? 

A-3 

See all of item 8 

See all of items 9 and 10 

See all of item 11 
See all of item 12 

Specific and complete with standards of 
measurement, control process and report
ing system 
Suggestive of need for plan to be pre
pared QY implementor 



7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

FIGURE A-1 (Continued) 

f. What is the internal control 
subpl an? 

Planner formulates rough estimate of 
deadline dates. Specific in every 
detail with tight control pOints 

Establishing Contact with Cooperating Groups 

a. Who is to be contacted? 

b. Who is to make contact? 
c. What will be the form of 

contact? 
d. What is the nature of the 

information to be given? 
e. When will the contact be 

made? 

Obtaining Nec~s~ary Data 

a. What is the natut"e of the 
data to be obtained? 

b. What is the method to be 
used to collect this data? 

c. What are the sources of 
required data? 

d. Who will acqui re the informa-
tion? 

e. What will be the form in 
which data will be received? 

Evaluating the Data 

a. How is the source evaluated? 

b. How is the method used to 
collect data evaluated? 

c. How are the data evaluated? 

Providor of information, decision as
sistants, testing assistants; their 
superiors 
Planner, his superior 
Informal, formal, oral, written 

Nature of project, nature of assistance 
desired 
In advance of scheduled meeting for 
interview, at time of meeting 

Sales results, production costs, yearly 
turnover figures, consumer attitudes, 
emp 1 oyee moral e 
Observation, interviewing, experimenta
tion, testing 
Employer, administrators, customers, 
distributors, suppliers, records, reports 
Planner, member of planning staff in
cluding consultants 
Report, oral communication 

Past experience with source, others who 
have used source 
Check competence of individual collector, 
tools, techniques used 
Spot check, independent check, submit 
to superior for verification 

Formulating Tentative Conclusions and Preparing Tentative Plans 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

What is the objective of the 
pl an? . . 
What are the alternatives? 

What are the significant 
variables? 

What are the relative weights 
to be assigned variables? 

A-4 

See item 2a 

All available, a few 5 many, five sites, 
ten sites, three sites 
Few major variables, complete l'ists of 
variables, those pertaining to technical 
decisions only, those pertaining to 
implementation needs as well 
Precise and complete for all significant 
variables. Fairly general and somewhat 
complete 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

FIGURE A-1 (Continued) 

e. 

f. 

What is the degree of cer
tainty that events will 
occur as anticipated? 
What are the decision rules? 
What is the final solution? 

Elaborate schedule of varying degrees 
of certainty, intuitive assumption 
that events will occur as anticipated 
Technical decision, personal considera
tion added 

tentative plan and making adjustments where 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What components are to be 
tested? 
What is the nature of the 
tests? 
Who is responsible for ad
ministering the tests? 

How are test results re
ported? 

What are the results of the 
tests? 

PreEaring the Fi nal Pl an 

a. What is the nature· of the 
pl an? 

b. Who was involved in the plan-
ning process? 

c. What are ·the anticipated 
resul ts? 

d. What is the time schedule 
for implementation? 

e. What are the resource re-
quirements for implementation? 

f. What is the nature of the 
supporting evidence? 

Testi n9 Pl an 

Significant components, all components 

Technical accuracy of solution, work
ability of solution 
Member of planning staff, separate 
unit within organization, outside 
organization 
Informal, general report, formal report 
with statement of test used, test 
results, and recommendations 
Decision as to whether or not a change 
is necessary 

See items 2a and 3a. 
reorganization plan, 
purchased 
See all of item 5 

See item 3b 

See item 3h 

See item 3d 

See items 3c 

New sal ary structure, 
equi pment to be 

(Testing the plan and making adjustments where necessary) 

a. What components are to be 
tested? . 

b. What is the nature of the 
test? 

c. Who is responsible for ad
ministering the test? 

d. How are test results 
reported? 

e. What are the test results? 

A-5 

See item 11a 

See item 11b, also test for salability 
of pl an 
See item llc 

See items 11d 

See item 11e 



FIGURE A-1 (Continued) 

14. Gaining Approval of Plan 

a. Who makes the presentation? Planner, his superior, consultant, staff 
specialists, combination of all pre
iously mentioned 

b. Who receives the presenta- Board of directors, executive committee, 
tion? senior line administrators, senior staff 

administrators, combination of above 
c. What is the form of the pre- See item 4c 

sentation? 
d. What is the purpose of the See item 4d 

presentation? 
e. What are the results of the See item 4e 

presentation? 
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FIGURE A-2 

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS* 

Significant Components Reasonable Alternatives 

1. Receipt of Approved Plan 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a. What is the nature of the 
pl an? 

Equipment replacement, new product design, 
pricing policy, new facility acquisition, 
change in organization relationships 

b. What is the form in which 
is received? 

it Directive, request, recommendation 

c. What is the source of the 
pl an? 

d. Who receives the plan? 

Immediate superior, president, board 
of directors 
Any administrator within the organization 

Obtaining an Understanding of Technical Components of the Plan 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

What is the nature of the 
pl an? 

What is the significance 
(expectations) of the change? 
What is the magnitude of the 
program? 

What is the time schedule 
for implementation? 

Equipment replacement, new product design, 
,pricing policy, new facility acquisition, 
change in organization relationships 
Improved efficiency of 5 percent, increase 
in sales of 10 percent 
Affect interrelationships of all staff and 
line units, replacement of a few operating 
individuals within one unit 
One week, month, year, several years 

Interpretation of Ramifications of Plan 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What is its significance to 
the organization? 

What is its significance to 
the implementor? 

What is its likely impact 
on employees? 
What is its likely impact on 
individuals other than 
employees? 
What is its importance to 
the approving agent? 

Change of product line may allow company 
to continue in business, office layout 
change should increase efficiency by 
3 percent 
Change in his work relationship with peer 
groups, require the acquisition of a new 
administrative approach 
Some will be given new assignments, con
siderable retraining, relocation 
Community wi 11 lose consi derab1 e consumer' 
buying power, reduction in tax receipts, 
loss of distributor or vendor 
Change in subordinate relationships, 
facilitate handling of his assignment, 
less direct intervention into day-to-day 
activiti es 

Determination of Role of Implementor 

a. What are the reqUirements of Direct the actual change desired, inform 
the plan? others of change need but no direct 

responsibility for directing change 

*Source: Preston P. LeBreton, General Administration: Planning and Implementation 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965) , pp. 127-132 
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued) 

b. What authority does he have? Full authority to disagree with plan and 

I 
I 

make appropriate changes where necessary, I 
no authority to deviate from approved 
pl an 

5. Organizing Implementation Staff and Assigning Responsibility II 
a. Who will be assigned to Peer groups of administrators, key sub-

the staff? ordinate administrators, and non-admini- I 
strators, staff specialists 

b. Who makes the assignment? Implementor provided with the plan 
c. What is the nature of the Mv; sory, i nterpretati on .of facts, change I 

authority and responsibility in program where necessary , 
to be assigned? 

d. What will be the organization Ad hoc committee, permanent committee, 
form of the impl ementati on one i ndivi dual, formal organi zati on unit I 
staff? 

6. Preparation of an Implementation Plan II 
a. What kind of action is nec- Preparation of work order, directive, 

essary to initiate the informal notice I 
program? 

b. How will individuals in gen- Written formal notice, informal conversa-
eral be notified of new tion, committee meeting 
program? I 

c. How will the program be in- Individual meetings with each affected 
terpreted to affected sub- subordinate, group meetings, general 
ordinates? announcement I 

d. How will subordinates be in- See item 6c 
structed in their control 
assignments? 

e. What will be the implementa- A few days, weeks, months, a year or more I 
tion time schedule? 

f. How will data be gathered Operating group, implementation team, 
and processed? observati on, . reports I . 

g. What will be the basic con- Achievement of program as scheduled, 
trol plans? measure of results achieved against 

expectations, measure of significant I 
factors in environment 

h. What kind of reporting system Formal or informal daily or weekly progress, 
is needed? formal or informal report of resul ts at end II 

of impl.ementati on peri od 

7. Taking Action and Making Necessary Commitments 

a. What is the form of the 
commi tment? 

b. Who makes the commitment? 

c. What is the nature of the 
commitment? 
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Contract, work order, pol icy statement, 
position description 
Implementor, superior or subordinate 
administrator, staff specialists 
Tentative, binding, probation agreement 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

FIGURE A-2 (Continued) 

Notifying Organization Members of the Program 

a. Who is to be notified? All organization members or only affected 
groups, public at large or affected mem
bers of community . 

b. What is the accepted form Formal announcement, superior direct to 
of notification? subordinates, organization's house organ, 

trade publications, local news media 
c. What will be covered in the Technical components of the plan, reasons 

notification? and justifications for change, anticipated 
resul ts 

d. What is the timing of the After final decision on plan, after full 
announcement? implementation of change, after change has 

been tested for effectiveness 
e. Who is to give the notifica- Implementor, planner, staff unit, top 

ti on? mallJgement, board of di rectors 

Interpretation of Operational Plans to.Affected Subordinates 

a. Who is to be notified? 

b. What is the accepted form of 
noti fi cati on? 

c. What W'j 11 be covered in the 
interpretati on? 

d. What is the timing of the 
interpretation? 

e. Who is to give the i nter-
pretation? 

Persons directly affected, their subor
dinates, peer groups not directly affected 
Formal announcement, personal notification 
superior to subordinate 
See items Bc 

As close as possible to receipt of approved 
plan, after review of plan by implementor 
Chief implementor, immediate superior to 
affected subordinate, unit administrator 
below chief implementor but above immediate 
administrator 

Instruction of Subordinates in The;r Control Assignment 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Who is to be instructed? 

What is the accepted form of 
i nstructi on? 
What will be covered in the 
instruction? 

What is the timing of the 
instructi on? 
Who is to give the instruc
tion? 

Gathering Data on Progress of Plan 

a. 

b. 

What is the nature of the 
data obtained? 
What is the method to be used 
to collect the data? 
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Lower levels of supervision, individuals 
di rect1y coneerned with imp1 em,entati on 
effort 
Formal presentation, open discussion 

Specific responsibility of each person 
for various parts of control program, 
general description of control program 
Before implementation begins, as imple
mentation progresses 
The chief implementor, planner, staff 
unit, immediate supervisor 

Production figures, sales results, 
and absentee rates 
Questionnaire, direct observation, 
check of records 

turnover, 

interview 



12. 

13. 

14. 

FIGURE A-2 (Continued) 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What are the sources of re
quired data? 

Who will acquire the data? 

What will be the form in 
which data will be received? 

Review and Evaluation of Data 

a. How is the source evaluated? 

b. How is the method of data 
collection evaluated? 

c. How are the data evaluated? 

Individual operator and his records, im
mediate supervisor, accounting department, 
trade publications 
Chief planner, chief implementor, immediate 
supervisor, chief executive 
Raw statistics, finished reports, comparative 
studies, interpretive reports 

Past performance, qualifications of in
dividuals submitting data, reputation 
of source 
Adequacy of sample, reliability of questions 
asked, accuracy of tabulation 
Consistency of results, completeness and 
preciseness of results reported 

Taking Corrective Action When Necessary 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What is the nature of the 
variance? 
What is the significa~ce 
of the variance? 

What is the cause of the 
variance? 

What is the nature of the 
corrective action? 

How is the correction to be 
instituted? 

Time delay, results less than planned for, 
greater expense 
Sufficient to require some change in plan, 
relatively unimportant to basic components 
of pl an 
Estimate unrealistically high, poor plan, 
inadequate implementation efforts, unex
pected shift in market conditions 
Complete stoppage of implementation efforts, 
major revision of one or more components of 
plan, extension of time element 
Change implementation team, use of con
sultants, continue with implementation team 

Reporting Progress to Authorized Personnel 

a. What is to be reported? 

b. What is the reporting form? 

c. Who is to do the reporting? 

d. Who recei v·es the report? 

e. When is the report to be 
sub'11itted? 
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Results achieved, results relative to ex
pectations, evaluation of results 
Formal official document, informal report 
at regular meeting, annual report 
Chief planner, chief implementor, immediate 
supervisor, staff unit 
Immediate supervisor, senior executive, 
president, board of directors 
Immediately after expiration of scheduled 
completion date? actual time of completion, 
end of fiscal year. 
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The way in which a given function is planned and then put into operation may 
be influenced by the intensity with which dimensions occur. The intensity of 
dimensions are seen across a continuum from low to high, little to great, or 
few to many_ Some examples are appropriate. 

Compl exi ty 

Significance 

Scope or magnitude 

Comprehensiveness 

Frequency 

SijPl e 

ITignificant 

Smrll 

Single unit 
I 

Once 
I 

Extremely complex 
I 

Extremely significant 
I 

Extremely 1 arge 
I 

Organization wide 
I 

Conti nuously 
I 

The compl exity factor ranges from simpl e to highly compl ex, the significant 
factor from insi gnifi cant or rel atively unimportant to extrl~mely si gnifi cant, 
the scope or magnitude from small to extremely 1 arge, compr\.~hensiveness from 
a single unit to the entire nrganization and frequency from a single occurrence 
to continuous. Between these extremes there are additional gradations such as 
fairly complex and complex for the cnmplexity dimension. 

The dimensions concept helps one understand the nature of the various plans that 
are prepared and implemented by each aaministrator and for the organization as a 
whole. At this stage of our presentation we are concerned with a descriptive 
account of how the administrative process is handled and of the influence dimen
sions seem to have on the various steps of the planning and implementation 
process. 

Note that the same general dimensions are used for both the planning and the 
impl ementati on processes. The defi niti ons giv'en to each dimension wi 11 vary 
between the two prctesses. In each case we take the frame of reference of 
either the planner or the implementor. The planner, viel"ing his assignment, 
will. interpret complexity as it relates to the technical nature of material to 
be covered. He thinks of the difficulty the complexity factor will place on 
his planning process. This might include the use of sophisticated tools of 
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analysis. the implementor, on the other hand, may view complexity as it 
relates to the problem of introducing significant change to a large unit. 

Impact of dimensions: The third major component of the model "is the impact 
of dimensions upon the planning and implementation process~s. It is important 
to know the relationship between dimensions such as complexity, significance, 
comprehensiveness, and frequency, and the processes. One step is to observe 
a variety of plans differing in the intensity with which dimensions occur and 
record the variations. After this has been done and the reasons established 
for the variations, hypotheses can be formulated and then tested. 

It is suggested that the use of dimensions and the planning and implementation 
processes will help to focus attention upon a new set of problems and that 
solutions will be presented in a form useful to individuals interested in a 
variety of tasks. 

LeBreton suggests that the planning-implementation model can assist in an 
evaluation of how well an observed administrative process is working. 

The way in which each significant subpart of the process is handled can be 
tested against existing theory and accepted principles. In addition, or 
separately, each significant part of the processes or the pr~cess as a whole 
can be measured against results achieved. 

Hopefully the study will direct attention to those areas \'!hete theories and 
principles are lacking. 

Thus, the model may serve at least six purposes: 

1. Assist in understanding how the administrative process is carried 
out in all kinds of organizations. 

2. Assist in understanding why the process is carried out in a 
certain manner. 

3. Assist in determining the results that are likely to be achieved 
from following a given process. 

4~ Assist in understanding the planning and implementation needs of 
of organization and thus guide administrators in their efforts. 
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5. Assist in auditing a planning and implementation process. 

6. Assist in developing ~potheses that will lead to the development 
of new theories and principles. 

The detailed summary of LeBreton's model was reproduced in ·this report as it 
represents the most thoughtful! complete, and comprehensive view of the 
planning process that has appeared in the management literature. 
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APPENDIX B 
A MODEL OF MANAGEMENT PRACTICE* 

A model of management practice and its relation to the planning process is 
shown in Figures B-1 and B-2. 

House and McIntyre suggest that this model can be an operational tool -- a 
checkl ist for action and sequency of operation. For example, Step 6. of 
planning should be completed before one starts to organize, one should com
plete Step 7 of organizing before starting to motivate, and Step 3 of motivat
ing should be completed before one starts to control. Reference to the model 
will indicate why the steps should be performed in sequence. This is not to 
say that these steps cannot or must not be performed out of sequence, but the 
model serves as a guide to the ideal sequence. 

* Source: Effective Pol ice Management, Vol ume IV, Gourl ey, G. Douglas and the 
faculty of the Department of Police Science and Administration of California 
State College at Los Angeles. Submitted to the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967. pp. 1062-1-54. 
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I) 
FIGURE B-1 Ii MODEL OF ~1ANAGEMENT* PRACTICE 

PJ.en - Organ1~e Motivnta Control I 
1. Forecast. 1. Identify and de- l. Communicate and 1. Review opera-

tine work to be explain objec- tions. I 2. Establish con- performed. ti ves and goals 
di tiona and as- to subordinatas. 2. Compnre results 
8\.dllptions. 2. Break work down against goals I into opel'at! va 2. Assign work to (sub-objec-

3. Establish ob- duties. be performed, tives). 
jectives. 3. Establish an accountability, 

I ideal' organiza- and extent of .3. Appr£l).se re-
4. Anticip£lte pos- tional concapt. authority. sults a.gainst 

dble future performance 
probleins. 4. Group operative .3. Assign perfor- standards and I duties into opar- mance standards. policies. 

s. Establish pol- ative positions. 
icies. 4. Coach and guide 4. Determine rea-

I s. Group operative subordinntes to sons for ex-
6. Establish a positions into meet performance ceptions. 

program ot ac- manageable and standards. 

I complishment. properly related s. Record. 
units. s. Train and develop 

7. Plan st'andards subordinatlZls to 6. Revise and ~d-
and methods of 6. Define. position realize full po- just control I measuring ac- requirements. tentiel. methods :L"1 
complisbr.1ent. light of CO:.'1-

7. Provide person- 6. Provide a moti- trol result..:;. 

I 8. Revis a and ad- nel fac:t.li ties vating environ-
just the plan and other re- ment by communi- , 7. Coordinate I-
in light Qf con- sources. cating the chang- throughout the 
trol results and ing situation end control pro- I Changing con- B. Revise and ad- its requir0~ant3. ceGs. 
ditions. just the organi-

zation in light 7. Praise and censure I 9. Coordinate I- of control re- fairly. 
throughout the sults. 
planning pro- B. Reward subordinates 

I cees. 9. Coordinate I- based on performance. 
throughout the 
organizing pro- 9. Revise and adjust the 

.cess. work of moti~\tion in I light .of control rasults~ 

10. Coordinate I- thro'l.'.gh-

I out the motivating 
process. 

* . Managa~ant is the vocation of echievlng desired results through other people. 

I " Coordination is the consideration of relation.ships . and/or utilization of 
activities outsid·a a chain of co" .. ~~d. 

Source: R. J. House and J. M. Hclntyre, nJ.b.nag~ ... ent Theory 1.n Practice," I Advanced Ibna~eiilsntJ October, 1961, (r~print, 8 pages). 
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FIGURE B-2 
CLASSICAL MANAGEME~T THEORY IN PRACTICE* 

1 2 3 4 5 18' 

Begin Org •• ''''.g when you conclude Step , 
of PI,,,,,d,,g; •••• , Cle1tabliahing a program". 

: . 
ORGANIZE - 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 , 

Begin Mot'v"ti.g when you concluc!e Step 7 
of Org""i"'"g; I •••• "proyidinl; pen..DJle1 Ea. 
cilitiel, dc.," (or Itaffinr your orga&3ution). 

MonVA TE - 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 , 10 

Begin Co,"rollhlg (reYiewiD£ iDdiyidual 
performJlncel) when you conclude Step J 
of 1.!otlvllt/ng, I.e •• "auigainS performance 
Itandardl". 

CONTROL - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

*Source: R. J. House and J. M .. McIntyre, "Management Theory in Pl:"actice," Advanced Management, 
October, 1961, (reprint, 8 pages). . 
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